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6MWT		
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ADL		

Activities of Daily Living

AE		

Adverse event

APACHE		

Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation
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Acute respiratory distress syndrome

AUROC		
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BMI		
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Bogenhausener Dysphagia sum score
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Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials
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Instruments
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Chelsea Critical Care Physical Assessment tool
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CPET		
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CV		

Coefficient of variability

CVI		

Content validity index

ESICM		

European Society of Intensive Care Medicine

FIM		

Functional Independence Measure
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Functional Status Score for the Intensive Care Unit
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Good Clinical Practice
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NICE		

National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence
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Odds ratio

PCF		

Peak Cough Flow

PDMS		

Patient Data Management System

PFIT-s		

Physical Function ICU Test – scored

PICS		

Post-intensive care syndrome

RASS		

Richmond Agitation Sedation Scale

RCT		

Randomised controlled trial
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Research Electronic Data Capture

ROC		

Receiver operating characteristic

S5Q		
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SAE		

Serious adverse event

SD		
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SDC		
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SEM		
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SF-36		

Short form 36

SOFA		

Sequential Organ Failure Assessment score

SOMS		

Surgical intensive care unit optimal mobility scale
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oxygen saturation
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Therapeutic Intervention Scoring System

VO2		
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CHAPTER 1
General introduction

Critically ill patients have a life-threatening condition due to an acute or impending

1

organ dysfunction from a potentially reversible disease and are commonly treated
in an intensive care unit (ICU) [1]. The spectrum of critical illness is therefore highly
heterogenous and treatment ranges from monitoring after major surgery to advanced
life support in patients with multiorgan failure for example from acute lung injury,
trauma or sepsis [2, 3]. Nevertheless, despite these differences in origin, clinical
symptoms remain similar and treatment mainly consists of organ system monitoring
and support [3, 4]. Their ultimate goal is to gain time to treat the underlying disease
and preventing further deterioration and death [1]. Until recently, short-term survival
was the most important outcome after critical illness [5]. Nowadays most critically ill
patients (82-92%) are successfully discharged from the ICU [2]. However, survivorship
was found to be associated with long-term functional disability as well as cognitive and
mental health impairments [6]. These impairments led to a paradigm shift in critical
care to provide holistic and person-centred care [7]. In consequence current guidelines
advocate multidisciplinary management including lighter sedation strategies, delirium
monitoring and early rehabilitation [8].

Critical illness in Switzerland
Swiss ICUs annually treat about 90,000 patients of whom 1 in 3 is mechanically
ventilated [9]. On average an ICU patient is 62 years old and spends 2.6 days in the
ICU. Common diagnostic groups at admission are cardiovascular (30%), neurologic
(14%), gastrointestinal (12%), respiratory (11%) or traumatic (5%) [9]. ICU mortality in
Switzerland was 4% over all ICU admissions from 2016 and 2017, whereby increased
odds of death were associated with a specified treatment limitation (odds ratio (OR) 18
[95% confidence interval (CI) 17-19]), a postinterventional and unplanned admission
(OR 1.2 [1.0-1.5]), illness severity (OR 1.1 [1.1-1.1]) and male gender (OR 1.1 [1.0-1.2])
[10]. However, there are certain patient groups with a particularly high ICU mortality
such as patients with sepsis (mortality up to 49%) [11], which contributes to a high
economic burden of 493-1,199 million Swiss francs per year to the Swiss society [11].
A small subset of critically ill patients (12-18%) further requires prolonged ICU care
[12]. These long stayers can use up to 52% of ICU resources and are a heavy burden
on caregivers [12]. In Switzerland, approximately 5,400 patients (6%) per year are
mechanically ventilated for more than 95 hours [9]. Prolonged mechanical ventilation is
the hallmark of chronic critical illness; a condition associated with subsequent morbidity
and mortality [13]. This thesis will focus on this specific subset of critically ill and
mechanically ventilated patients. Given that an international consensus of ‘prolonged
mechanical ventilation’ is lacking, we defined >72 hours of mechanical ventilation as
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prolonged, because it lies above the average length of stay of 2.6 days in Swiss ICUs.

1

Complications and trajectories of critical illness
In 1984, Bolton et al. reported the first case series of five chronic critically ill patients with
severe respiratory weakness, flaccid limb muscles, motor and sensory polyneuropathy,
and absent tendon reflexes [14]. These relatively young patients (<66 years) failed to be
weaned from mechanical ventilation and the two only survivors continued to present
signs of polyneuropathy for up to two years. These neuromuscular dysfunctions were
likely due to critical illness polyneuropathy and/or myopathy as well as muscle wasting
[15], which commonly overlap [16] and are now recognised under the umbrella term
‘ICU acquired weakness’ (ICUAW) [17]. ICUAW is primarily a clinical diagnosis based
on muscle strength assessments, failure to wean from mechanical ventilation and the
exclusion of other differential diagnoses [17]. The incidence of ICUAW in mechanically
ventilated, critically ill patients is approximately 40% [18], though incidence may reach
100% in septic patients [19]. Pathophysiological features are complex and not fully
understood (Figure 1.1). The early phase of critical illness is characterised by rapid muscle
atrophy due to catabolic hormones, inflammatory cytokines and mechanical unloading
(immobilisation) of the muscle [20, 21]. As a result, protein turnover is altered, whereby
protein degradation is increased and protein synthesis decreased [22]. The phase of
catabolism and inflammation may be prolonged (>14d) in long stayers (>24h) with an
average muscle loss of 1-2% per day [23]. After the acute phase of critical illness, muscle
dysfunction becomes prevalent [21]. Potential mechanisms for this dysfunction are
multifaceted. They include neuronal damage and skeletal muscle alterations, which might
have been induced by hypoxemia due to microcirculatory disorder and bioenergetic
failure [20]. Additionally, muscle contractility and recruitment can be impaired because
of muscle/nerve membrane hypoexcitability and ion channel dysfunctions [22, 24]. To
distinguish between the different phenotypes, electrophysiological testing is necessary
[17], but rarely performed in clinical practice [16]. Because the alternative muscle
strength tests rely on patients’ alertness and cooperation, ICUAW diagnosis is often
delayed [25]. A specific biomarker for ICUAW is not yet available [26]. Early risk factors
associated with ICUAW are severity of illness, female gender, older age, hyperglycaemia,
certain ICU drugs, prolonged bedrest or duration of mechanical ventilation [20, 27].
However, given that ICUAW also prolongs mechanical ventilation – indeed it is part of
its diagnosis – these risk factors should be interpreted with caution and do not signify
causation.
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Early phase of critical illness

1

Late phase of critical illness

Inflammation/catabolism

Disuse

Pathways of recovery

Figure 1.1. Pathophysiology of ICU acquired weakness including potential pathways of recovery.
Adapted with permission from [21].

Most studies investigating the short- and long-term outcomes of ICUAW were conducted in
severely ill patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) [28-30]. Accordingly,
there is little evidence on the outcomes of ICUAW in a general ICU cohort. A systematic
review concludes that up to 70% of critically ill patients experienced new or worsening
dysfunction to perform activities of daily living in the first year after critical illness [31].
In a propensity-matched, cohort study, critically ill patients with muscle weakness were
less likely to be weaned from mechanical ventilation (hazard ratio (HR) 0.709 [95% CI
0.549–0.888]; p=0.009) or to be discharged alive from hospital (HR 0.680 [0.514–0.871];
p=0.007) compared to patients without muscle weakness [32]. Additionally, one-year
mortality was significantly increased (30.6% versus 17.2%; p=0.015) and hospital costs
were significantly higher (median difference 5,443 Euros (+30.5% per patient); p=0.04)
in weak compared to non-weak patients [32]. Importantly, 46% of ICUAW patients in
this study could not be matched, because they presented with substantially higher
illness severity and ICUAW risk factors. Their outcomes were significantly worse than
for patients without ICUAW, results are therefore likely underestimated. Muscle atrophy
has been shown as an independent predictor for in-hospital death (OR 4.3 [95% CI 2.09.0]; p<0.001) in mechanically ventilated adults [33]. Although another retrospective,
propensity-matched study found that patients with ICUAW were less likely to die in
hospital (OR 0.69 [0.6–0.79]; p<0.0001) than their matched controls [34]. Nevertheless,
they were more likely to experience longer hospital stays (OR 5.78 [4.76–6.8]; p<0.0001)
with higher hospital costs (+57,220 $ median difference, p<0.0001) and were less likely
to be discharged home (OR 0.35 [0.31–0.4]; p<0.0001) than patients without ICUAW
[34]. The unexpected differences in mortality could be explained by survivor bias,
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selection bias (diagnosis based solely on electrophysiological testing) and unmeasured
confounders such as illness severity in [34]. Using self-reported questionnaires, ICUAW
also seemed to be associated with functional impairments restricting activities of
daily living after 3, but not after 6 or 12 months [35]. In contrast, in ICU survivors with
ARDS, ICUAW was significantly associated with substantial and persisting (>24 months)
impairments in physical function and health-related quality of life, measured with the
6-minute walk distance and Short-Form 36 questionnaire [29]. This trend continued up
to 5 years after ARDS, where relatively young participants (median age 44 years) reached
a median 76% of normative values in the 6-minute walk distance [28]. This landmark
study further drew attention to other physical, mental and social health impairments
such as frozen shoulders, depression or job loss [28]. At the same time, the first studies
revealed significant cognitive impairment in severely ill survivors, whereby approximately
1 in 4 had deficits similar to mild Alzheimer’s disease one year after hospital discharge
[36]. Cognitive and functional decline were also observed in survivors of severe sepsis
[37]. To raise awareness and to improve outcomes of critical illness, the term ‘postintensive care syndrome’ (PICS) was created [6]. The PICS framework, which was later
developed to include critically ill children and social health [38], is shown in Figure 1.2.

Critically ill
patient

Family

Physical
health

Cognitive
health

Mental
health

Social
health

ICUAW
Functional disability
Chronic pain
Osteopenia
Dysphagia
Fatigue
Metabolic disorders
Pulmonary functions

Memory impairments
Executive function
Mental processing
Visuo-spatial
processing

Anxiety
Depression
Acute stress
disorders
Post-traumatic
stress disorder

Financial stress
Joblessness
Healthcare utilization

Health-related quality of life
Figure 1.2. Framework for post-intensive care syndrome that includes some potential aspects of
health impairments based on [6, 28, 36-40].

Recent research revealed noteworthy overlap between PICS symptoms, whereby
approximately 1 in 3 survivors with fatigue showed signs of anxiety/depression or 1 in
10 presented with impaired cognition, physical dysfunction and fatigue [41]. These co-
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occurrences complicate recovery and while ICUAW may be a crucial, early driver of PICS

1

[42] – as described by patients’ experiences [43] – more research is needed to understand
potential mechanisms and trajectories of recovery (Figure 1.1). In terms of the muscle,
weakness and dysfunction can persist up to 6 months and do not seem associated with
muscle mass, which suggests impaired muscle contractility and regeneration [44]. Still,
functional recovery seems possible in a majority of critically ill patients [45]. Although
recovery might plateau at approximately 6 months [28], be limited to pre-ICU functional
independency [45] or to younger patients with a short ICU stay [46]. In summary, upon
awakening from critical illness, many survivors experience ongoing disability and reduced
health-related quality of life. They are thankful to be alive [47, 48], but they desperately
need treatment:
“…to start with, when I tried to hold a cup, I spilled it in the bed. I
couldn’t brush my own teeth, I couldn’t comb my hair, and I wasn’t
able to pick the covers up and move them.”
ICU survivor from [43; page 4]

Treatment of ICU acquired weakness
At the very start of this PhD project, three randomised controlled trials (RCT) [49-51]
and one prospective cohort study [52] indicated that early rehabilitation might enhance
recovery. This was confirmed in a Cochrane review that identified intensive insulin
therapy and early rehabilitation as the most likely candidates to reduce ICUAW [53]. The
former, early nutrition and glycaemic targets, are not part of this PhD-thesis. However,
it is important to note, that both play a substantial role in muscle wasting or the
maintaining of muscle mass [54]. Nutritional research in critically ill patients therefore
has a similar high urgency as trials investigating early rehabilitation in the context of
ICUAW and PICS. The following paragraphs summarise the three available RCTs in the
field of early rehabilitation.
The seminal study from Schweickert et al. [49] included 104 critically ill adults who
were randomised to early rehabilitation provided by occupational and physiotherapists
during a daily sedation stop compared to non-coordinated daily sedation stops with
usual therapy referral. The intervention group started rehabilitation within a median
of 1.5 days [interquartile range (IQR) 1.0-2.1] on 87% of eligible study days, while the
control group started significantly later with a median of 7.4 days [6.0-10.9]. This led
to a significant difference in the primary outcome ‘return to independency at hospital
discharge’ between the intervention (29 [59%]) and the control group 19 [35%] (OR 2.7
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[95% CI 1.2-6.1]). The secondary outcomes also significantly differed between groups
with less days of delirium, shorter duration of mechanical ventilation and a shorter
hospital stay in the intervention group. Participants in the intervention group further
had a higher Barthel Index and a longer walking distance at hospital discharge, though
ICUAW incidence was not different between groups (31% versus 49%, p=0.09). There
were two adverse events in the intervention group (0.4% of rehabilitation sessions):
one oxygen desaturation below 80% and the accidental removal of an arterial
catheter. Additionally, therapy had to be discontinued in 4% of all sessions. Overall, the
authors concluded that early therapy during sedation stops was safe, well tolerated
and significantly associated with improved patient-relevant outcomes [49]. The main
limitation of the trial by Schweickert et al. [49] was the lack of detailed information on
therapy intensity, duration, type and tailoring of exercises.
The trial from Burtin et al. [50] investigated in-bed cycling in addition to routine
physiotherapy compared to routine physiotherapy alone in 90 critically ill long stayers
(>5 days). In-bed cycling was provided for 20 minutes, 5 days a week, passively or
actively. The intervention group conducted a median of 7 [IQR 4-11] sessions which
translated to a barely significant longer 6-minute walking distance at hospital discharge
compared to the control group (196m [IQR 126-329] versus 143m [37-226]; p<0.05).
For the secondary outcomes there was a significant improvement in quadriceps
strength at ICU and hospital discharge for the intervention compared to the control
group. The former also experienced a better physical health-related quality of life. In
contrast, hand-grip strength, the ability for ambulation or sit-to-stand did not differ
between groups. Out of 425 cycling sessions, there were 16 sessions (4%) that were
terminated prematurely because of transient de-oxygenation or hypotension. The
authors concluded that early in-bed cycling was safe and feasible with promising results
for physical function in survivors [50]. However, there are several limitations that bias
the results of this trial: groups were not comparable at baseline, assessors were not
blinded to group allocation, plus there was a high dropout rate and no intention-to-treat
analysis. Additionally, routine therapy was not specified and it remains unclear whether
an additional therapy session instead of a cycling session would have been as beneficial.
Finally, the study from Dantas et al. [51] was a small RCT with 28 participants receiving
conventional physiotherapy versus standardised mobilisation adapted from the
observational study by Morris et al. [52]. The study found significantly higher muscle
strength in the intervention group, though baseline differences in muscle strength make
this study difficult to interpret [51]. Additionally, it suffers from serious selection bias,
performance and observer bias including the lack of a prospectively defined sample
size or outcome measure. Adverse events were not reported. The confidence in the
accuracy of these results is therefore very low.
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Early ICU physiotherapy
1

The first ICUs did not strictly implement sedation and bedrest for their patients who
often sat in chairs and interacted with their families [55]. This might have been tied to the
increasingly recognised detrimental consequences of prolonged bedrest [56], but also
because of less use of sedation [55]. The first known report of a patient walking while on
mechanical ventilation was published in 1975 [57]. The concept of early rehabilitation
was therefore not completely novel. However, the real breakthrough only came with
increased survival rates [2, 58] and the recognition of ICUAW and PICS. While intensive
care medicine has always relied on multidisciplinary collaboration, these discoveries
brought the addition of rehabilitation and respiratory specialists like physiotherapy
professionals [59]. Indeed, the complexities and various complications of critical illness
call for interprofessional collaboration to allow improved patient outcomes [60]. The
evidence from above landmark trials [49, 50] supported this trend.
In 2008, the European Society of Intensive Care Medicine (ESICM) issued a statement
on the role of physiotherapy [61]. The guideline highlighted the many complications of
an ICU stay, identified potential targets for physiotherapy and advised on safety checks
prior to mobilisation. The main recommendations to guide early rehabilitation were:
-

Physiotherapists should thoroughly assess critically ill patients to identify underlying
problems and treatment aims,

-

Mobilisation and muscle training should be implemented early,

-

Physiotherapists should guide the implementation and progression of mobilisation
and exercise in accordance with other ICU clinicians,

-

Physiotherapists should monitor vital functions to ensure safe treatment
implementation,

-

Physiotherapists should provide patient education and address discomfort and
anxiety (e.g., with breathing or relaxation techniques).

One year later, the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) from the
United Kingdom published guidance for the rehabilitation of critically ill patients [62].
Thereby the key principles during the ICU stay were to identify the risk for morbidity, to
assess rehabilitation needs and to start individualised, goal-oriented rehabilitation as
early as possible. However, both of these guidelines lacked rigorous scientific evidence
and were mostly backed by expert opinion. Also, interestingly, while both guidelines
advocated regular assessments, there were no specific measurement instruments that
targeted critically ill patients at that time.
Meanwhile, there was evidence that physiotherapy in the ICU was safe as shown by
two large prospective observational studies [63, 64]. The first study [63] observed all
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physiotherapy interventions during a 3-month period in five tertiary hospitals in Australia.
In total, there were 27 out of 12,281 sessions with an adverse physiological reaction
(0.2%) predominantly associated with manual hyperinflation. The other study [64] was
conducted over 30 months in a tertiary centre in the United States. 1,110 patients with
a length of stay >24 hours were included, which related to 5,267 physiotherapy sessions
and 34 potential safety events (0.6%). Again, most of these events were transient
physiological abnormalities (27/34 [79%]) and most occurred while sitting (18/34 [53%]).
The remaining events were 3/34 (9%) falls and 4/34 (12%) accidental device dislocations
(2x feeding tube, 1x chest tube, 1x arterial catheter), that needed intervening but were
not judged to prolong length of stay. While these studies [63, 64] certainly give early
physiotherapy a good safety profile, both centres were highly experienced in providing
early physiotherapy and reporting was dependent on the treating therapist. This limits
generalisability to other settings. Additionally, adverse events might be underestimated
due to reporting bias.
Nowadays, physiotherapists are seen as important members of an ICU team. With
their specific neuromuscular and cardiorespiratory knowledge, they are often more
successful in facilitating early mobilisation than other ICU professionals and are crucial
in identifying patients at risk for physical morbidity or current rehabilitation needs [65,
66]. Nevertheless, the lack of evidence-based guidance on the frequency, intensity,
timing or type of early rehabilitation complicates safe implementation. Physiotherapists
further need appropriate tools with good measurement properties to evaluate patients’
physical function, to guide treatment interventions and to inform about expected
outcomes.

Measurements of physical function and activity in
critically ill adults
The ESICM statement [61] and NICE guideline [62] elicited the development of specific
measurement instruments for function and activity in critically ill adults. A systematic
review published in 2015 identified six novel assessments targeting ICU patients [67]:
Chelsea Critical Care Physical Assessment tool (CPAx) [68], Physical Function ICU
Test – scored (PFIT-s) [69, 70], Perme mobility scale [71], ICU mobility scale (IMS) [72],
Surgical intensive care unit Optimal Mobility Scale (SOMS) [73], and the Functional
Status Score for the Intensive Care Unit (FSS-ICU) [74]. All instruments originated from
English-speaking countries (United Kingdom, Australia and United States) and therefore
necessitated a structured translation and cross-cultural adaptation for their clinical
use in a German-speaking Swiss ICU. The choice of an appropriate assessment for
a Swiss ICU setting was additionally based on below factors [75] with the following
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objectives:

1

-

Target population: critically ill adults at risk of or with ICUAW

-

Purpose: to evaluate physical function and activity as classified by the
International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF), ideally
across the pathway of recovery from ICU admission to hospital discharge

-

Utility: freely available, easily implemented in clinical practice with a short
assessment time and little need of equipment, ideally available in German

-

Measurement

properties:

good

validity,

acceptable

reliability

and

responsiveness, limited floor and ceiling effects (taxonomy according to
the COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of health Measurement
INstruments (COSMIN) initiative is outlined in Figure 1.3)

Figure 1.3. COSMIN taxonomy of measurement properties. Validity is further defined as “the degree to which an instrument measures the construct(s) it purports to measure”, reliability as “the
degree to which the measurement is free from measurement error”, responsiveness as “the ability
of an instrument to detect change over time in the construct to be measured”, and interpretability
as “the degree to which one can assign qualitative meaning […] to an instrument’s quantitative
scores or change in scores” [76; Table 2]. Reprinted with permission from [76].
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The IMS and the SOMS both solely aim to quantify mobility levels [72, 73, 77] and
were therefore not prioritised for translation. The Perme mobility scale was developed
to measure critically ill patients’ mobility and to identify barriers to mobility such as
alertness, pain or specific installations [71]. The purpose of the scale did therefore
not match our defined objectives. Additionally, the scale lacks proper validity testing,
which according to the COSMIN initiative is the most important quality measure [78].
Reliability without validity implies that the score gives consistent measures, though
it is unclear whether these measurements measure the intended construct. Indeed,
the combination of mobility status and barriers to mobility seem counterintuitive and
therefore validity testing would be urgently needed. The three remaining measurement
instruments all targeted critically ill adults and were made freely available by their
developers. The allocated ICF domains included muscle functions, exercise tolerance
functions and mobility for the PFIT-s, mobility for the FSS-ICU and muscle functions,
movement functions, respiratory functions, other body functions (e.g., cough) and
mobility for the CPAx [77]. The FSS-ICU does not need any equipment, while the
PFIT-s needs a stop watch and the CPAx a handgrip dynamometer [79]. All three
assessments can be performed during a routine physiotherapy session and are thus
easy to implement in clinical practice. Yet for our intended purpose ‘to evaluate physical
function and activity in critically ill adults’ the CPAx seemed the most promising outcome
measure, because the CPAx includes the domains of respiratory function and cough
and therefore takes into account the hallmark feature of ICUAW – failure to wean from
mechanical ventilation.
Concerning the measurement properties of the three instruments, the CPAx and the
PFIT-s were amongst the strongest instruments as summarised in the review from Parry
et al. [67]. Meanwhile, the FSS-ICU has excellent measurement properties such as a
high inter-rater reliability [80, 81], moderate to good construct and predictive validity
[80, 82, 83] and displays responsiveness [83]. This data was, however, unavailable at
the start of this PhD-trajectory. Consequently, the choice was made between the CPAx
and the PFIT-s. Both the CPAx and PFIT-s demonstrated construct validity [68, 70, 82,
84, 85], excellent interrater-reliability [68, 69, 86], responsiveness [70, 82, 85, 87] and
predictive validity [70, 82, 84], though most studies had some limitations. Primarily,
they lacked proper prospective hypothesis testing based on a theoretical construct of
their scales. Instead ‘good’ correlations between other related or unrelated instruments
were sought to study convergent or divergent construct validity [68, 70, 85]. This could
be improved with a strong conceptual model of the scale that clearly describes how
constructs between the different instruments are connected. Additionally, the validity of
the PFIT-s has never been investigated outside of an RCT [70, 85]. This is problematic,
because on the one hand, relatively high dropouts in secondary outcome measurements
limit correlation-testing between measurement instruments. On the other hand, results
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are difficult to interpret because the studies’ main aim to test efficacy cannot be fully

1

reached without a valid measurement instrument and the evaluation of validity suffers
from less rigorous designs and insufficient power due to being a secondary objective.
The final consideration for the choice of an appropriate measurement instrument for
a Swiss ICU were floor and ceiling effects. They occur if >15% of participants reach the
lowest (floor) or the highest (ceiling) possible score [88]. Both negatively affect a score’s
responsiveness, because potential functional changes are not visible in participants
with a minimal or maximal score [88, 89]. The study by Denehy et al. [70] found a floor
and ceiling effect of 22% in 116 critically ill patients assessed with the PFIT-s. In contrast,
floor (9%) and ceiling effects (11%) were lower in the study by Parry et al. [82] in 66
critically ill patients with an ICU stay of >48h. For the CPAx, floor and ceiling effects
of 3% and 1%, respectively, were reported for 499 critically ill adults (>48h) scored 3
times per week [84]. However, floor effects were significantly higher in a critically ill burn
population (67%) [87].
In summary, both the CPAx and the PFIT-s are excellent measurement instruments for
the critically ill that matched our specific requirements. In the end, we chose to use the
CPAx. First, because the assessment was more reflective of the daily clinical practice of
physiotherapists in Switzerland and thus more easily scored during routine therapy and
second, because the CPAx included the domain of respiratory function which is seen as
an important feature of ICUAW. The items of the CPAx are displayed in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.5. Depiction of the Chelsea Critical Care Physical Assessment tool (CPAx). Reprinted with
permission from [68].
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Personal motivation
1

Rehabilitation has fascinated me since my first observational internship where I could
follow the first steps of a stroke patient. The immense dedication of the therapists
and the succeeding joy of this patient has left a lasting impression throughout my
physiotherapy education. Following my graduation, I continued this journey and
completed several courses on neurological rehabilitation. However, I soon recognised
the limitations in these courses that lacked evidence-based treatment interventions and
recommendations for the acute care hospital where I worked. I therefore decided to
register for a Master of Science in neurorehabilitation to broaden my horizon and later
to pursue a post-graduate diploma in critical care. Both courses ultimately guided me to
my PhD objectives to study the effects of early ICU physiotherapy and how training and
recovery could be measured.
My professional pathway was further influenced by a 3-month internship in a large
acute care hospital in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. On the one hand, this internship taught
me to communicate non-verbally, to be creative and to adapt my therapy to unusual
circumstances. On the other hand, the weekly hospital rounds made me recognise
the real impact of prolonged bed rest and immobilisation. I especially remember
a slightly elderly man who had fever from malaria over weeks. When he finally came
to the physiotherapy department both knees were completely contracted in a flexed
60° position and there was nothing any of us could have done anymore. I think that
the collision of these two worlds – one with, the other without therapy – gave me the
necessary confidence in the importance of my profession. But it also raised the ethical
question of a control group without access to therapy.
As described above, my research projects started in 2012 when I had to choose a
topic for my MSc thesis. Everyone advised me to choose a topic that I was passionate
about. So, I was very lucky that my first idea of starting a rehabilitation trial in critically
ill adults received immediate backup from my superiors as well as the head of the ICU
department who immediately gave me his support and the necessary funds. Little did
I know at that time, what this meant for my future, yet I am immensely thankful for
this opportunity that threw me in at the deep end but taught me how to swim and
ultimately led me to this PhD trajectory. Doing research while working clinically has been
immensely rewarding as evidence can immediately be translated into clinical practice
and because clinical questions feed back into new research ideas. This PhD-thesis aims
to answer some of these questions from clinical practice. Current evidence does not
define what early rehabilitation or training constitutes [90]. Consequently, Box 1.1.
provides a glossary about the definitions used in this thesis.
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Box 1.1. Glossary for this thesis.
Physical activity

“Any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that results in
energy expenditure.” [91]
Exercise training,
“Physical activity that is planned, structured, repetitive aiming to
exercise or training improve or maintain one or more components of physical fitness (e.g.,
cardiorespiratory endurance, muscular endurance, muscular strength,
balance, coordination, flexibility agility, power, reaction time, speed or
body composition).” [91]
Physiotherapists
“Physiotherapists provide services that develop, maintain and restore
people’s maximum movement and functional ability. They can help
people at any stage of life, when movement and function are threatened
by ageing, injury, diseases, disorders, conditions or environmental
factors.” [92]
Physiotherapy
An intervention delivered by certified physiotherapists
Rehabilitation
“A set of interventions designed to optimize functioning and reduce
disability in individuals with health conditions in interaction with their
environment.” [93]
Early rehabilitation Rehabilitation that starts within critical care (as soon as possible)
Mobilisation
An intervention to increase mobility; particularly sitting on the edge of
bed, sitting in a chair, standing or walking
Early mobilisation

Mobilisation that starts within critical care (as soon as possible)

Aims and outline of this thesis
Due to the lack of intervention trials, a relatively safe profile of early physiotherapy and my
personal clinical experience, the primary aim of this thesis was to compare the functional
effects of an early endurance and resistance training combined with early mobilisation
to standard care in critically ill, mechanically ventilated adults. The secondary aim was to
thoroughly investigate the safety of early training and to explore the cardiorespiratory
response to physiotherapy in order to advise on safe training intensities in this population.
The results of the primary aim inspired the third and fourth objectives of this thesis
that were to test the reliability, construct, cross-cultural, cross-sectional and predictive
validity of the newly developed, cross-culturally adapted and translated German version
of the CPAx. Finally, this thesis aimed to examine the short-term outcomes of ICUAW in
Switzerland as well as to explore early ICU predictors for ICUAW at ICU discharge.
Accordingly, the outline of this thesis followed two main pathways (Figure 1.4). The
first pathway was the completion of a randomised controlled trial with in-depth
investigations of the whole population in order to investigate the secondary and final
aims. The second pathway was the completion of a clinimetric study to examine the
measurement properties of the German CPAx.
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1

Randomised controlled trial

1

Clinimetric study

RCT: study protocol
Chapter 2
German CPAx: construct, crosscultural, cross-sectional validity and
reliability
Chapter 5

RCT: results
Chapter 3

Secondary analysis: training response
Chapter 4

CPAx: predictive validity
Chapter 6

Secondary analysis: ICUAW
Chapter 7
Inform clinical practice
and future trials
Chapter 8 - discussion
Figure 1.4. Outline of the PhD-thesis.

The order of the chapters has been chosen to reflect my learning journey along this
PhD-trajectory. Chapter 2 describes the published protocol for the RCT along the
recommendations of the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT)
guideline. The design and methodology of the RCT have been developed during my
MSc thesis that aimed to evaluate the first 35 participants [94]. The results of the fully
powered RCT are described in Chapter 3. This work has not been priorly used for any
academic degree and was highly relevant for the subsequent research questions that
subsequently received funding from two Swiss organisations. This funding allowed to
analyse the large dataset of the continuously monitored physiological data before,
during and after physiotherapy to answer the previously planned questions from the
RCT about the safety and cardiorespiratory response to physiotherapy (Chapter 4).
The non-significant results of our RCT further raised the question whether the chosen
outcomes were sensitive enough to measure change in the target population. This
made the development of a properly validated and reliable outcome measurement for
critically ill adults with ICUAW a priority. The CPAx seemed to fulfil our requirements.
We therefore set out to translate and cross-culturally adapt the CPAx from English into
German (MAS thesis of Valentine Stefanicki). In Chapter 5, we describe how the German
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CPAx was rigorously tested to evaluate construct, cross-sectional and cross-cultural
validity, interrater reliability and measurement errors, while Chapter 6 contains the
research into the predictive validity of the CPAx. Finally, the RCT revealed a surprisingly
high incidence of ICUAW (58%), which was above the previously congregated 40% [18].
The questions of why and how they fared were logical consequences that we tried to
answer with a secondary analysis of our RCT-population in Chapter 7. The last Chapter
8 discusses the results and implications from this PhD-thesis to inform clinical practise
and future clinical trials.
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Abstract
Background
Prolonged need for intensive care is associated with neuromuscular weakness, termed
Intensive Care Unit Acquired Weakness. Those affected suffer from severe functional

2

impairment that can persist for years. First studies suggest a positive effect of
physiotherapy and early mobilisation. However, the ideal intervention for a preferential
functional outcome is not known. So far, no randomised controlled trial has been
conducted to specifically evaluate an early endurance and resistance training in the
mechanically ventilated, critically ill patient.
Methods/ Design
A randomised controlled trial with blinded assessors and 6-month follow-up will be
conducted in a tertiary, interdisciplinary Intensive Care Unit in Switzerland. Participants
(n=115; expected drop-outs: n=15) will be randomised to a control group receiving
standard physiotherapy and to an experimental group that undergoes early mobilisation
combined with endurance and resistance training. The inclusion criteria are ≥18 years,
expected mechanical ventilation for >72 hours and qualitative independence before
the illness.
Primary endpoints are functional capacity (6 Minute Walk Test) and the ability to perform
activities of daily living (Functional Independence Measure) measured at hospital
discharge. Secondary endpoints include muscle strength (Medical Research Council
sum score, handgrip strength and handheld dynamometry for quadriceps muscle), joint
contractures (range of motion), exercise capacity (Timed “Up & Go” Test) and healthrelated quality of life (Short Form 36). Safety will be monitored during interventions by
indirect calorimetry and continuous intensive care standard monitoring. All previously
defined adverse events will be noted. The statistical analysis will be by intention-to-treat
with the level of significance set at p<0.05.
Discussion
This prospective, single-centre, allocation-concealed and assessor-blinded randomised
controlled trial will evaluate participant’s function after an early endurance and resistance
training compared to standard care. Limitations of this study are the heterogeneity of
the critically ill and the discontinuity of the protocol after relocation to the ward. The
strengths lie in the pragmatic design and the clinical significance of the chosen outcome
measures.
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Background
Intensive Care Unit (ICU) survivors have a persistently high mortality and an exceedingly
poor quality of life that manifests itself up to five years after ICU discharge [1]. Further
burdens include exercise limitation, physical and psychological complications as well as
increased costs and use of health care services [2]. To outline these multiple long-term
consequences after survival of a critical illness the term post intensive care syndrome
(PICS) has been agreed on [3]. Consequently, PICS describes impairments in physical,
cognitive or mental health status subsequent to a critical illness and persisting beyond
hospital discharge.
Intensive Care Unit Acquired Weakness (ICUAW)
Neuromuscular dysfunctions are an important aspect of the physical impairment and
probably a crucial contributor to the following long-term disability. They are common in
critically ill patients requiring more than one week of mechanical ventilation and have
an approximate incidence of 40% [4]. A simple framework to diagnose and classify
these neuromuscular disorders has been proposed [5]. Hence, the term “intensive
care unit acquired weakness” (ICUAW) describes a clinically detected weakness
in critically ill patients with no plausible aetiology except for the critical illness itself.
ICUAW is associated with worse outcomes such as prolonged weaning from mechanical
ventilation [6], weaning failure with a high occurrence of re-intubation or tracheotomy
[7], longer ICU and hospital stays [8], increased ICU and hospital mortality [9], increased
mortality 180 days after ICU discharge [10] in addition to poor functional status,
persistent disability in activities of daily living, reduced walking abilities and lower quality
of life up to one year after ICU discharge [11] [12] [13] [14]. The underlying pathophysiological mechanisms of ICUAW are complex and poorly understood. Several risk
factors, particularly high severity of illness with multi-organ failure, hyperglycaemia and
immobilisation contribute to the development of ICUAW [15]. The process of muscle
wasting begins during the first week of a critical illness and thus commences very early
and rapidly [16]. So far there is no specific treatment for ICUAW. However, a potential
benefit of early rehabilitation and physiotherapy has been suggested by a recent
Cochrane review [17] .
Rehabilitation in intensive care
Physiotherapists are seen as an essential part of the multidisciplinary ICU team [18].
Compared to other healthcare professionals they can be more successful in facilitating
early mobilisation and rehabilitation in critically ill patients. [19] The specific knowledge
of neurological and musculoskeletal conditions enables the physiotherapist to assess
current rehabilitation needs, to detect early deficits, such as ICUAW, and to set
rehabilitation goals accordingly [18]. Consequently, physiotherapists seem ideal to meet
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the recommendations of the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE)
for an individualised, structured rehabilitation programme with frequent follow-up
reviews during critical illness [20]. However, there are only a few randomised controlled
trials to support this statement. One randomised controlled trial was conducted by
Burtin and colleagues in a medical and surgical ICU and involved 90 patients with a
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prolonged ICU stay [21]. Participants were randomised into standard physiotherapy
alone and standard physiotherapy plus an additional bed cycling training 5 days a week.
At hospital discharge the 6-minute walking distance, isometric quadriceps force and
the Physical Functioning score of the Short Form 36 were significantly higher in the
cycling group. Similarly, Schweickert and colleagues conducted a randomised controlled
trial in a medical ICU with 104 mechanically ventilated patients [22]. They found that
physiotherapy, specifically very early exercise and mobilisation, during periods without
sedation led to more patients returning to functional independence at hospital
discharge compared to usual care, and led to less days with delirium and mechanical
ventilation. However, another randomised controlled trial with 150 participants
comparing usual care to intensive exercise that started 5 days after ICU admission in
the ICU, continued during the stay in the ward and for 8 weeks in an outpatient setting,
failed to show any benefit for intensive exercise therapy [23]. Finally, a randomised
controlled trial, including 50 patients with sepsis syndrome, compared an individualised
physical rehabilitation programme starting within 48 hours after sepsis diagnosis to
standard care without active rehabilitation [24]. There was no significant difference in
physical function at ICU discharge, but individuals in the intervention group reported an
improvement in physical function and physical role 6 months after hospital discharge
on the Short Form 36.
Given the discrepancies of the findings in the previous few studies, further research to
evaluate the long-term outcome of early rehabilitation interventions seems necessary.
Future studies should be performed with high methodological quality and report the
administered frequency, intensity and timing of the interventions [17] [25]. To our
knowledge no randomised controlled trial has so far been conducted to evaluate the
efficacy of early physiotherapeutic interventions, including both an endurance and
resistance component, in the mechanically ventilated, critically ill patient. Aerobic and
strength training are widely recommended and are effective interventions in chronic
diseases and disabilities like stroke [26], chronic heart failure [27], older adults [28],
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [29], and cancer-related fatigue [30]. We expect
a similar benefit in critical illness. To avoid the limitations of previous studies, we aim
to include participants from a general ICU population, containing patients at risk of a
prolonged ICU stay and ICUAW as a consequence. Also, and because ICUAW develops
early and rapidly, the goal is to start early with low intensity exercise that will be increased
according to the patient’s level of tolerance until full mobilisation.
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Study purpose
This study aims to investigate the effects and safety of an early endurance and resistance
training combined with early mobilisation in comparison to standard care in critically ill,
mechanically ventilated adults at an interdisciplinary, tertiary intensive care unit.
Hypotheses
The primary hypothesis is that critically ill, mechanically ventilated adults that participate
in an early endurance and resistance training combined with early mobilisation have
an improved functional capacity and are therefore more functionally independent
at hospital discharge compared to patients receiving the usual physiotherapy care.
Secondary hypotheses are that this early training is as feasible and as safe as standard
therapy. Further, we expect improvements in muscle strength at ICU discharge, less
joint contractures, less time on mechanical ventilation, a shorter length of stay in the
ICU and the hospital, and a higher quality of life at 6 months after hospital discharge
compared to patients receiving usual care.

Methods and design
We will conduct a prospective, single-centre, allocation-concealed and assessor-blinded
randomised controlled trial with superiority design and 6 months follow-up. The study
has been approved by the Ethics Committee of Canton Bern (KEK), Switzerland and is
registered in the German Clinical Trials Register (DRKS00004347). This trial adheres to
the recommendations from the CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials)
statement [31] (Figure 2.1) and is conducted according to Swiss law and Good Clinical
Practise (GCP) guidelines.
Study population
The study is being conducted in the tertiary, interdisciplinary Intensive Care Unit of the
Department of Intensive Care Medicine at the Inselspital, Bern University Hospital. To be
eligible to participate in the study patients must be aged 18 or older, be expected to stay
on mechanical ventilation for at least 72 hours, which reflects a prolonged stay at our unit,
and finally, participants must have been independent in their activities of daily living before
the onset of critical illness (verbal statement by their proxy). Patients with a prior muscle
weakness such as a pre-existing neurological or neuromuscular disease with functional
deficits or a prolonged stay in the hospital for at least 10 days prior to the ICU admission
are excluded from the study. Further exclusion criteria are contraindications to cycling
(mainly fractures or recent surgical procedures in the lower limbs, acute thrombosis, preexisting open wounds, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) and body weight
of more than 150 kg), patients that are already enrolled in another intervention study,
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patients receiving palliative care, patients with a diagnosis on admission that excludes the
possibility of walking at hospital discharge (for example paraplegia) and lastly patients who
do not understand either German or French.

Enrollment

Assessed for eligibility (n= )

2

Not meeting inclusion criteria (n= )
ü Age ≤ 18 years (n= )
ü No expected prolonged stay (n= )
ü Dependent in activities of daily living (n= )
Excluded (n= )
ü Prior muscle weakness (n= )
ü Prolonged hospital stay (n= )
ü Contraindications to cycling (n= )
ü Bodyweight > 150kg (n= )
ü Enrolled in other RCT (n= )
ü Palliative care (n= )
ü Diagnosis excludes walking test (n= )
ü Don’t understand German or French (n= )
ü Consent declined (n= )
Randomised (n= )

Experimental group (n= )
ü Received intervention (n= )
ü Consent declined (n= )
ü Did not receive intervention (n= )
Intensive care unit discharge
ü Lost to follow-up (reasons) (n= )
ü Consent declined (n= )
ü Included in analysis (n= )

Allocation

Follow-Up

Control group (n= )
ü Received intervention (n= )
ü Consent declined (n= )
ü Did not receive intervention (n= )
Intensive care unit discharge
ü Lost to follow-up (reasons) (n= )
ü Consent declined (n= )
ü Included in analysis (n= )

Hospital discharge
ü Lost to follow-up (reasons) (n= )
ü Consent declined (n= )
ü Included in analysis (n= )

Hospital discharge
ü Lost to follow-up (reasons) (n= )
ü Consent declined (n= )
ü Included in analysis (n= )

6 months follow-up
ü Lost to follow-up (reasons) (n= )
ü Consent declined (n= )
ü Included in analysis (n= )

6 months follow-up
ü Lost to follow-up (reasons) (n= )
ü Consent declined (n= )
ü Included in analysis (n= )

Analysed (n= )
ü Excluded from analysis (n= )
ü Consent declined (n= )

Analysis

Figure 2.1. Study flow diagram (CONSORT). [31]
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Analysed (n= )
ü Excluded from analysis (n= )
ü Consent declined (n= )

Standard care (control group)
Participants randomised to the control group will receive usual physiotherapy and
ICU standard care, which includes sedation and weaning protocols based on previous
publications [32]. Current physiotherapy practice is comparable to the European norm
[33] consisting of positioning, respiratory therapy, passive range of movement exercises
for non-responsive patients or active exercises if arousable, and early mobilisation. In
order to start as early as possible, physiotherapists screen patients regularly focusing
on prevention and treatment of functional and pulmonary impairment. However,
subject to our internal procedure, physiotherapy and mobilisation will start after
medical prescription. Treatments are based on the therapist’s assessment and are
accordingly individually tailored. Sessions will usually take place once daily from Monday
to Friday and if deemed necessary (e.g. severe weakness, intensive rehabilitation and
weaning period, retained airway secretion or atelectasis in extubated patients) includes
treatment at the weekend.
Study intervention (experimental group)
Patients randomised to the experimental group will receive a standardised exercise
programme involving early endurance and resistance training that is combined with early
mobilisation. The clinician in charge will decide before study inclusion, whether there
are any contraindications to include the patient, and during the study, if at any time the
treatment should be stopped, e.g. in case of an adverse event (see safety). Therefore,
the intervention will be started as soon as it is deemed safe by the treating ICU team and
will occur from Monday to Friday and if deemed necessary at the weekend. Throughout
all activities, progression will be increased successively, depending on an individual’s
tolerance and stability. If needed, the physiotherapist will split the delivery of the exercise
programme into one or more sessions. (Figure 2.2) The number of treatments, its content
and duration will be noted for both the control and experimental group.
Endurance training will be conducted with a motor-assisted bedside cycle ergometer
that allows patients to train in a passive, motor-assisted or active mode from a hospital
bed. (MOTOmed letto2, Reck-Technik, GmbJ & Co. KG, Betzenweiler, Germany). (Figure
2.3) Training intensity has been adapted from a previous study with long-term ICU
patients from Burtin and colleagues [21]. Thus, the aim for unresponsive patients will
be one passive training of 20 minutes with a fixed pedalling rate of 20 cycles per minute
from Monday to Friday. In the course of cycling, patient’s participation will be prompted
verbally and by the integrated MOTOmed ServoCycling feature. After achieving patient’s
active partaking, the goal will be to train with motor-assistance for at least 20 minutes on
level 0. If this is accomplished, assistance will be gradually decreased and subsequently,
resistance level and training period increased until a maximum of 60 minutes on level
6. Tolerance and stability will be judged by the responsible physiotherapist according to
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patient’s perceived level of exertion (BORG RPE Scale) [34] and especially in unresponsive
patients, exceedance of individually set limits. The training position will be supine with
an individually adapted head-of-bed elevation to allow for leg movement and comfort.

NO

Re-asses daily

2
Existing physiotherapy referral?

NO

Discuss referral with medical staff
YES

High ICUAW risk
AND
no contraindications

YES

Re-assess in the afternoon

Does current condition permit
treatment?

NO

YES

YES

NO

STEP 1
Resistance training, if impossible
active assistive movement

STEP 1
Passive range of movement
exercises, tactile facilitation

STEP 2
Motor-assisted or active cycling,
aim for 20 Min

STEP 2
Passive cycling, maximum of
20min with 20 cycles / min

STEP 3
Positioning OR mobilisation with
active / assisted functional
exercises (Figure 3)

STEP 3
Passive positioning OR
mobilisation (Figure 3)

STEP-Progression dependent
on tolerance and stability

Is patient arousable?
(If permitted, reduce sedation)

Consider to split therapy into two or more
sessions, if appropriate

Figure 2.2. Daily physiotherapy screening and step progression (experimental group).
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Figure 2.3. Early endurance training with a bedside cycle ergometer. Photo: Pascal Gugler, Inselspital, Bern University Hospital.

The resistance training will consist of an individually tailored exercise programme as
well as standardised exercises for both upper and lower limbs and will train the muscle
groups for shoulder flexion, shoulder external rotation, elbow flexion, hip abduction,
knee extension and foot dorsiflexion. The resistance will be administered by the
therapist or with weights, starting from 450g. Training intensity will aim to achieve 50
to 70% of the estimated one-repetition-maximum, with a goal of 8 to 12 repetitions
and 2 to 5 series with at least 2 minutes rest between series. If a participant is able to
perform the exercises correctly, he will be given a tutorial with pictures in order to train
independently with nurses or family members. If unable to perform the exercises, the
physiotherapist will use tactile facilitation or passive range of movement for all joints
and their possible directions.
If the previous exercises are well tolerated, bed mobility and sitting upright in bed will be
started. (Figure 2.4) If these are well tolerated and no contraindications as per medical
prescription exist, the treatment will be further advanced to mobilising participants to
the bedside. There, balance exercises will be performed or, if needed, support will be
provided by the physiotherapist or various assistive equipment. After being able to sit
for at least 10 minutes on the side of the bed, regardless of whether support is needed,
participants will be moved into a chair with an individually adapted transfer according
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to the individual’s resources. The aim during all mobilisations will be to involve the
patient as actively as possible to promote independence. While sitting, functional tasks
and activities of daily living will be performed and gradually increased to standing and
walking exercises.

2

Re-asses daily

Restrictions for out of bed sitting?

YES

Consider in-bed
mobilisation

NO

LEVEL 1
Positioning

LEVEL 3
Sitting on edge of bed

LEVEL 2
Sitting in bed (head of bed
elevation > 60°)

Can sit for
>10 minutes

LEVEL 4
Sitting in chair

LEVEL 5
Standing

LEVEL 6
Walking
Figure 2.4. Mobilisation levels (experimental group).

Safety
To ensure the patient’s safety all vital parameters, particularly heart rate, invasive blood
pressure and oxygen saturation, will be continuously monitored and recorded by our
Patient Data Management System (PDMS), which is routinely checked by the ICU staff.
Furthermore, oxygen consumption, energy expenditure and the respiratory quotient
by indirect calorimetry will be obtained 30 minutes prior to, during and for 15 minutes
after physiotherapy. All adverse events (AE) will be noted. They are defined as any
event that occurs during or up to 15 minutes after physiotherapy and persists despite
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an intervention or therapy interruption. It includes new hemodynamically relevant
arrhythmias or otherwise unstable hemodynamics, oxygenation desaturation under
85%, a fall or other injury as well as any accidental removals of a tube, catheter or similar
devices. We use a qualitative physiological approach instead of strict target numbers,
as optimal physiological goals for individual patients vary highly and depend on the
underlying clinical condition [32]. If a participant exceeds or deceeds his individually set
limits, the therapist will discontinue the session for the day and will record the reason.
If this happens repeatedly, the principal investigator will withdraw the patient from
the study. Serious adverse events (SAE) are defined as death, a life-threatening injury
or an extension of the length of hospital stay. All SAEs and AEs will be recorded and
reported to the principal investigator, who judges their severity and whether they were
study related. All SAEs will also be reported to the local ethics committee. Finally, all
occurring complications related to bed rest, such as atelectasis, pneumonia, decubitus,
thrombosis, contracture, delirium and a confirmed critical illness polyneuropathy or
myopathy, will be judged and recorded daily by the treating physician according to our
current standard of care.
Study duration
The study intervention will take place during the entire ICU stay as well as during
potential re-admissions to the ICU. Therefore, the study duration will be variable for each
patient. After ICU discharge both groups will receive the usual physiotherapy treatment
and, if necessary, rehabilitation. Likewise, there will be no difference for participants of
both groups in terms of medical attention, treatment and care during the whole study
duration. The study will finish with a follow-up 6 months after hospital discharge.
Outcome
The primary outcome measures are functional capacity using the 6 Minute Walk Test
(6MWT) [35] and the ability to perform activities of daily living using the Functional
Independence Measure (FIM) [36]; both will be evaluated at hospital discharge.
The secondary outcome measures were chosen to reflect the physical impairment
after ICUAW and whether these important clinical outcomes can be improved by early
training. They are as follows:
Muscle strength and ICUAW diagnosis at ICU discharge: Medical Research Council sum
score [5] [37], handgrip strength using the JAMAR dynamometer (Sammons Preston
Rolyan, Bolingbrook, IL, USA) [37] [38] and quadriceps muscle strength using a handheld
dynamometer (Microfet 2, Biometrics, Almere, Holland) [38]. Muscle strength tests will
be only performed if a patient can follow 3 out of 5 simple commands in order to assess
the ability to cooperate as well as the level of consciousness beforehand [39].
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Joint contractures, which are defined as limitations in range of motion, will be recorded
after ICU discharge for the following joints: shoulder flexion, elbow flexion and extension,
fist closure, hip flexion, knee flexion and extension and foot dorsiflexion [40].
Functional mobility will be measured with the Timed “Up & Go” Test [41] at hospital

2

discharge.
The quality of life 6 months after hospital discharge will be assessed with the Short form
36 (SF-36, version 1.3) [42].
The overall time on mechanical ventilation, length of stay in the ICU and the hospital, as
well as achieved milestones during the ICU stay (sitting on the side of the bed, sitting in
a chair, standing or walking) will be reported.
Furthermore, the safety of early training, particularly the physiological response of the
participants, any occurring AEs, SAEs and other complications related to bed rest as well
as the feasibility, frequency, duration and content of the therapy, will be collected and
analysed.
The schedule for the outcome assessments is shown in Table 2.1.
Recruitment, randomisation and blinding
Patients will be screened daily after their ICU admission for study eligibility by the
physiotherapist and research nurse in charge and will be included after consultation with
the responsible clinician. Reasons for non-recruitment will be noted in a daily screening
log. If a patient is considered eligible a non-participating doctor will re-examine the
inclusion and exclusion criteria in order to safeguard the patients’ interests according to
Swiss law on non-responsive patients. Participants will then be randomised at a 1:1 ratio
to either the experimental or control group by the responsible research nurse using
sequentially numbered opaque sealed envelopes to ensure a concealed allocation [43].
The allocation sequence was generated in advance by a study nurse using unrestrictive
computer-generated randomisation. Furthermore, according to the recommendations
of Good Clinical Practice (GCP) the willingness to participate will be obtained in the
form of presumed consent from the patients’ proxy within 72 hours. (Table 2.1) After
regaining the power of judgement, patients will be informed of the study in writing and
asked retrospectively by a GCP trained doctor to provide written informed consent.
Participants have the right to withdraw from the trial at any given time. If unwilling to
participate or withdrawing from the trial, patients will be excluded from the study and
asked if the data that has already been collected may be retained. The sample size will
be adjusted for drop-outs.
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x

Laboratory findings

x
x
x
x

Mobility milestones

Bed rest complications

Serious / Adverse events

x
x

6 months follow-up

Abbreviations. APACHE: Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation, SOFA: Sequential Organ Failure Assessment score, TISS: Therapeutic Intervention Scoring
System, MRC: Medical Research Council, ICU: Intensive Care Unit.

Short Form 36

x

Timed “Up & Go” Test

x

6 Minute Walk Test

x

Functional Independence Measure

x

x

Range of motion

Hospital discharge

Length of stay (ICU and hospital), days on
mechanical ventilation

x

x

x

Muscle strength: MRC sum score, handgrip and
quadriceps strength

Outcome measures

x

x

x

Safety and physiological parameters

x

x

ICU stay (daily) ICU discharge

Post-allocation

Frequency, duration and content

Physiotherapy Interventions

Medication

x

TISS 28 and 76

SOFA score

APACHE II score

Demographic and diagnostic data
x

≤72 hours

Data collection

x

Informed consent by proxy

x

Allocation

Allocation

x

Consent by non-participating doctor

ICU admission

Enrolment

Eligibility screen

Enrolment

Timepoint

Table 2.1. Schedule for enrolment, data collection, interventions and outcome measures.
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Due to the nature of the intervention, it is not possible to maintain blinding for the treating
physiotherapists, ICU staff or participants. However, the group of physiotherapists who will
assess the main outcomes will be distinct from the treating therapists and will therefore
be blinded to group allocation.

2

Sample size
For patients with chronic obstructive lung disease the minimal clinically important
difference for the 6 MWT has been validated at 54m [44]. Using this threshold and
a mean walking distance of 301m (SD 81) [45] a sample size calculation based on a
statistical power of 80% and α level of 0.05 requires a sample size of 36 participants
per group, i.e. a total of 72 patients for the study. We expect a high correlation between
the two primary outcomes and therefore only moderately corrected the size upwards
by 14 patients each. We assume a dropout rate of 15% and adjusted the sample size
by 15, resulting in a total number of 115 patients. However, we obtained the approval
of the Ethics Committee to recruit more patients, if needed, to compensate for a higher
number of drop outs (denied informed consent).
Data collection and management
Table 2.1 gives an overview of the data to be collected and the time of acquisition,
including routinely gathered data such as demographics (age, gender, weight, body mass
index), severity of illness (Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) II
score, Therapeutic Intervention Scoring System (TISS28 und TISS76), Sequential Organ
Failure Assessment score (SOFA), diagnostic data as well as laboratory findings and dose
and type of sedation, relaxants, vasopressors, opiates, steroids and insulin.
All study data will be collected anonymously with an individually allocated study number
on all case report forms and will be managed using REDCap (Research Electronic
Data Capture) electronic data capture tools, which is a secure, web-based application
designed to support data capture for research studies [46]. Vital parameters for
the safety analysis will be collected by the aforementioned PDMS, which allows for
continuous data collection and off-line analysis.
Statistical analysis
Study data will be analysed as randomised with SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics Version 21) by
both intention-to-treat (main analysis) and per protocol analysis. However, the intentionto-treat analysis will only include participants with an informed consent, as adjusted in
the sample size calculation. The level of significance will be set at p<0.05. Descriptive
statistics will be used to describe mean outcomes and distribution. Subsequently, the
outcome parameters between the two groups will be compared with student-t-tests for
normally distributed data, and Mann-Whitney-U-Test for non-normal distribution. For
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repetitive data repeated measures ANOVA will be deployed and for correlations between
variables the Spearman-Correlation-Coefficients or similar will be used. If missing data
are >5%, multiple imputations will be performed. There will be one planned interim
analysis after enrolment of 35 patients for assessment of safety.

Discussion

2

This prospective, single-centre, allocation-concealed and assessor-blinded randomised
controlled trial with 6 months follow-up will be the first, to our knowledge, to evaluate
both an early endurance and resistance training compared to standard care in the
mechanically ventilated, critically ill patient from a general ICU population. Considering the
devastating consequences of ICUAW, it is imperative to find interventions that improve
function and thereby quality of life. The two chosen primary outcomes, 6 Minute Walk Test
and Functional Independence Measure, reflect these important physical impairments of
ICUAW, and thus have a high clinical relevance for patients surviving prolonged mechanical
ventilation. Therefore, the strengths of this trial lie in the pragmatic design of the early
initiation and physiotherapy-driven protocol, the prospective inclusion of patients at risk
of prolonged mechanical ventilation and its consequences in the form of ICUAW in a wide
general ICU population that will be screened for study recruitment within 12 hours after
ICU admission and will therefore be enrolled very early into the trial, as well as the everyday
significance of the chosen outcome measure to the participants up to 6 months after
hospital discharge. If the experimental intervention should prove superior to standard
care, it will be relatively simple to incorporate the intervention protocol into daily routine
so that it can be used elsewhere or for guideline development. Limitations of this study are
the heterogeneity of the critically ill and the discontinuity of the protocol after relocation
to the other wards within the hospital. Also, due to the trial’s nature, it is impossible to
blind the treating physiotherapists, ICU staff and the participants to the intervention.
However, the outcome assessors will be blinded to group allocation. Finally, the reporting
of adverse events during therapy will depend on the treating physiotherapists, which
could lead to missing events. However, physiotherapists have been carefully trained and
work closely with the ICU nurse at the bedside. Moreover, all safety parameters will be
continuously recorded by the PDMS for further safety analysis.

Trial status
The first patient was randomised on the 10th of October 2012. Recruitment is presently still
ongoing, but should be completed by the end of February 2016. Allowing for the 6 months
follow-up after hospital discharge, we anticipate the end of the study in August 2016.
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Abstract
Introduction
Neuromuscular weakness resulting in severe functional impairment is common in critical
care survivors. This study aimed to evaluate effects of an early progressive rehabilitation
intervention in mechanically ventilated adults at risk.
Methods
This was a parallel, two-arm, assessor-blinded, randomised controlled trial with 6-month
follow-up that was conducted in a mixed ICU of an academic centre in Switzerland.

3

Previously independent, mechanically ventilated, critically ill adults with expected critical
care stay ≥72 hours (n=115) were randomised to a control group receiving standard
physiotherapy including early mobilisation or to an experimental group with early
endurance and resistance training combined with mobilisation. Primary endpoints were
functional capacity (6-Minute Walk Distance) and functional independence (Functional
Independence Measure) at hospital discharge. Secondary endpoints including muscle
strength were assessed at critical care discharge. Safety was monitored closely by
standard monitoring and predefined adverse events.
Results
Physiotherapy started within 48 hours of critical care admission while 97% of participants
were still ventilated and 68% on inotropes. Compared to the control group (n=57), the
experimental group (n=58) received significantly more physiotherapy (sessions: 407 vs
377, p<0.001; time/session: 25min vs 18min, p<0.001) and had less days with sedation
(p<0.001). Adverse events were rare (0.6%) and without consequences. There were
no significant between-group differences in 6-Minute Walk Distance (experimental
123m (IQR 25-280) vs control 100m (IQR 0-300); p=0.542) or functional independence
(98 (IQR 66-119) vs 98 (IQR 18-115); p=0.308). Likewise, no differences were found
for the secondary outcomes, except a trend towards improved mental health in the
experimental group after 6 months (84 (IQR 68-88) vs 70 (IQR 64-76); p=0.023).
Conclusions
Early endurance and resistance training in mechanically ventilated, intensive care
patients does not improve functional capacity or independence at hospital discharge
compared to early standard physiotherapy but may improve mental health 6-months
after critical care discharge.
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Introduction
Intensive care unit acquired weakness (ICUAW) is common in critical illness survivors. It
increases health-care costs and impairs quality of life [1]. ICUAW mainly affects skeletal
muscles (critical illness myopathy) and peripheral nerves (critical illness polyneuropathy)
[2], but its causes are poorly understood [3]. Symptoms of ICUAW develop within the
first week of critical illness [4]. Its risk factors include sepsis, multiple organ failure,
mechanical ventilation (MV), immobilisation and hyperglycaemia [3]. ICUAW is associated
with worse short- and long-term outcomes, including weaning failure [5], prolonged ICU
and hospital stays [6], increased mortality [7], and poor functional status with persistent
disability in activities of daily living [1, 8-10].

3

Early rehabilitation and mobilisation may help to reduce the functional disabilities of
ICUAW patients. Some promising short-term outcomes have been reported [11, 12], but
long-term benefits from randomised controlled trials are warranted [13-15]. Delayed
intervention onset (≥1 week) [12, 13, 15], low ICUAW-risk in targeted population [11] or
unspecific exercise delivery [11, 14] may have contributed to the inconclusive results.
Despite these limitations in evidence, many ICUs, including ours, have adopted early
mobilisation, also as a consequence of using less sedation. We aimed to investigate
a specific rehabilitation intervention that could be implemented early in a highly ill
population with a high ICUAW risk.
Resistance training can restore strength after bed-rest in older adults [16]. Combined
endurance and resistance training (ERT) enhances exercise capacity and health-related
quality of life in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [17] and prevents
cardiovascular and skeletal muscle deconditioning during bedrest [18]. Whether
early ERT is feasible, safe and beneficial in critically ill patients of whom many are still
mechanically ventilated and treated with opioids or recovering from sedation is unclear.
We hypothesised that early ERT combined with mobilisation in the ICU is feasible and
might improve function at hospital discharge. This randomised controlled trial compared
the effects and safety of early ERT combined with early mobilisation to standard care
including early mobilisation in critically ill, mechanically ventilated adults for a period of
up to 6-months after hospital discharge.

Methods
Design and setting
This single-centre, parallel, two-arm, assessor-blinded randomised controlled trial with
6-months follow-up was conducted in the tertiary, mixed ICU of the Department of
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Intensive Care Medicine at the Inselspital, Bern University Hospital, Switzerland. The trial
was approved by the local Ethics Committee and prospectively registered in the German
Clinical Trials Register (DRKS00004347) on September 10, 2012. It adhered to Good Clinical
Practice Guidelines and the CONSORT statement (S1 Checklist: https://doi.org/10.1371/
journal.pone.0207428). The study protocol has previously been published [19].
Participants
Adults (≥18 years) expected to stay on MV for at least 72 hours and who had been
independent before the onset of critical illness were eligible for participation.
Independence was defined as living without assistance and qualitatively determined

3

by the patient’s family or medical-health records. Exclusion criteria were previous
muscle weakness, contraindications to cycling, enrolment in another intervention study,
palliative care, admission diagnosis that excluded the possibility of walking at hospital
discharge, and patients who did not understand German or French [19].
Procedures
Patients were screened daily by a research nurse and a specialist physiotherapist who
evaluated cycling eligibility. The expected MV duration was judged by the responsible
physician. Subsequently and before study inclusion, an independent medical doctor
confirmed eligibility criteria. Physicians and physiotherapists were unaware of the
randomisation sequence. A deferred consent was obtained from the next of kin within
72 hours after randomisation and a written informed consent from each patient as
early as possible. Unrestricted, computer-generated randomisation (https://www.
random.org/lists/) was performed by a study nurse partly involved in screening eligible
candidates. Participants were allocated at a 1:1 ratio to either group using sequentially
numbered opaque sealed envelopes to ensure allocation concealment [20]. Coded data
was managed with REDcap [21].
Blinding the responsible ICU staff was impossible, but the physiotherapy assessors were
blinded for group allocation and distinct from the therapists providing the intervention.
However, logistical reasons prevented therapist separation between the two treatment
groups. Discharge decisions were made by the primary care team without the
involvement of physiotherapists.
Interventions
Both groups received standard ICU care with protocol-guided sedation, weaning [22]
and nutrition [23]. In cases of ICU readmissions, treatment according to initial group
allocation was continued.
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Standard care (control group)
Patients in the control group received European standard physiotherapy [24] including
early mobilisation, respiratory therapy and passive or active exercises. These were
physiotherapy-initiated and individually tailored, but subject to a medical prescription.
Treatments took place once daily on weekdays and on weekends if the responsible
therapists deemed an interruption of therapy to be harmful to patient’s previous
progress (e.g. intensive rehabilitation and weaning period or retained airway secretion
in extubated patients).
Study intervention (experimental group)
In patients in the experimental group an early, progressive ERT programme combined with
early mobilisation (S1 Fig: https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207428) was initiated
and each component implemented as intensive as possible and tolerated in individual
patients. To this end, sedation was reduced if medically permitted prior to physiotherapy
[19]. Physiotherapists were encouraged to split therapy into two or more sessions to
prevent overexertion. Therapy visits occurred from Monday to Friday up to a maximum of
three sessions per day and on weekends if deemed helpful to patient’s progress.
Endurance training was conducted with a motor-assisted bed-cycle (MOTOmed
letto2, Reck-Technik, Betzenweiler, Germany) that allows passive, motor-assisted or
active cycling in bed. Patients were comfortably positioned in a supine position with
an individual head-of-bed elevation to permit optimal leg movement. Maximal training
intensity for unresponsive patients was 20 minutes with a pedalling rate of 20 cycles/
min [12]. During each session, patients were prompted verbally and with the MOTOmed
ServoCycle feature to actively participate. When patients were able to cycle with motorassistance for 20 minutes, assistance was gradually decreased. Only then was training
duration raised to 30 minutes. Subsequently, resistance and then duration were
increased with a defined maximum of 60 minutes with full resistance (S1 Table: https://
doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207428).
Resistance training included standardised exercises for both upper and lower limbs using
weights or manually administered resistance from the therapist. The targeted training
intensity was 8-12 repetitions with 2-5 sets (2min rest) on 50-70% of the estimated onerepetition maximum. Once the exercises were performed properly, participants were
given an illustrated handout for further training with family members or nurses. In patients
unable to perform resistance exercises because of lack of strength or comprehension,
physiotherapists used passive movement or tactile facilitation to excite movement.
Early mobilisation was started with in-bed exercises and, if no medical contraindications
were present, continued progressively from sitting on the bedside to sitting in a chair
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to standing and, finally, to walking. The overall aim was patients’ active participation in
functional activities of daily living in order to promote early independence.
Usual physiotherapy was provided for patients after ICU discharge once to twice a day.
Sessions commonly involved functional exercises, cycling, walking, strengthening and
breathing techniques.
Outcomes
The two primary outcomes were functional capacity (6-Minute Walking Distance (6MWD)
[25]) and the ability to perform activities of daily living (Functional Independence

3

Measure (FIM) [26]) at hospital discharge.
Secondary outcomes were FIM and muscle strength at ICU discharge. Muscle strength
was assessed if patients could follow at least 3 out of 5 standardised questions [27].
Assessments included the Medical Research Council (MRC) sum-score for ICUAW
diagnosis [2], handgrip strength using the JAMAR dynamometer (Sammons Preston
Rolyan, Bolingbrook, IL, USA) [28] and quadriceps muscle strength measured with a
handheld dynamometer (Microfet 2, Biometrics, Almere, Netherlands) [29]. Additionally,
limitations in range-of-motion were recorded for shoulder flexion, elbow flexion and
extension, fist closure, hip flexion, knee flexion and extension and foot dorsiflexion [30].
To assess functional mobility the Timed ‘Up & Go’ was performed at hospital discharge
[31]. Further endpoints were time on MV, ICU and hospital length of stay along with
achieved ICU mobility. Quality of life was determined with the Short Form 36 (SF-36)
six months after hospital discharge. The SF-36 is a valid and reliable measurement to
assess long-term physical and mental health in ICU survivors [32].
To judge training intensity and stability, physiological trends and individually-set limits
instead of strict target numbers were used to account for each patient’s condition and
variability. Safety was closely monitored using standard ICU monitoring and indirect
calorimetry for 30min before, during and 15min after physiotherapy. Physiological
data was recorded in a patient data management system that stored 2-minute
median values to remove artefacts. Prospectively defined adverse events (AE) included
new hemodynamically relevant arrhythmias or otherwise unstable hemodynamics,
oxygenation desaturation under 85%, a fall or other injury and any accidental removal
of a tube, catheter or similar device. Per definition, AEs occurred during or up to 15min
after physiotherapy and persisted despite an intervention or therapy interruption. Other
known complications of bedrest, e.g. atelectasis or pressure ulcers, were recorded
along with any serious AE which included death, a life-threatening injury or any event
that caused an extension of hospital stay.
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Statistical analysis
Sample size determination was based on the 6MWD to show a difference of 54m [33] and
a mean walking distance of 301m (SD 81) [34]. A statistical power of 80% and an α-level of
0.05 required a sample size of totally 72 patients (36 per group). This was further adjusted
by 28 patients, due to two primary outcomes that were expected to highly correlate. Lastly,
the overall sample size was increased by 15% to 115 participants because of expected
attrition, including mortality. It was decided a priori that refusals to participate (presumed
consent not obtained within 72h of randomisation) were compensated for and were not to
be included in the intention-to-treat analysis. The number of these additional participants
was determined after the inclusion of 115 patients. As a consequence, 130 patients were
randomised until the number of 115 participants with presumed consent was reached.
Analysis was by intention-to-treat and per protocol using SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics Version
Premium GradPack 24), and R (Version 3.4.4). In the per protocol analysis, patients who died
were allocated the lowest possible outcome for both primary outcomes. The intention-totreat analysis was conducted with multiple imputation using a linear regression model that
imputed all missing values (including death). Sensitivity analyses for both primary outcomes
were conducted to test the robustness of the main analysis. Secondary outcomes were
analysed as measured. Between group comparisons for normally distributed data included
Student’s t-tests and for non-normally distributed data Mann-Whitney-U tests. Dichotomous
data was analysed with Fisher’s exact test, repetitive data with repeated measures analysis
of variance (ANOVA) and correlations with Spearman correlation coefficients. Continuous
data are presented as means with standard deviation (SD) or median with interquartile
range (IQR) dependent upon their distribution. Categorical data are given as numbers with
percentages. Treatment effects are reported with 95% Confidence intervals (95% CI) as
mean differences (MD) for normally distributed data, as estimator for difference in location
for non-normal data (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test implemented in R package “coin”), and
as incidence rate ratios (IRR) or risk differences (RD) for percentages. IRRs and RDs were
calculated with R using Exact Poisson and Proportion test, respectively. Effect sizes were
calculated with Cohen’s d for normally distributed data and with Cohen’s r for WilcoxonMann-Whitney test statistic in case of non-normal data (using appropriate z value as in
[35]). The level of significance was set at p < 0.05. A preliminary safety analysis has been
conducted after the enrolment of 35 participants [36].

Results
Study participants
From October 8, 2012 to April 5, 2016, we randomised 130 patients for whom 15 (12%)
patient’s proxy declined initial study participation. These were excluded from all further
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analyses, as requested by the Ethics Committee. Consequently, 115 patients (experimental
n=58, control n=57) were included in the intention-to-treat analysis. (Figure 3.1). Baseline
demographics and clinical characteristics were similar between groups (Table 3.1).

3

Figure 3.1. Study flow diagram (CONSORT).
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Table 3.1. Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics.
Experimental group
n = 58
65±15
22 (38%)
82±18
28±6
22±8
37 (31-42)
46 (39-56)
1.9±1.2
8 (6-10)

Control group
n = 57
63±15
16 (28%)
80±16
27±4
23±7
37 (32-44)
48 (41-56)
1.8±1.2
8 (7-12)

Age, years, mean (SD)
Sex, female, n (%)
Weight, kg, mean (SD)
BMI, kg/m², mean (SD)
APACHE II score, mean (SD) a
TISS-28 score, median (IQR)
TISS-76 score, median (IQR)
ICU days until study inclusion, mean (SD)
SOFA score, median (IQR) b
ICU diagnosis on ICU admission
Heart surgery
13 (11%)
8 (7%)
Neurology / neurosurgery
5 (4%)
4 (3%)
Other surgery
5 (4%)
9 (8%)
Gastroenterology
7 (6%)
7 (6%)
Trauma
1 (1%)
3 (3%)
Respiratory insufficiency
13 (11%)
12 (10%)
Hemodynamic insufficiency
13 (11%)
13 (11%)
Other
1 (1%)
1 (1%)
Comorbidities on ICU admission (n=111: experimental n=54, control n=57)
NYHA symptoms (stage 2 to 4)
22 (41%)
26 (46%)
Dyspnoea symptoms
15 (28%)
15 (26%)
Hematologic malignancy
0 (0%)
5 (9%)
Immunosuppression
4 (7%)
12 (21%)
Liver disease
9 (17%)
6 (11%)
Chronic dialysis
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
Restricted in activities of daily living c
8 (15%)
5 (9%)
Laboratory on ICU admission
CRP, mg/l, median (IQR), n=106
95 (49-276)
76 (30-147)
Creatinine, µmol /l, median (IQR), n=109
97 (70-168)
111 (78-156)
Bilirubin, µmol /l, median (IQR), n=68
15 (8-54)
18 (8-32)
Thrombocytes, 109/L, median (IQR), n=113
117 (102-216)
108 (67-148)
Leucocytes, 109/L, median (IQR), n=133
11 (8-16)
11 (6-16)
Haemoglobin, g/L, median (IQR), n=115
109 (97-119)
102 (85-115)
a

3

at ICU admission; b at study inclusion; c inability to walk for longer distances or to participate in social life

Legend. Data are presented as median (IQR), mean (SD) or n (%).
Abbreviations. NYHA = New York Heart Association, BMI = Body Mass Index, APACHE = Acute Physiology
and Chronic Health Evaluation, TISS = Therapeutic Intervention Scoring System, SOFA = Sequential Organ
Failure Assessment, CRP = C-reactive protein.

Primary outcomes
No significant differences were found between groups in the intention-to-treat and
the per protocol analysis (Table 3.2). There was a high positive correlation (p<0.001,
r=0.833) between the two primary outcomes. Results were robust in sensitivity analyses
(S2 Table: https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207428).
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58
58

6 Minute Walking Distance (m)

FIM (18-126)

101±22

223±133

98 (IQR 66-119)

123 (IQR 25-280)

value

Experimental group n = 58
value

Control group n = 57

57 99±24

57 246±167

52 98 (IQR 18-115)

53 100 (IQR 0-300)

n

Effect size

p=0.659 0.085

p=0.448 -0.151

p=0.308 0.010

p=0.542 0.006

p value

1.98 (-6.85 to 10.82)

-22.75 (- 81.66 to 36.16)

3.00 (-2.00 to 14.00)

0.00 (-35.00 to 65.00)

Group difference (95% CI)

Multiple imputation from a linear regression model based on age, gender, BMI, weight, APACHE II score, TISS-28, Tiss-76, SOFA score, ICU days until randomisation,
length of stay in ICU and hospital, duration of mechanical ventilation, FIM score and MRC sum-score at ICU discharge. All missing values (including death before
hospital discharge) were imputed (6MWD: n=33, FIM: n=32).

a

54

FIM (18-126)

Intention-to-treat analysis a

54

6 Minute Walking Distance (m)

Per Protocol analysis

n

Table 3.2. Results for the two primary outcomes per protocol and intention-to-treat analysis.

3

Secondary outcomes
There were no significant differences between groups at ICU and hospital discharge
(Table 3.3). The incidence of ICUAW at ICU discharge, determined by MRC sum-score
in cooperative patients, was 58% (23/40) in the experimental and 61% (26/43) in the
control group (n=83; p=0.826). Limitations in range-of-motion were observed in 22 (38%)
patients of the experimental and in 16 (28%) of the control group (n=115; p=0.323) with
a median of 2 (IQR 0-3) affected joints per patient. No joint was particularly vulnerable
for contracture. There were no significant differences for ICU (p=0.694) and hospital
discharge destinations (p=0.555) between groups. The most frequent discharge
destinations for survivors were rehabilitation (40%; experimental n=25, control n=21),
local hospital (26.1%; experimental n=17, control n=13) and home (15.7%; experimental
n=7, control n=11). Except for mental health (p=0.023), there were no significant
differences in quality of life at 6-months after hospital discharge (Table 3.3). Because
of substantial missing data for the SF-36, characteristics for patients with and without
the 6-month follow-up were compared. There were no significant differences between
patients that completed the SF-36 versus patients that did not return the questionnaire
(S3 Table: https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207428).
Safety
Safety details are given in Table 3.4. Overall, 25 (3%) of all physiotherapy sessions had
to be discontinued (between-groups difference p=0.839). The most frequent reasons
for therapy discontinuation were exceedance of individually set limits (n=8, 32%), lack
of patient cooperation (n=5, 20%) and fatigue (n=3, 12%). There were 4 (0.6%) AEs, 1
(0.2%) in the experimental group due to an oxygen desaturation while cycling and 3
(0.8%) in the control group during mobilisation (one oxygen desaturation, two unstable
haemodynamics). All AEs resolved after therapy discontinuation and did not have
further consequences. The incidence of ICU complications did not differ between the
two groups. ICU, hospital- and 6-month mortality rates were similar between groups
over the study period.
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58
58
58

Length of stay ICU (days)

Length of stay hospital (days)

40
30
28

MRC sum-score (0-60)

Handgrip strength (JAMAR) (kg)

Quadriceps strength
(HDD) (kg)

36
36
36
36
36
35
35
34
34

Role physical
(0-100)

Bodily pain (0-100)

General health
(0-100)

Vitality (0-100)

Social functioning (0-100)

Role emotional (0-100)

Mental health (0-100)

Physical health (sum-score)

Mental health (sum-score)

49.4±10.3

40.8±11.1

84.0 (IQR 68.0-88.0)

66.7 (IQR 33.3-100.0)

75.0 (IQR 65.3-100.0)

55.4±19.4

57.9±18.4

80.0 (IQR 51.0-100.0)

25.0 (IQR 0.0-62.5)

75.0 (IQR 45.0-85.0)

7.7±4.0

20.5±12.6

42.4±13.1

28.5 (IQR 21.0-42.0)

25.9 (IQR 14.3-37.2)

6.1 (IQR 4.0-12.3)

5.4 (IQR 3.3-12.9)

19.5 (IQR 11.5-25.0)

24

24

26

26

26

26

25

27

25

27

33

40

43

56

57

57

57

28

n

45.2±11.4

42.7±10.4

70.0 (IQR 64.0-76.0)

50.0 (IQR 0.0-100.0)

68.8 (IQR 50.0-100.0)

48.3±20.1

61.1±19.0

74 (IQR 41.0-100.0)

33.3 (IQR 25.0-50.0)

75.0 (IQR 50.0-85.0)

8.0±3.9

19.6±13.6

44.4±11.7

28.5 (IQR 19.5-41.5)

22.0 (IQR 15.0-39.2)

6.6 (IQR 4.6-14.7)

5.0 (IQR 3.6-11.9)

16.0 (IQR 10.3-29.0)

value

Control group n = 57

p=0.147

p=0.520

p=0.023

p=0.870

p=0.458

p=0.167

p=0.513

p=0.530

p=0.443

p=0.676

p=0.771

p=0.780

p=0.461

p=0.791

p=0.723

p=0.568

p=0.830

p=0.538

p value

0.381

-0.190

0.037

0.003

0.012

0.359

-0.162

0.010

-0.013

-0.007

-0.076

0.069

-0.161

0.002

0.003

-0.005

-0.002

0.010

MD 4.23 (-1.53 to 9.99)

MD-1.87 (-7.65 to 3.91)

12.00 (0.00 to 16.00)

0.00 (0.00 to 33.33)

0.00 (0.00 to 25.00)

MD 7.10 (-3.06 to 17.26)

MD -3.20 (-12.91 to 6.52)

0.00 (-9.00 to 20.00)

0.00 (-25.00 to 0.00)

-1.11 (-15.00 to 10.00)

MD -0.30 (-2.32 to 1.73)

MD 0.90 (-5.47 to 7.25)

MD -2.02 (-7.45 to 3.41)

0.00 (-4.00 to 5.00)

1.31 (-4.85 to 7.92)

-0.44 (-2.27 to 1.20)

-0.17 (-1.65 to 1.49)

1.70 (-3.70 to 7.00)

Effect size Group difference (95% CI)

Legend. Data are presented as median (IQR), mean (SD) or n (%).
Abbreviations. FIM = Functional Independence Measure (worst score 18: dependent, best score 126: independent), HHD = handheld dynamometer, LOS = length
of stay, SF-36 = Short Form 36, version 2 (worst score: 0, best score: 100, sum-score: T-values where the population mean is 50 and the SD is 10; based on USpopulation 1990), MD = Mean Difference.

36

Physical functioning (0-100)

6-month follow-up: SF-36

58

FIM (18-126)

ICU discharge

36

Time on mechanical ventilation (days)

value

Experimental group n = 58

Timed “Up & Go” Test (s)

Hospital discharge

n

Table 3.3. Results of secondary outcomes.
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Table 3.4. Safety details for the control and experimental groups.
Experimental
Control group
group (n = 58,
(n = 57, 558
478 study days) study days)

p value

Group difference
(95% CI)

PT discontinuation (% of total
physiotherapy sessions)

12 (3%)

13 (3%)

p=0.842

IRR 0.86 (0.36 to 2.03)

Adverse event
(% per sessions)

1 (0.2%)

3 (0.8%)

p=0.357

IRR 0.31 (0.01 to 3.85)

ICU mortality

9 (16%)

10 (18%)

p=0.770

RD -2% (-16 to 12%)

In-hospital mortality

10 (17%)

14 (25%)

p=0.334

RD -8% (-22 to 7%)

Mortality after 180 days

16 (28%)

16 (28%)

p=0.954

RD 0% (-17% to 16%)

Delirium-free ICU days

256 (61%)

300 (64%)

p=0.524

IRR 0.95 (0.80 to 1.12)

Atelectasis-free ICU days

334 (93%)

402 (91%)

p=0.739

IRR 1.03 (0.88 to 1.19)

Pneumonia-free ICU days

293 (94%)

355 (92%)

p=0.782

IRR 1.02 (0.87 to 1.20)

Thrombosis-free ICU days

415 (96%)

473 (94%)

p=0.788

IRR 1.02 (0.90 to 1.17)

Decubiti-free ICU days

411 (96%)

493 (95%)

p=0.867

IRR 1.01 (0.89 to 1.16)

Contracture-free ICU days

448 (96%)

535 (96%)

p>0.999

IRR 1.00 (0.88 to 1.13)

Safety

Mortality

ICU complications a

Assessed by responsible physician without any prespecified criteria, assessable ICU days only (discretion
of physician) (delirium: experimental n=421, control n=467, atelectasis: n=258, n=442, pneumonia: n=313,
n=388, thrombosis: n=431, n=501, decubiti: n=427, n=518, contracture: n=468, n=558)
a

Legend. Data are presented as n (%).
Definitions. Study days = number of days from study enrolment to ICU discharge including readmissions
and weekends where only limited therapy service was available, session = one single physiotherapy
treatment.
Abbreviations. IRR =Incidence rate ratio, RD = Risk difference, PT = Physiotherapy, ICU = Intensive care
unit.

Patients on MV (S1 File: https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207428) had a significant
effect over time (30min before, during and 15min after physiotherapy) for mean arterial
pressure (MAP; p<0.001, effect size η2=0.192), heartrate (HR; p<0.001, η2=0.161)
and oxygen consumption (VO2; p<0.001, η2=0.224), but not for peripheral oxygen
saturation (SpO2; p=0.396, η2=0.017; repeated measures ANOVA). Post-hoc paired
t-test with adjusted levels of significance (p<0.017) found increases from before to
during physiotherapy for MAP (mean difference (95% CI): -1.83mmHg (-2.61 to -1.05),
p<0.001), HR (-1.21beats/min (-1.76 to -0.65), p<0.001) and for VO2 (-12.22ml/min
(-16.75 to -7.69), p<0.001). Additionally, there was an increase in HR from before to
after physiotherapy (-0.83beats/min (-1.47 to -0.18), p=0.012) and a decrease in VO2
from during to after physiotherapy (6.27ml/min (1.45 to 11.08), p=0.011). Likewise,
predominantly spontaneously breathing patients (S1 File: https://doi.org/10.1371/
journal.pone.0207428) had a significant effect over time for MAP (p=0.046, η2=0.073)
and HR (p=0.004, η2=0.123), but not for SpO2 (p=0.083, η2=0.059). Post-hoc paired
t-test with adjusted levels of significance (p<0.017) showed an increase from before to
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during physiotherapy for HR (-1.85 beats/min (-3.16 to -0.53), p=0.006). There were no
significant differences between groups for any of the vital parameters.
Study interventions
The experimental group trained on 73% of study days (349 daily physiotherapy visits,
including 407 individual sessions), whereas the control group received therapy on
65% of study days (365 visits, 377 sessions; Table 3.5). The main reasons for missed
physiotherapy visits were weekends (188, 58%), day of ICU discharge (42, 13%),
medical procedures (33, 10%) or cardiorespiratory instability (19, 6%). Patients in the
experimental group had a median of 3.5 sessions (minimum 0, maximum 66) and

3

patients in the control group of 3 sessions (minimum 0, maximum 39) (S2 File: https://
doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207428). Treatment session duration was slightly longer
in the experimental group (25min (IQR 19-27) vs control 18min (IQR 14-21); p<0.001).
This was recorded from the beginning to the end of actual therapy delivery and did
not include preparation time, cleaning materials and documentation. On average,
physiotherapy started within 48 hours (n=113; median 1.98 days (IQR 1.41-2.86);
experimental 47h (IQR32-68); control 52h (IQR 36-70); p=0.468) after ICU admission and
within 4 hours after randomisation. At this time 97% of participants were still ventilated
(experimental 57(100%), control 52(93%); p=0.057), 97% sedated (experimental 55(97%),
control 55(98%), p<0.999), 68% on vasoactive support (experimental 42(74%), control
35(63%); p=0.230), 19% paralysed (experimental 9(16%), control 12(21%); p=0.477) and
97% received opioids (experimental 55(97%), control 54(96%); p<0.999). Patients in the
experimental group were less likely to receive sedation (incidence risk ratio (IRR) 1.66
(1.26 to 2.18, p=0.0002) and steroids (IRR 1.18 (1.03 to 1.35), p=0.016), but more likely to
receive vasopressors (IRR 0.77 (0.64 to 0.92), p=0.005) compared to the control group.
The number of each therapy intervention per group is outlined in Figure 3.2. Most
patients were unable to perform the planned resistance training (sessions experimental
8, control 2; p=0.052) with the exception of some long-stayers (S4 Table: https://doi.
org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207428). Type of cycling included passive (141, 76%), mixed
(28, 15%) and active training modes (17, 9%). Mean cycling distance was 1183 m (±721)
during an average of 15min (±5), a pedalling rate of 20r/min (±7) and a resistance
level of 0.2 (±0.8). Physiotherapy-initiated and overall mobilisations differed between
groups; the experimental group had more edge-of-bed mobilisations, while the control
group stood more (S2 File: https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207428). However,
achievement of milestones from time of randomisation to first edge-of-bed were not
different (experimental 4d (IQR 2-7), control 5d (IQR 2-7); p=0.451) (S2 File).
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60 (15%)
25.0 (IQR 19.5-27.0)
0.16 (IQR 0.07-0.20)
1.95 (IQR 1.41-2.80)

Two or more sessions per day (% of total PT
sessions)

Treatment duration per session (min) a

Time from enrolment to first therapy (days) b

Time from ICU admission to first therapy (days) b

11 (19%)

15 (26%)
8 (14%)
1225±833

Tracheostomies

ICU re-admissions

Daily energy intake (kcal) over whole ICU stay c
93 (17%)
56 (10%)
333 (60%)
468 (84%)
422 (76%)
291 (52%)

132 (28%)
41 (9%)
289 (61%)
407 (85%)
427 (89%)
191 (40%)

Study days without sedation

Study days without opiates

Study days without insulin infusions

Study days without NMBAs

Study days without steroids

Study days without inotropes and vasopressors

ICU medication

15 (26%)

5.0 (IQR 3.0-10.0)

Study days at original hospital

1152±867

5.0 (IQR 4.0-12.0)

5.9 (IQR 4.0-10.9)

Length of ICU stay at original hospital (days)

6.1 (IQR 4.6-12.7)

2.15 (IQR 1.53-2.89)

0.16 (IQR 0.07-0.48)

18.0 (IQR 14.0-21.0)

15 (4%)

377 (68%)

365 (65%)

Control group
(n = 57, 558 study days)

Group difference
(95% CI)

p=0.005 IRR 0.77 (0.64 to 0.92)

p=0.016 IRR 1.18 (1.03 to 1.35)

p=0.839 IRR 1.02 (0.89 to 1.16)

p=0.872 IRR 1.01 (0.86 to 1.19)

p=0.477 IRR 0.85 (0.56 to 1.30)

p<0.001 IRR 1.66 (1.26 to 2.18)

p=0.139 MD 73.06 (-23.74 to 169.86)

p=0.427 RD -5% (-19 to 8%)

p=0.956 RD 0% (-17% to 16%)

p=0.696 0.00 (-2.00 to 1.00)

p=0.595 -0.37 (-1.90 to 1.13)

p=0.470 -0.14 (-0.61 to 0.24)

p=0.387 -0.02 (-0.07 to 0.03)

p<0.001 6.00 (4.00 to 8.00)

p<0.001 IRR 3.71 (2.08 to 7.03)

p<0.001 IRR 1.26 (1.09 to 1.45)

p=0.143 IRR 1.12 (0.96 to 1.30)

p value

Median of all patients’ median session duration; b n=57 for experimental and n=56 for control group due to two participants death before receiving the allocated
intervention; c Excluding oral food intake
Legend. Data are presented as median (IQR), mean (SD) or n (%)
Definitions. Visits = days with at least one physiotherapy treatment, study days = number of days from study enrolment to ICU discharge including readmissions
and weekends where only limited therapy service was available, session = one single physiotherapy treatment.
Abbreviations. PT = Physiotherapy, ICU = Intensive care unit, NMBAs = Neuromuscular blocking agents, IRR =Incidence rate ratio, RD = Risk difference, MD = Mean
Difference.

a

407 (85%)

Total PT sessions
(% per study day)

ICU treatment

349 (73%)

Total PT visits
(% per study day)

Physiotherapy (PT)

Experimental group
(n = 58, 478 study days)

Table 3.5. Treatment details for the control and experimental groups.

3

3

Figure 3.2. Overview of each physiotherapy intervention for the control and experimental groups.
More than one therapy intervention per session (=single physiotherapy treatment) possible, total
sessions: 407 (85% of study days) experimental and 377 (68%) control group. * p<0.003

Discussion
This randomised controlled trial did not find an advantage of early ERT combined with
mobilisation over standard early mobilisation and rehabilitation. While participants
in the experimental group received more therapy and had less days with sedation,
control group participants had more out-of-bed mobilisations. Functional capacity and
independence did not differ between these two different exercise regimes at hospital
discharge. No differences were found in the secondary outcomes, except for a trend
towards improved mental health at 6-months after hospital discharge. AEs were rare
and a stepwise, individually-supervised training approach starting within 48 hours
of ICU admission appears safe. ERT interventions are feasible and highly beneficial
for functional improvement in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [17] and we
hypothesised that they may be equally feasible and effective in the critically ill. However,
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the transfer of these interventions may not be as straightforward as anticipated.
Pulmonary rehabilitation is usually delivered over 8 to 12 weeks [17], while our exercise
exposure was limited to the time spent in ICU, when patients were recovering from
critical illness, mostly still on mechanical ventilation, receiving opioids and sedatives or
at least recovering from previously received sedatives. Since the patients in our study
spent the greater part of their hospital-stay on wards or step-down units (experimental
77%, control 70%) and the main reason for missed therapy visits were weekends (58%),
extended protocol-exposure with more resistance training might have enhanced
potential group differences. The median ICU-stay of 6 days seemed to have been too
short to properly introduce resistance training, which was defined as using weight
or resistance. However, assistive exercise (experimental group: 25% of movement
exercises) in the very weak patient may affect strength as well. Wright et al [37] reported
a higher but still modest percentage of sessions (33%) with this type of strengthening.
In their study, similar to ours, sedation and patient fatigue prevented implementation
or targeted intensity. Weakness (58% with ICUAW in our study) and ongoing effects of
sedative agents despite significant reduction in their use in this group may both have
contributed.
The main difference between our study and previous ones reporting benefits from
early mobilisation is that the control group was also mobilised early, as per our ICU
standard. We started the intervention very early in both groups, while patients were still
mechanically ventilated and on vasoactive support, whereas most [12, 13, 15, 37, 38],
but not all other intervention groups [11, 39] started substantially later. Nevertheless,
our control group received physiotherapy as early as the intervention group in the study
of Schweickert et al [11], and more often than treatment groups in other trials [37, 38].
In contrast to our study, Schaller et al [39] found that early mobilisation shortened
ICU length of stay and improved functional mobility in surgical ICU patients at hospital
discharge. Contribution of treatment of control groups to the different results cannot
be evaluated due to insufficient details of care received in Schaller’s study. Yet the case
mix appears very different: our patients were sicker (mean APACHE II 23 vs 16 in [39])
and had less surgical patients. It is therefore conceivable that the early and intensive
physiotherapy in the control group of our study explains the lack of effect of additional
endurance training. Early beginning of physiotherapy seems crucial due to early onset
of ICUAW [4]. Accordingly, Schweickert et al [11] combined early mobilisation (within
1.7d of intubation) with daily sedation-interruption leading to reduced delirium and to
significant functional improvement at hospital discharge. Delirium was equally prevalent
in our groups, though the incidence was comparable to the intervention group of
[11] (39 vs 33%). However, despite the early start, patients in our study achieved the
specific mobilisation milestones substantially later [11]. This may also be related to the
case mix – our patients were substantially older and sicker. These patients might not
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always be suitable for early mobilisation [40], but could profit from appropriate exercise
interventions over the whole ICU stay [12]. However, recent evidence also highlights
the impact of pre-ICU health [41, 42] and post-extubation dysphagia [43] on patients’
functional recovery. Our heterogenous sample might therefore conceal responsive
subgroups. More research is needed whether sicker patients need longer rehabilitation
exposure [44] and for which subgroups recovery will be achievable.
The conducted early endurance training seemed to have unfavourable effects on
mobilisation levels leading to less out-of-bed mobilisations in this group. This selffunded, pragmatic study did not have additional resources for therapy-delivery.

3

Physiotherapists may therefore have used available resources for cycling instead of
early mobilisation. Although more out-of-bed mobilisations did not positively impact
function of the control group either. The large AVERT trial even found that early, highdose out-of-bed mobilisation after stroke enlarges the probability for disability when
compared to low-dose, early mobilisation [45]. Dose-response analyses found the
greatest benefit for short, frequent mobilisations [46]. This would favour the higher
frequency of physiotherapy sessions (11%) in the intervention group, although this
percentage might have been insufficient to reach clinical significance. Similarly, the
stepwise approach of our study might have been too ambitious for the allocated
therapy time (7min extra) and cycling insufficiently dosed (15min versus 30min reported
by [47, 48]) to induce musculoskeletal adaptations. However, the small but significant
changes in hemodynamic or oxygen-transport variables appeared to have been
sufficient to stimulate patients to meet the metabolic demands of exercise by adequate
cardiorespiratory adaptations. In contrast, neither passive cycling in deeply sedated
patients [49] nor passive chair transfer [50] increased metabolic costs.
Our results are in line with recent studies [13, 15, 37, 38, 51] that failed to show a benefit
of early rehabilitation. Heterogenous populations, difficulties in group separation and
exercise dose may all have contributed. The discrepancy between planned and actual
therapy delivery in these trials implies that the critically ill’s ability to participate in
functional exercises may be overestimated. More attention should be paid to patient
fatigue and on whom to target, as very early muscle preservation might not be feasible
in a seriously ill cohort with active catabolic pathways. Resistance training may therefore
be more feasible during recovery.
This study had several limitations. First, blinding of participants and physiotherapists
was impossible. Second, loss of follow-up at 6 months was substantial and unequally
distributed between groups (41% versus 58%) but without any differences in responders
and non-responders. Nevertheless, results from the SF-36 are not adequately powered,
possibly attributable to type I error and need to be interpreted with caution. Third, we
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targeted patients at risk of ICUAW who were previously independent. Therefore, data from
this trial might not be applicable to patients with previous functional dependency. Fourth,
the observed difference of 23m in the 6MWD may be of clinical significance [52], however,
to test a difference of 25m (SD 150) would require at least 1128 participants. Similarly, the
two primary outcomes should be adjusted for multiplicity to avoid type I error.
This study also has several strengths: patients were included very early after ICU
admission and received physiotherapy within 48 hours. Physiotherapy interventions
were pragmatic and reflect real-world resources. The novel use of individually set limits
instead of strict target numbers allows for more rehabilitation flexibility and appears to
be a safe approach with a low incidence of AEs (0.6%). Nevertheless, physiotherapists
were experienced in ICU rehabilitation, which is shown in the exceptionally high control
group participation. With a total of 1368 edge-of-bed and 1292 out-of-bed mobilisations
on 1130 ICU days this trial further underlines the importance of ICU rehabilitation as
a team effort. Additionally, the blinded outcome measurements were patient-centred,
valid, reliable and relevant to the devastating consequences of ICUAW.
In the light of these data future studies should assure sufficiently large sample sizes,
aim to increase exercise-exposure and ensure a targeted, frequent exercise delivery to
the right patient. The effect of early exercise on mental health needs further evaluation,
considering that one in two survivors might experience psychiatric symptoms [53].

Conclusions
We did not find functional benefits of early exercise training over an active usual care
rehabilitation in mechanically ventilated, critically ill adults. Successively-adapted, early
exercise training seemed to be safe. Early endurance training might improve long-term
mental health, but the most effective rehabilitation intervention to excite neuromuscular
adaptations still needs to be determined.
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Abstract
Introduction
Early rehabilitation is indicated in critically ill adults to counter functional complications.
However, the physiological response to rehabilitation is poorly understood. This study
aimed to determine the cardiorespiratory response to rehabilitation and to investigate
the effect of explanatory variables on physiological changes during rehabilitation and
recovery.
Methods
In a prospectively planned, secondary analysis of a randomised controlled trial conducted
in a tertiary, mixed intensive care unit (ICU), we analysed the 716 physiotherapyled, pragmatic rehabilitation sessions (including exercise, cycling and mobilisation).
Participants were previously functionally independent, mechanically ventilated, critically
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ill adults (n=108). Physiological data (2-minute medians) were collected with standard
ICU monitoring and indirect calorimetry, and their medians calculated for baseline
(30min before), training (during physiotherapy) and recovery (15min after). We visualised
physiological trajectories and investigated explanatory variables on their estimated
effect with mixed-effects models.
Results
This study found a large range of variation within and across participants’ sessions with
clinically relevant variations (>10%) occurring in more than 1 out of 4 sessions in mean
arterial pressure, minute ventilation (MV) and oxygen consumption (VO2), although early
rehabilitation did not generally affect physiological values from baseline to training
or recovery. Active patient participation increased MV (mean difference 0.7l/min
[0.4-1.0, p<0.001]) and VO2 (23ml/min [95%CI: 13-34, p<0.001]) during training when
compared to passive participation. Similarly, session type ‘mobilisation’ increased heart
rate (6.6bpm [2.1-11.2, p=0.006]) during recovery when compared to ‘exercise’. Other
modifiable explanatory variables included session duration, mobilisation level and daily
medication, while non-modifiable variables were age, gender, body mass index and the
daily Sequential Organ Failure Assessment.
Conclusions
A large range of variation during rehabilitation and recovery mirrors the heterogenous
interventions and patient reactions. This warrants close monitoring and individual
tailoring, whereby the best option to stimulate a cardiorespiratory response seems to
be active patient participation, shorter session durations and mobilisation.
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Introduction
Intensive care unit (ICU) survivors frequently experience poor recovery with multifactorial
physical, cognitive and mental health impairments [1-5]. Early rehabilitation and
mobilisation in critically ill patients are advocated to attenuate these complications
[6]. Their safety has been confirmed in a large meta-analysis of >22,000 rehabilitation
sessions [7]. Moreover, they increase functional mobility and muscle strength [8]
and reduce days with delirium and mechanical ventilation [9]. However, insufficient
intervention reporting of frequency, intensity, type and timing limit their implementation
in clinical practice [10]. Additionally, the appropriate exercise type or intensity to induce
appropriate physiological adaptations remains yet to be determined.
There is previous evidence that sitting on the edge of the bed may be associated with
higher metabolic cost compared with a passive chair transfer [11] or passive in-bed
cycling [12]. The hierarchy of these mobility intensities are mirrored in the ICU mobility
scale [13] although the highest activity levels may not be the most physically intensive
[14, 15]. Similarly, the cardiorespiratory response is likely to vary between different types
of exercise, exercise-modalities or individuals [16, 17]. Individually tailored rehabilitation
interventions therefore seem appropriate. However, there is little data to guide the
physiotherapist’s clinical decision-making in delivering optimal training intensity.
The purpose of this planned secondary analysis was to determine the cardiorespiratory
response to early physiotherapy-led rehabilitation in mechanically ventilated, critically
ill adults in a mixed ICU. First, we aimed to analyse physiological variables from before,
during and after rehabilitation to describe both the response to rehabilitation and
to estimate recovery. Second, we aimed to characterise effects of a-priori selected
explanatory variables on cardiorespiratory reactions from before to during rehabilitation
and from before to after rehabilitation. We hypothesised that session type, mobilisation
level, exercise modality and duration as well as individual patient characteristics
would be the main drivers of the physiological response to rehabilitation. Finally, we
re-evaluated safety by examining sessions with clinically relevant variations (>10%),
an adverse event or therapy discontinuation to determine predictors and explored
individual characteristics of patients with a strong physiological reaction.

Materials and methods
Study design
This response analysis was a planned secondary analysis of the physiological data collected
during a pragmatic, randomised controlled trial comparing very early endurance and
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resistance training combined with mobilisation to usual care in mechanically ventilated,
critically ill adults [18]. The trial was conducted in a mixed ICU of a Swiss academic centre
(Department of Intensive Care Medicine, Inselspital, Bern University Hospital) between
October 8, 2012 and April 5, 2016. No significant differences were found in the primary
or secondary outcomes with the exception of improved mental health six months
after hospital discharge for the experimental group [19]. Consequently, this secondary
analysis considered the two randomised groups as one population using data from all
trial participants with at least one rehabilitation session. A preliminary safety analysis of
the physiological data of the first 35 subjects indicated a moderately increased workload
with increased heart rate and oxygen consumption but stable oxygen saturation from
before to during rehabilitation [20].
The local ethics committee approved the study that was registered in the German Clinical
Trials Register (DRKS00004347) on September 10, 2012. Written informed consent was

4

obtained from all participants or their representatives.
Population
Participants were ≥ 18 years old, functionally independent before ICU admission and
expected to remain ventilated for ≥ 72 hours. They were ineligible in cases of suspected
previous muscle weakness, contraindications to cycling, palliative care, admission
diagnosis that precluded walking at hospital discharge or insufficient command of
German or French [18].
Intervention delivery
Early rehabilitation interventions have been previously described [18, 19]. In brief, they
started within 48 hours of ICU admission with common rehabilitation interventions
provided by certified physiotherapists. Within the context of the RCT, exercise frequency,
intensity, type and duration were individually tailored based on the clinical judgement of
the treating physiotherapist in one group, while the other used a stepwise, standardised
approach dependent upon tolerance and stability. Patients in both groups were closely
monitored and treatment interventions recorded. A pragmatic trial design was chosen
to reflect real-world resources and to enhance clinical implementation. In consequence,
any rehabilitation session may have included short, individually-set breaks between
efforts. Physiotherapists could prematurely cease a session based on their clinical
reasoning, but had to note the reason for therapy discontinuation. Adverse events were
prospectively defined as ‘persisting despite an intervention or therapy interruption’ and
included a new unstable hemodynamic, oxygen desaturation (<85%), accidental fall or
device dislocation [18]. This flexible approach considered individually set limits instead
of strict target numbers which might be too rigid for this heterogenous population.
Finally, all participants had a resting period of 30 minutes before and 15 minutes after
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each physiotherapy session, where they should not be disturbed.
Data collection and measurements
Physiological data were collected by standard ICU monitoring for heart rate (HR [beats
per minute: bpm]; electrocardiogram), mean arterial pressure (MAP [mmHg]; arterial
line), minute ventilation (MV [l/min]; Serv0-i V3.0, Maquet Getinge Group, Gossau,
Switzerland), oxygen saturation (SpO2 [%]; pulse oximetry) and by indirect calorimetry for
oxygen consumption (VO2 [ml/min]; CARESCAPE patient monitor B850 with E-COVX-00
Module, GE Healthcare, Finland). Indirect calorimetry was installed for planned
sessions in mechanically ventilated patients from Monday to Friday who did not have a
contraindication such as high FiO2 (>60%), respiratory rate (>30 bpm) or intolerance for
airway leak (e.g., PEEP >15 cmH2O). On days with more than one physiotherapy session
(<10%), only one, nonspecific session was monitored by indirect calorimetry.
All values were delivered to our patient data management system (PDMS: Centricity
Critical Care Clinisoft, GE, Barrington, IL, USA) that recorded 2-minute medians to remove
artefacts. We further screened and deleted isolated values that were out of range (HR
≥ 220bpm; MAP negative or ≥ 200mmHg; VO2 ≤ 30ml/min). Afterwards we collected
the median, maximum, minimum, mean and coefficient of variability (CV: defined as
maximum minus minimum divided by mean multiplied by 100 – calculated to estimate
fluctuations) for all values in the three prespecified timepoints: baseline (30min before),
training (physiotherapy duration) and recovery (15min after). After each session, the
treating physiotherapists recorded the time for beginning and end of physiotherapy,
types of interventions, treatment modality (active, passive, mixed patient participation),
mobilisation level (in-bed, edge-of-bed, out-of-bed), discontinuation or adverse events
while a study nurse noted patient baseline characteristics, airway management, daily
medications and Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA). Within the context of the
original pragmatic randomised trial, we chose not to analyse the physiological response
to isolated types of interventions, but investigated common treatment packages in the
critically ill. Based on the treatment interventions performed we coded each session into
seven predefined categories. These categories – termed ‘session type’ - were cycling,
mobilisation, respiratory management, exercise, exercise and respiratory management,
complex exercise and mobilisation (meaning multifaceted rehabilitation that included
mobilisation), and complex cycling and mobilisation (meaning multifaceted rehabilitation
that included mobilisation and cycling).
Statistical analysis
Descriptive analysis
We describe the study population in terms of counts (n), percentages (%), means with
standard deviation (SD) and medians with interquartile range (IQR). We visualized
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physiological trajectories over the three time-points and calculated correlations between
physiological values.
Cardiorespiratory response
The impact of explanatory variables on physiological values during (training) and
after (recovery) rehabilitation was investigated in respect to before the physiotherapy
session and variability (CV) with Gaussian mixed-effects models which accounted for
correlation of within-individual measurements based on Vickers et al. [21]. We excluded
physiological values from HR and MAP with a corresponding zero CV to account for
cardiac pacing. Explanatory variables were prospectively determined using extensive
clinical reasoning and previous evidence to account for confounders. They included
patient characteristics (age, gender, Body Mass Index (BMI), daily SOFA), attributes of
the physiotherapy session (session type, mobilisation level, treatment modality, session
duration, time since ICU admission), and ICU environment (airway, daily medication).

4

We report p-values from a likelihood test to test the overall significance of categorical
variables. The correlation between explanatory variables was examined to avoid
collinearity (without taking into account the correlations among explanatory variables of
the same subjects). The estimated coefficients may be interpreted as the impact of the
explanatory variable on the change. Accordingly, these estimates characterise the impact
of the explanatory variables on the average values of ‘during’ or ‘after’ rehabilitation in
respect to the value ‘before’ rehabilitation.
Safety analysis
We used a mixed-effects logistic regression model which accounted for correlation of
within-individual measurements to investigate explanatory variables related to clinically
relevant variations and report odds ratios with 95% confidence intervals (CI). The safety
cut-off for a clinically relevant variation in physiological measurements was defined as
>10% variation – based on half of what is commonly reported as an adverse event (>20%)
in the literature [22]. Exercise is structured and repetitive physical activity that results
in energy expenditure [23]. Thus, a 10% threshold might be a safe cardiorespiratory
training intensity in the critically ill adult.
Considering the exploratory, hypothesis-generating purpose of our secondary analysis,
the significance threshold was set to 0.05 without adjustment for multiple testing. The
statistical analysis was performed with R version 4.0.2 (2020-06-22).
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Results
During the trial, a total of 784 physiotherapy-led rehabilitation sessions were conducted
in 113 participants. The duration of physiotherapy was missing for 15 sessions, which
were subsequently excluded. Thus, a total of 769 sessions for 113 participants were
available. After the removal of sessions with a CV of zero for HR and MAP, we analysed
physiological data from 716 sessions for 108 participants with a median of 3 [2-8]
sessions per subject. The characteristics of these sessions and participants are described
in Table 4.1. Numerical physiological values and their correlations from before, during
and after the sessions are described in Appendix 4.1. The strongest correlations (r >
0.5) occurred within the same physiological value between the three timepoints and
between MV and VO2 over all timepoints.

Table 4.1. Participant and physiotherapy session characteristics.
Participant variables

N

Median [25%, 75%
quantile] or counts (%)

Age (years)

108

66.7 [55.1, 74.4]

Gender (male)

108

72 (67%)

Body Mass Index (kg/m2)

108

26.4 [23.7, 29.7]

APACHE II score (0-71)

108

22.0 [17.8, 27.2]

SOFA score at ICU admission (0-24)

108

8 [6-11]

ICU days until study inclusion

108

1.8 [0.9-2.6]

ICU length of stay (days)

108

7.0 [4.6-13.9]

Physiotherapy sessions per subject

108

3 [2-8]

Randomised to the experimental group

716

372 (52%)

Time from ICU admission to start of first session (days)

108

2.0 [1.4-3.1]

Time from ICU admission to start of individual session (days) a

716

8.6 [3.9, 19.6]

Physiotherapy session duration (min)

716

22.0 [16.8, 30.0]

Daily SOFA score during physiotherapy (0-24)

713

8 [5, 12]

Session types

716

exercise

193 (27%)

cycling

160 (22%)

mobilisation

178 (25%)

respiratory management

66 (9%)

exercise and respiratory management

54 (8%)

complex cycling and mobilisation

10 (1%)

complex exercise and mobilisation
Treatment modality

55 (8%)
610

passive

401 (66%)

active

187 (31%)

mixed
Mobilisation level

22 (4%)
716

in-bed

488 (68%)

edge-of-bed

150 (21%)

out-of-bed

78 (11%)
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Table 4.1. Continued
Participant variables

N

Median [25%, 75%
quantile] or counts (%)

Physiotherapy session discontinuation b

716

23 (3%)

Adverse event during physiotherapy

716

4 (1%)

Airway support

716

endotracheal tube

327 (46%)

tracheostomy

271 (38%)

none

118 (16%)

Neuromuscular blocking agents on day of session

716

98 (14%)

Vasoactive support on day of session

716

371 (52%)

Opiates on day of session

716

662 (92%)

Sedatives on day of session

716

539 (75%)

for all physiotherapy sessions (n=784) there were 25 (3%) therapy discontinuations (two sessions with a
therapy discontinuation from one subject were excluded in this analysis because of zero CV)
Abbreviations: SD = standard deviation, APACHE = Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation,
SOFA = Sequential Organ Failure Assessment
a

4

Descriptive analysis
The differences between the timepoints from before to during (training) and before
to after (recovery) for medians of physiological values are illustrated in Figure 4.1. On
average, these differences were not clinically relevant although wide 95% CI indicate
fluctuations across sessions (Appendix 4.1). Clinically relevant variations (>10%) were
highest for MV (training: 35.6% of sessions, recovery: 33.8%), VO2 (26.0%, 26.1%)
and MAP (21.8%, 28.2%). These fluctuations become more apparent when plotting
physiological trajectories across the three timepoints according to ‘session type’ (Figure
4.2). Differences for CV were equal across the three timepoints, but again varied in
regards to ‘session type’.
Cardiorespiratory responses
Explanatory variables had a low correlation with themselves and were all kept in the
analysis. We report the estimated effect of explanatory variables for HR, MAP, MV and
VO2 ‘during’ (Table 4.2) and ‘after’ physiotherapy-led rehabilitation (Table 4.3). Nonmodifiable explanatory variables that mostly affected physiological responses during
and after physiotherapy were age, gender, BMI and the daily SOFA score, whereas
modifiable explanatory variables were session type, treatment modality, session
duration, mobilisation level and daily medication. Shorter ‘session duration’ and ‘active
treatment modality’ generally increased physiological parameters during rehabilitation,
while cardiorespiratory parameters did not return back to baseline for ‘session type’ and
‘mobilisation level’ during the prespecified 15-min recovery-phase. Explanatory variables
with an effect on SpO2 were ‘mobilisation level’ and ‘airway support’ (Appendix 4.2).
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Figure 4.1. Differences in median physiological values from before to during/after physiotherapy.
Median differences were calculated as “during minus before” (training) and “after minus before”
(recovery) physiotherapy for all physiological values. Measurement units: HR (bpm), MAP (mmHg),
MV (l/min), SpO2 (%), VO2 (ml/min). Numerical differences (median [25%, 75%]): HR: training 1bpm
[-1, 3.5], recovery 0.5bpm [-2, 3]; MAP: training 1.5mmHg [-2, 5], recovery -0.5 mmHg [-4, 4]; MV
training 0.35l/min [-0.15, 1.2], recovery 0l/min [-0.6, 0.75]; SpO2: training 0% [-1, 1], recovery 0% [-1,
1]; VO2 training 8.8ml/min [-2.47, 25], recovery 1.65ml/min [-10.9, 18.3] (Appendix 4.1).
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Figure 4.2. Trajectories of median physiological values according to session type. A) Average
trajectories with standard errors. M) median trajectories with IQR of physiological measurements.
Standard errors are computed under the assumption of independences among all the observations.
Measurement units: HR (bpm), MAP (mmHg), MV (l/min), SpO2 (%), VO2 (ml/min).
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571
0.02 (-0.02, 0.06)
0.24 (-0.84, 1.32)
0.02 (-0.09, 0.12)
0.002 (-0.11, 0.12)
0.05 (0.01, 0.09)
0.02 (-0.01, 0.06)

Number of sessions

Age (years) a

Gender (male is reference)

Body Mass Index (kg/m2) a

Daily SOFA score (0-24) a

Session duration (min) a

Time from ICU admission to start of session (days) a

-0.93 (-2.05, 0.24)
2.05 (-1.79, 5.92)
0.72 (-0.92, 2.40)
0.29 (-1.15, 1.70)
-2.59 (-5.74, 0.54)
2.21 (-1.50, 5.98)

cycling

mobilisation

respiratory management

exercise and respiratory management

complex cycling and mobilisation

complex exercise and mobilisation

-0.38 (-2.35, 1.59)
1.16 (0.13, 2.19)

mixed

active

-0.78 (-4.58, 3.03)
0.13 (-3.91, 4.08)

edge-of-bed

out-of-bed
0.502
-0.90 (-2.36, 0.59)
-0.49 (-1.77, 0.83)
0.39 (-1.10, 1.81)
-0.11 (-1.04, 0.81)

p-value b

tracheostomy

endotracheal tube

Opiates on session day c

Vasoactive on session day c

Airway support (none is reference)

0.610

p-value b

Mobilisation level (in-bed is reference)

0.064

p-value b

Treatment modality (passive is reference)

0.136

p-value b

Session type (exercise is reference)

HR during (95%-CI)

Explanatory variables

-0.18 (-0.59, 0.20)
0.615

19.71 (-27.29, 66.16)
<0.001
23.01 (12.51, 33.97)
0.681
6.87 (-45.68, 63.19)
0.988

-0.01 (-0.04, 0.02)
0.01 (-0.02, 0.05)
-0.02 (-0.03, -0.00)
0.001 (-0.01, 0.01)
0.434
0.15 (-0.17, 0.48)
0.79 (-0.36, 1.93)
0.36 (-0.36, 1.14)
-0.02 (-0.46, 0.43)
0.19 (-0.70, 1.08)
0.24 (-0.86, 1.33)
<0.001
0.53 (-0.06, 1.12)
0.72 (0.40, 1.04)
0.294
0.74 (-0.41, 1.88)
0.36 (-0.84, 1.55)
0.379
0.30 (-0.33, 0.96)
0.05 (-0.54, 0.68)
0.12 (-0.44, 0.67)
-0.13 (-0.41, 0.15)

0.04 (-0.07, 0.14)
-0.02 (-0.15, 0.11)
-0.06 (-0.12, -0.01)
0.03 (-0.02, 0.07)
0.627
0.45 (-0.94, 1.84)
0.28 (-4.68, 5.25)
1.83 (-0.33, 4.00)
0.25 (-1.55, 2.06)
1.98 (-1.99, 5.95)
1.28 (-3.53, 6.08)
0.016
2.88 (0.26, 5.51)
1.41 (0.13, 2.69)
0.900
0.88 (-4.01, 5.78)
0.81 (-4.36, 5.99)
0.382
0.94 (-0.89, 2.77)
1.14 (-0.52, 2.81)
0.62 (-1.41, 2.64)
-1.79 (-2.95, -0.64)

-6.92 (-15.76, 2.16)

-7.44 (-24.94, 9.70)

0.85 (-23.42, 25.36)

1.36 (-24.32, 27.77)

-2.85 (-52.04, 47.78)

1.11 (-17.97, 20.88)

-7.51 (-35.63, 20.44)

-0.04 (-14.13, 14.72)

1.56 (-62.48, 65.85)

38.54 (-14.80, 89.51)

3.52 (-6.38, 14.18)

-0.59 (-1.10, -0.13)

0.29 (-0.73, 1.32)

0.88 (-0.02, 1.77)

-23.78 (-32.74, -15.39)

-0.54 (-0.87, -0.21)

-0.42 (-0.72, -0.12)

1.03 (0.01, 2.05)

312

-0.002 (-0.01, 0.01)

0.01 (-0.03, 0.05)

VO2 during (95%-CI)

442

MV during (95%-CI)

535

MAP during (95%-CI)

Table 4.2. Estimated fixed effect of explanatory variables on HR, MAP, MV and VO2 ‘during’ rehabilitation.

4

1.15 (0.06, 2.20)
-0.19 (-1.25, 0.89)

Explanatory variables

Sedatives on session day c

Neuromuscular blocking agents on session day c
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-0.37 (-1.73, 0.98)

1.32 (-0.05, 2.68)

MAP during (95%-CI)
-0.21 (-0.51, 0.11)

0.04 (-0.34, 0.41)

MV during (95%-CI)
-6.73 (-16.85, 3.20)

4.88 (-8.80, 19.34)

VO2 during (95%-CI)
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0.05 (0.01, 0.08)
0.47 (-0.39, 1.52)
-0.06 (-0.15, 0.04)
-0.13 (-0.24, -0.01)
0.01 (-0.04, 0.06)
0.03 (-0.01, 0.07)

Number of sessions

Age (years) a

Gender (male is reference)

Body Mass Index (kg/m2) a

Daily SOFA score (0-24) a

Session duration (min) a

Time from ICU admission to start of session (days) a
0.016
-0.53 (-1.73, 0.77)
6.56 (2.14, 11.24)
0.55 (-1.42, 2.40)
0.12 (-1.64, 1.67)
-2.79 (-6.37, 0.96)
4.52 (0.22, 9.07)

p-value b

cycling

mobilisation

respiratory management

exercise and respiratory management

complex cycling and mobilisation

complex exercise and mobilisation

Session type (exercise is reference)

HR after (95%-CI)

Explanatory variables

-0.35 (-6.19, 5.50)

0.71 (-4.12, 5.53)

0.32 (-1.87, 2.52)

-0.69 (-3.33, 1.94)

-1.78 (-7.82, 4.27)

-0.37 (-2.06, 1.33)

0.916

0.01 (-0.04, 0.06)

-0.01 (-0.07, 0.05)

-0.20 (-0.36, -0.04)

-0.13 (-0.26, -0.00)

0.50 (-0.75, 1.74)

0.001 (-0.05, 0.05)

534

MAP after (95%-CI)

Table 4.3. Estimated fixed effect of explanatory variables on HR, MAP, MV and VO2 ‘after’ rehabilitation.

0.18 (-1.05, 1.41)

0.18 (-0.81, 1.17)

0.07 (-0.43, 0.57)

-0.81 (-1.66, 0.05)

1.16 (-0.13, 2.45)

-0.04 (-0.39, 0.31)

0.048

-0.003 (-0.02, 0.01)

-0.0002 (-0.02, 0.01)

-0.01 (-0.04, 0.03)

-0.02 (-0.05, 0.01)

-0.29 (-0.58, -0.01)

0.002 (-0.01, 0.01)

437

MV after (95%-CI)

-12.63 (-67.08, 41.82)

-11.64 (-44.25, 20.96)

-4.17 (-21.07, 12.73)

-15.98 (-90.71, 58.75)

-12.17 (-73.47, 49.13)

-2.38 (-14.13, 9.37)

0.982

0.08 (-0.38, 0.53)

-0.28 (-0.86, 0.30)

-0.32 (-1.50, 0.86)

0.52 (-0.51, 1.55)

-18.23 (-27.91, -8.55)

-0.30 (-0.68, 0.08)

308

VO2 after (95%-CI)

per one-unit increase (for continuous variables)
b
likelihood test for overall significance of categorical variables
c
none is reference
Legend: Reported effects of explanatory variables are mean differences of median values and need to be considered under the assumption of ‘all other covariates
being constant’. All models are adjusted for measured values and CV before physiotherapy (estimates not shown). Examples for interpretation: (1) Categorical data:
Median VO2 significantly increased during training by 23.01ml/min with active patient participation when compared to passive patient participation. (2) Continuous
data: Median VO2 decreased during training per one additional year of age by 0.54ml/min.

a

HR during (95%-CI)

Table 4.2. Continued.
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0.97 (-0.27, 2.07)

active

0.095
11.98 (-0.52, 24.48)
0.001

0.181
-0.43 (-1.10, 0.24)
0.19 (-0.16, 0.55)

0.178
0.18 (-3.02, 3.37)
1.44 (-0.13, 3.00)

-40.92 (-104.37, 22.52)
0.886

-1.18 (-2.51, 0.16)
0.678
0.30 (-0.42, 1.02)
0.18 (-0.51, 0.87)
0.35 (-0.28, 0.97)
-0.28 (-0.59, 0.03)
0.24 (-0.18, 0.66)
-0.01 (-0.35, 0.34)

-2.62 (-8.92, 3.68)
0.471
0.50 (-1.73, 2.74)
1.16 (-0.86, 3.19)
-0.06 (-2.56, 2.43)
-2.42 (-3.82, -1.01)
1.03 (-0.64, 2.69)
-0.08 (-1.73, 1.57)

-6.06 (-11.05, -1.67)

out-of-bed
0.416
0.11 (-1.48, 1.76)
0.87 (-0.66, 2.33)
0.43 (-1.25, 2.08)
0.26 (-0.78, 1.33)
1.32 (0.00, 2.44)
0.18 (-1.04, 1.45)

p-value b

tracheostomy

endotracheal tube

Opiates on session day c

Vasoactive on session day c

Sedatives on session day c

Neuromuscular blocking agents on session day c

Airway support (none is reference)

-0.39 (-1.67, 0.89)

-1.35 (-7.30, 4.61)

-5.85 (-10.43, -1.42)

edge-of-bed

-10.12 (-21.78, 1.54)

10.86 (-5.72, 27.43)

-11.78 (-22.17, -1.39)

-8.27 (-28.25, 11.72)

6.34 (-22.03, 34.70)

4.88 (-25.36, 35.11)

13.41 (-44.79, 71.60)

0.050

0.578

0.027

p-value b

-6.55 (-29.10, 15.99)

VO2 after (95%-CI)

MV after (95%-CI)

MAP after (95%-CI)

per one-unit increase (for continuous variables)
b
likelihood test for overall significance of categorical variables
c
none is reference
Legend: Reported effects of explanatory variables are mean differences of median values and need to be considered under the assumption of ‘all other covariates
being constant’. All models are adjusted for measured values and CV before physiotherapy (estimates not shown). Examples for interpretation: (1) Categorical data:
Median HR ‘after’ (recovery) significantly increased for the ‘session type’ mobilisation with 6.56pbm when compared to exercise. (2) Continuous data: A one-point
increase in ‘SOFA score’ significantly reduced median MAP during recovery by 0.2mmHg.

a

-0.95 (-3.33, 1.30)

Mobilisation level (in-bed is reference)

0.167

mixed

HR after (95%-CI)

p-value b

Treatment modality (passive is reference)

Explanatory variables

Table 4.3. Continued.
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Safety analysis
There were a total of 27 sessions where either an adverse event (4 [0.6%]) or a
discontinuation of rehabilitation (23 [3%]) occurred (Table 4.1). Events and participants’
characteristics are described in Appendix 4.3. Overall, there were too few adverse and
discontinuation events to investigate their patterns or predictors. We did, however,
investigate factors for clinically relevant variations along with the two outliers in Figure
4.1. Thereby, ‘mobilisation level’, ‘treatment modality’ and ‘session type’ were most likely
to induce clinically relevant variations. For example, patients with an out-of-bed/edgeof-bed mobilisation had a 2.3 times higher chance (odds ratio 95%CI 0.4-13.4, p=0.36)
to demonstrate a clinically relevant 10% variations in ‘VO2 during’ and a 4.7 times higher
chance (95%CI 0.46-48.42, p=0.19) in ‘VO2 after’ compared to an in-bed mobilisation.

Discussion
4

This study provides new insight into the cardiorespiratory response to early rehabilitation
in mechanically ventilated, critically ill adults in a mixed ICU. The main findings are:
1)

Physiological values had a large range of variation during rehabilitation and
recovery within and across participants’ sessions. Clinically relevant variations
occurred in a substantial number of patients, despite overall changes not being
statistically significant in the whole group of patients.

2)

Key modifiable explanatory variables for physiological changes were session
type, treatment modality, session duration, mobilisation level and daily
medication, while key non-modifiable explanatory variables were age, gender,
BMI and the SOFA score on the day of physiotherapy. Specifically, clinicians
should be aware that during rehabilitation cardiorespiratory parameters (HR,
MAP, MV and VO2) increase when using active participation versus passive
therapy and decrease (with the exception of HR) with each additional minute
of rehabilitation. In contrast, HR remains elevated in the recovery phase after
(multimodal) mobilisation when compared to exercise and drops following
higher mobilisation levels when compared to in-bed rehabilitation.

The findings from our study enhance clinical reasoning and decision-making about the
beginning, type, duration and intensity of physiotherapy-led rehabilitation by informing
clinicians about the estimated effects on physiological values based on individual patient
characteristics. For example, we found no evidence that the ‘time from ICU admission
to the start of physiotherapy’ particularly affected physiological values. Instead ‘session
type’, ‘treatment modality’ and ‘session duration’ seem to be the major drivers of
cardiorespiratory changes and should be used to plan appropriate rehabilitation
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interventions. Given the good correlation between VO2 and MV, we recommend to
monitor routine data such as HR, MAP, MV and SpO2 and to tailor training intensity as
well as to ensure sufficient recovery.
The goal of rehabilitation is to optimise physical functioning in order to enhance
autonomy and participation [24]. Physiological instability is considered a barrier to the
safe implementation of early rehabilitation in the ICU [25]. Our partly contradictory
results – no general effect, despite large variations – might mirror the challenge of
providing safe rehabilitation within critical care. Therapists need to balance safety
against a sufficient training stimulation. We found that a clinically relevant variation was
achieved in 1 out of 4 sessions. The physiological reaction of critically ill patients can vary
from day to day within and across participants as indicated by the high variation and
large confidence intervals of physiological values. Early rehabilitation should therefore
be closely monitored and individually tailored, whereby changes in physiological
parameters might necessitate adaptions within a session. Clearly, early rehabilitation is
not a ‘one size fits all’ approach but rather requires continuous clinical reasoning and
interprofessional collaboration.
The finding that per additional minute of rehabilitation cardiorespiratory parameters
decreased is interesting. A potential explanation is that shorter sessions were more
intensive with less breaks in-between. Alternatively, repeated muscle activation might
be limited in the critically ill leading to early onset of muscle fatigue and patient inactivity
[26]. From a training perspective, shorter and more frequent sessions might therefore
be preferred to achieve an adequate training response. This strategy was associated
with improved 3-month outcomes after stroke [27] and should be investigated in future
randomised controlled trials.
Our results further reveal differences in the cardiorespiratory response of males versus
females, elderly patients (>63 years), who may not achieve a sufficient cardiorespiratory
response to training anymore and thus may require longer time for recovery, or of
patients with a higher SOFA score possibly due to bioenergetic dysfunction [17].
There are few studies specifically investigating the impact of ‘illness severity’ on the
cardiorespiratory response to physiotherapy. One retrospective study (n=23) examining
early mobilisation in the elderly (>75 years, APACHE II: 27) did not find any adverse
reactions in haemodynamic parameters [28]. Another trial investigating early cycling
in adults with septic shock (n=18) suggests that this intervention is safe (0.4% adverse
events) and might preserve muscle cross-sectional areas, though authors do not report
haemodynamic data to support this [29]. Finally, a recent study testing early graded,
passive cycling in septic patients (n=10, SOFA=7.5) similarly found a high variation that
ranged from improved to worsened left ventricular function between patients [30].
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In our study, physiotherapy in patients with vasoactive support seemed safe, though
drops in MAP were likely during both training and recovery. Rebel et al. [31] similarly
found that mobilisation with vasoactive support is feasible and safe, but associated
with a higher risk of hypotension. The risk of hypotension in our study seems higher in
obese (BMI >27), sicker (SOFA ≥8) patients, with ‘vasoactive support’ or longer ‘session
duration’ (>24min), but not with ‘session type’. Previous findings about passive exercise
or cycling with or without vasoactive support not affecting haemodynamic parameters
[12, 32], could therefore be due to their case-mix. Our results furthermore indicate that
HR might slightly increase during and after rehabilitation in patients receiving sedatives.
Clinicians need to be aware of such associations and adjust exercise to remain within
their therapeutic targets. Still, early rehabilitation could detect readiness to wean
sedatives – shortening time on mechanical ventilation – and is therefore recommended
by international guidelines [33].

4

Finally, clinicians need to be aware that heart rate recovery may be prolonged in elderly
patients (>63 years) or after mobilisation when compared to just exercise. This is
substantiated by the study of Black et al. [17] who found prolonged recovery times
(defined as return to 10% of baseline VO2) for 1 in 4 rehabilitation sessions. We also
found >25% of clinically relevant variations during recovery in MAP, MV and VO2 with
VO2 remaining slightly but not significantly elevated. It is important to note that in our
data rehabilitation included the whole spectrum of interventions while Black et al. [17]
specifically investigated active, out-of-bed activities in long-stayers. Our descriptive
data might therefore underestimate the cardiorespiratory response to these activities
and patient group, but seem more generalisable to mixed ICU patients across their
whole ICU stay. Additionally, it allowed us to specifically analyse explanatory variables
and their estimated effect. In this regard, our results support previous research that
active exercises and out-of-bed mobilisations lead to stronger physiological reactions
than passive exercises or in-bed mobilisations [11, 14-17, 34, 35]. Nevertheless, the
cardiorespiratory response to ‘session duration’, ‘session type’ and ‘mobilisation
level’ does not seem as straightforward due to considerable overlap. For example,
while session type ‘mobilisation’ was generally associated with increased HR in the
recovery period, HR dropped substantially following an ‘out-of-bed’ mobilisation. This
phenomenon might signify increased blood flow after returning to the supine position
or might be a sign of exhaustion. Still, the incidence of adverse events remained very low
(0.6% [5/784 physiotherapy sessions]), indicating that early rehabilitation in the critically
ill, mechanically ventilated adult is safe.
This study has limitations. First, this analysis relied solely on physiological data and did
not consider fatigue or other subjective measures to evaluate patients’ training load
or recovery. This might be important because exhaustion remains a major barrier to
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patient participation [36] and might not be reflected by physiological data. Second, we
cannot exclude potential measurement error as we relied on standard ICU monitoring,
whereby median filtering should have reduced the risk of artefacts substantially [37].
Third, the original trial primarily aimed to assess the efficacy of early rehabilitation while
monitoring the safety of the randomised interventions. The population was therefore
highly selective. Additionally, the estimated effect of explanatory variables should be
interpreted as hypothesis-generating and in the context of safety. Yet, to the best of our
knowledge, this is the first analysis that explored various explanatory variables on a large
critically ill sample across the whole ICU stay. These results therefore provide important
information for future trials, but need to be validated in prospective studies. Fourth,
while our results inform clinical decision-making on the intensity and duration of early
rehabilitation, they cannot establish the effect on functional outcomes. Finally, the safety
cut-off for a clinically relevant variation was chosen in absence of previous evidence.
However, a cut-off of 20% still led to variations in 1 out of 10 sessions, particularly for
MV and VO2. Our interventions were safe with only few, transient adverse events. Future
trials should therefore investigate the feasibility and efficacy of different physiological
training intensities as well as their association with neuromuscular activation and
patients’ perceived rate of exertion.

Conclusions
Based on the physiological data from ‘before’, ‘during’ and ‘after’ 716 early
physiotherapy-led rehabilitation sessions from 108 participants, our findings indicate
that rehabilitation in the ICU is safe and does not negatively influence physiological
parameters. Nevertheless, clinically relevant variations are common during training and
the recovery period. Physiological parameters should therefore be closely monitored
and exercise individually tailored. The explanatory variables identified guide clinicians’
decision-making in delivering the optimal type and intensity by enabling clinicians to
estimate the cardiorespiratory response prospectively. Shorter sessions and active
treatment therefore seem to increase the cardiorespiratory response during therapy,
while sufficient time for recovery seems particularly necessary after a mobilisation
session.
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Appendix
Appendix 4.1. Physiological values (median and coefficient of variability) for before, during and
after physiotherapy including summary of differences from before to during and before to after
physiotherapy. Measurement units. MAP (mmHg), HR (bpm), VO2 (ml/min), SpO2 (%), MV (l/min), CV (%).

4

Variable

n

median [25%, 75%]

mean (95% CI)

median MAP before

626

71 [63, 82]

72 (46, 99)

median MAP during

620

72 [64, 83]

74 (48, 100)

median MAP after

618

71.5 [63, 81]

72 (46, 99)

median HR before

664

92 [81, 104]

92 (59, 125)

median HR during

662

93 [83, 104]

94 (61, 127)

median HR after

659

92.5 [82, 104]

93 (60, 126)

median SpO2 before

663

96 [95, 98]

96 (92, 101)

median SpO2 during

661

96 [95, 98]

96 (91, 101)

median SpO2 after

658

96 [95, 98]

96 (91, 101)

median VO2 before

345

297 [246, 354]

309 (128, 489)

median VO2 during

342

304 [258, 368]

320 (138, 503)

median VO2 after

336

299 [252, 348]

308 (149, 466)

median MV before

516

10 [9, 13]

11 (5, 17)

median MV during

515

11 [9, 14]

12 (5, 18)

median MV after

510

10 [9, 13]

11 (5, 17)

MAP CV before

626

21 [14, 32]

29 (-26, 84)

MAP CV during

620

20 [12, 31]

25 (-13, 63)

MAP CV after

618

14 [9, 23]

19 (-14, 51)

HR CV before

664

8 [4, 13]

11 (-9, 30)

HR CV during

662

7 [4, 13]

10 (-10, 30)

HR CV after

659

6 [3, 10]

8 (-8, 24)

SpO2 CV before

663

3 [2, 5]

4 (-3, 10)

SpO2 CV during

661

3 [2, 5]

4 (-4, 11)

SpO2 CV after

658

2 [1, 3]

2 (-3, 8)

VO2 CV before

345

28 [18, 53]

41 (-27, 108)

VO2 CV during

342

24 [15, 43]

36 (-30, 102)

VO2 CV after

336

17 [11, 30]

27 (-28, 82)

MV CV before

516

32 [21, 47]

36 (-7, 79)

MV CV during

515

29 [18, 45]

34 (-9, 76)

MV CV after

510

22 [14, 37]

27 (-8, 62)

difference MAP: during - before

620

2 [-2, 5]

2 (-10, 13)

difference MAP: after - before

618

-1 [-4, 4]

0 (-14, 14)

difference HR: during - before

662

1 [-1, 4]

2 (-8, 11)

difference HR: after - before

659

1 [-2, 3]

1 (-10, 12)

difference SpO2 during - before

660

0 [-1, 1]

0 (-3, 3)

difference SpO2: after - before

657

0 [-1, 1]

0 (-3, 3)

difference VO2 during - before

339

9 [-2, 25]

12 (-65, 89)

difference VO2: after - before

333

2 [-11, 18]

2 (-79, 83)

difference MV: during - before

508

0 [0, 1]

1 (-2, 4)

difference MV: after - before

503

0 [-1, 1]

0 (-3, 3)

difference CV MAP; during - before

620

-2 [-12, 8]

-4 (-66, 58)
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Appendix 4.1. Continued
Variable

n

median [25%, 75%]

mean (95% CI)

difference CV MAP: after - before

618

-7 [-16, 2]

-10 (-68, 48)

difference CV HR: during - before

662

-1 [-4, 3]

-1 (-20, 19)

difference CV HR: after - before

659

-1 [-5, 1]

-2 (-20, 16)

difference CV SpO2: during - before

660

0 [-1, 1]

0 (-9, 9)

difference CV SpO2: after - before

657

-1 [-3, 0]

-1 (-9, 6)

difference CV VO2: during - before

339

-4 [-22, 10]

-6 (-91, 80)

difference CV VO2: after - before

333

-8 [-28, 2]

-14 (-95, 67)

difference CV MV: during - before

508

-2 [-13, 9]

-2 (-46, 41)

difference CV MV: after - before

503

-8 [-20, 3]

-9 (-53, 35)

Appendix 4.2. Estimated fixed effect of explanatory variables on SpO2 (%) during and after
physiotherapy. Effects of explanatory variables need to be considered under the assumption of ‘all
other covariates being constant’.
Explanatory variables

SpO2 during (95%-CI)

SpO2 after (95%-CI)

Age (years) a

0.001 (-0.01, 0.01)

0.004 (-0.01, 0.02)

Gender (male is reference)

-0.08 (-0.31, 0.13)

-0.15 (-0.43, 0.12)

Body Mass Index (kg/m2) a

0.01 (-0.02, 0.03)

0.01 (-0.02, 0.03)

Daily SOFA score (0-24) a

-0.01 (-0.04, 0.02)

-0.01 (-0.04, 0.03)

Session duration (min) a

-0.01 (-0.02, 0.001)

0.01 (-0.01, 0.02)

Time from ICU admission to start of session (days) a

0.01 (-0.04, 0.02)

0.01 (-0.001, 0.02)

Number of sessions fitted in the model

570

568

Session type (exercise is reference)
0.297 c

0.273 c

cycling

0.12 (-0.18, 0.42)

-0.07 (-0.45, 0.30)

mobilisation

0.22 (-0.86, 1.31)

-0.82 (-2.15, 0.55)

respiratory management

0.05 (-0.41, 0.50)

-0.43 (-1.00, 0.14)

exercise and respiratory management

0.52 (0.13, 0.92)

0.35 (-0.15, 0.84)

complex cycling and mobilisation

0.21 (-0.66, 1.09)

-0.30 (-1.39, 0.79)

complex exercise and mobilisation

0.33 (-0.73, 1.37)

-0.97 (-2.28, 0.35)

0.554 c

0.888 c

mixed

0.30 (-0.25, 0.86)

0.13 (-0.55, 0.82)

active

0.01 (-0.26, 0.29)

-0.05 (-0.39, 0.31)

Treatment modality (passive is reference)

Mobilisation level (in-bed is reference)
<0.001 c

0.330 c

edge-of-bed

-0.64 (-1.72, 0.43)

0.56 (-0.80, 1.88)

out-of-bed

-1.03 (-2.15, 0.09)

0.13 (-1.28, 1.51)

<0.001 c

0.021 c

tracheostomy

0.39 (0.01, 0.78)

0.05 (-0.43, 0.53)

endotracheal tube

0.05 (-0.31, 0.40)

-0.44 (-0.88, -0.00)

Opiates during session (none is reference)

-0.09 (-0.47, 0.32)

-0.13 (-0.62, 0.37)

Vasoactive support during session (none is
reference)

-0.14 (-0.39, 0.11)

-0.18 (-0.49, 0.13)

Airway support (none is reference)
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Appendix 4.2. Continued
Explanatory variables

SpO2 during (95%-CI)

SpO2 after (95%-CI)

Sedatives during session (none is reference)

0.08 (-0.20, 0.37)

-0.07 (-0.42, 0.29)

Neuromuscular blocking agents during session
(none is reference)

0.14 (-0.16, 0.43)

-0.07 (-0.45, 0.29)

per one-unit increase (for continuous variables)
defined as maximum minus minimum divided by mean multiplied by 100
c
likelihood test for overall significance of categorical variables
a

b

4

Appendix 4.3. Adverse events and therapy discontinuation.
The four adverse events included two transient oxygen desaturations and two temporary
unstable haemodynamics. Physiotherapists most frequently discontinued a session (n=23) due
to exceedance of individually set limits (7 [30%]), lack of patient cooperation (4 [17%]) fatigue (3
[13%]), pain (2 [9%]), unplanned procedure/intervention (2 [9%]) and other causes (5 [22%]: 2x
difficulties with settings of in-bed cycle, 1x calorimetry not recorded, 1x dizziness, 1x difficulties
with settings of continuous renal replacement therapy). Most of these events (n=27) were related
to mobilisation (13 [48%]), the rest occurred during cycling (7 [26%]) or exercise and respiratory
management (7 [26%]). Patients in these sessions were all females with a median age of 60 years
[25%, 75% quantile: 51, 68] and a SOFA score of 8 [5, 14] on that day. Session duration was a median
of 18min [15, 25]. During the occurrence 13 [48%] were intubated, 5 [19%] tracheotomised, and
9 [33%] breathed spontaneously, while 25 [93%] received opiates, 26 [96%] sedation, 15 [56%]
vasoactive support, and 6 [22%] neuromuscular blocking agents
.
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Abstract
Purpose
To translate and cross-culturally adapt the Chelsea Critical Care Physical Assessment
tool from English to German (CPAx-GE) and to examine its validity and reliability.
Materials and methods
Following a forward-backward translation including an expert round table discussion,
the measurement properties of the CPAx-GE were explored in critically ill, mechanically
ventilated adults. We investigated construct, cross-sectional and cross-cultural validity
of the CPAx-GE with other measurement instruments at pre-specified timepoints,
analysed relative reliability with Intraclass Correlation Coefficients (ICCs) and determined
absolute agreement with Bland-Altman plots.
Results
Consensus for the translated CPAx-GE was reached. Validity was excellent with >80% of
the pre-specified hypotheses accepted at baseline, critical care and hospital discharge.
Interrater reliability was high (ICCs>0.8) across all visits. Limit of agreement ranged from
-2 to 2 points. Error of measurement was small, floor and ceiling effects limited.

5

Conclusions
The CPAx-GE demonstrated excellent construct, cross-sectional and cross-cultural
validity as well as high interrater reliability in critically ill adults with prolonged mechanical
ventilation at baseline, critical care and hospital discharge. Consequently, the CPAx-GE
can be assumed equal to the original and recommended in the German-speaking area
to assess physical function and activity of critically ill adults across the critical care and
hospital stay.
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Introduction
Critical illness with prolonged mechanical ventilation is associated with loss of muscle
mass accompanied by profound, generalised muscle weakness that has been termed
intensive care unit acquired weakness (ICU-AW) [1-4]. Recovery is often prolonged and
incomplete [5, 6], but seems to be facilitated by early rehabilitation starting in the ICU [7,
8]. However, to properly assess, treat and evaluate the physical function and activity of
critically ill patients a practical, valid and reliable assessment tool is needed [9].
The Chelsea Critical Care Physical Assessment tool (CPAx) has been specifically developed
in the United Kingdom to measure physical function and activities in the ICU [10, 11].
The CPAx is a performance-based measurement instrument based on observation.
The ten items evaluate respiratory function, functional mobility (position changes,
sitting, standing, stepping) and grip strength with an ordinal scale from 0 (unable/
dependent) to 5 (independent) resulting in a maximum score of 50 (independent) and a
minimum score of 0 (completely dependent). The measured constructs of the CPAx are
allocated to the domains of body functions and activities - particularly muscle functions,
movement functions, functions of the respiratory system and mobility - according to
the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) [12]. A recent
systematic review confirmed the CPAx as a robust measurement for critically ill patients
with excellent measurement properties, although cross-sectional validity, i.e., the
validity at different time-points in the course of a disease, has not yet been established
[13]. The CPAx has not yet been officially translated and cross-culturally adapted into
German. To make the measurement instrument available to the German-speaking area,
it is therefore necessary to establish a conceptually equivalent version to the original
CPAx that considers the German-speaking cultural context [14].
The current study aimed to translate and cross-culturally adapt the CPAx from English
into German (CPAx-GE) and then to investigate construct, cross-sectional and crosscultural validity, interrater reliability, internal consistency and measurement error of
the translated CPAx-GE at pre-specified timepoints across the ICU and hospital stay in
German-speaking Switzerland. We hypothesised that the CPAx-GE would primarily have
a moderate to high correlation with the Medical Research Council sum score (MRCSS) – the standard for diagnosing an ICU-AW - across the pre-specified visits and thus
be comparable to the original version. We further expected the CPAx-GE to have high
interrater reliability (Intraclass Correlation Coefficients (ICC) >0.8) and good internal
consistency (Cronbach’s α>0.7) over all visits.
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Materials and methods
Translation and cross-cultural adaptation
After receiving permission to translate the CPAx into German from the original developer
(Dr. Evelyn J. Corner), the CPAx was translated using international recommended
standards of a step-wise, forward-backward approach including cross-cultural
adaptation with a multidisciplinary expert committee [14, 15]. The rigorous process is
illustrated in Figure 5.1. The expert committee included the four bilingual translators,
a project manager, a medical doctor, a teacher and an epidemiologist. The relevant
cultural origins of the committee were Switzerland, Germany, United Kingdom and
Ireland. Following consensus of the expert committee meeting, the preliminary German
CPAx version was tested pragmatically [14-16] by six independent physiotherapists for
practicability, feasibility, and content validity during routine physiotherapy care (Figure
5.1). Their feedback aimed to inform the expert committee about the practicability and
comprehensibility of the tool to create the final CPAx-GE version.
Design and setting
The final and approved CPAx-GE version was tested in a prospective, single-centre,
longitudinal, clinimetric study that was conducted in a large, interdisciplinary ICU of an

5

academic hospital (Department of Intensive Care Medicine, Inselspital, Bern University
Hospital, Switzerland). The longitudinal study design aimed to assess the measurement
properties of the CPAx within the entire trajectory of the critically ill patient at prespecified timepoints from ICU baseline to hospital discharge. The study was approved
by the local Ethics Committee of Canton Berne on August 14, 2017 (ID 2017-01396) and
was prospectively registered in the German Clinical Trials Register (DRKS00012983) on
September 20, 2017. The study was therefore subject to the Declaration of Helsinki,
Swiss federal law and Good Clinical Practice (GCP) guidelines. Trial reporting follows
the STROBE statement [17] and uses COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of
health Measurement Instruments (COSMIN) methodology [9].
Participants and procedures
The CPAx was designed for ICU patients at risk of ICU-AW and its subsequent morbidity
[10]. Accordingly, the inclusion criteria were an ICU stay with ≥72h of mechanical
ventilation, age >18 years and sufficient language skills in oral and written German.
Exclusion criteria were planned discharge within the next 24h, a strictly neurological
ICU admission diagnosis, ongoing palliative treatment, pre-existing mental disability,
participants living in a care facility, wheelchair users, previous external ICU stay for more
than 3 days, ICU re-admission, or participation in ≥2 studies.
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Figure 5.1. Step-wise translation and cross-cultural adaptation based on [14, 15].
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Assessors were required to have qualified as a physiotherapist and to conduct the
official CPAx training (<2h, in English) at http://cpax.ocbmedia.com. They further
received a handout with study procedures that was explained by a co-author (SE, AK,
DS). All physiotherapists spoke German fluently and originated from either Switzerland
or Germany. Experience ranged from recently qualified to >10 years’ experience in the
ICU. The CPAx was not used at this institution prior to the study.
Daily screening of eligible ICU patients was conducted by a research nurse in consultation
with a senior physiotherapist. Prior to study inclusion, eligible patients’ proxies were
approached by a GCP-trained physiotherapist to obtain written informed consent. As
soon as participants regained the capacity to decide for themselves, written informed
consent from the patient was sought. If this capacity was not regained within 90 days
after ICU discharge, the ethics committee waived further patient consent. Participants
were only included between 72 to 144 hours of mechanical ventilation to avoid delayed
baseline assessments.
Validity
The COSMIN panel defines validity as “the degree to which an instrument measures the
construct(s) it purports to measure” [9]. Accordingly, we formulated a priori hypotheses

5

about the relationship of the CPAx-GE with other instruments measuring convergent
(related) or divergent (not related) constructs as described by the ICF framework
(construct validity). These 22 hypotheses were based – when available – on the previous
performance of the original CPAx (cross-cultural validity) [10]. Additionally, we used
our understanding of the underlying constructs (see newly created conceptual model
in supplemental file 1: https://doi.org/10.1080/09638288.2021.1909152) at the three
presumed most relevant visits (V1: baseline, V3: ICU discharge, V4: hospital discharge)
in the pathway of the critically ill (cross-sectional validity). The hypotheses and their
underlying constructs are outlined in supplemental file 1. Our assumption was that
the relationship between the CPAx and other measurement instruments would differ
between the three chosen timepoints in the course of a critical illness due to temporal
changes in participants’ measured characteristics. Accordingly, cross-sectional validity
refers to single scores at a selected point in time [9] and was considered an important
measurement property to investigate in the target population. Validity was considered
excellent if ≥75% of the hypotheses were accepted at each visit [18]. The measured
instruments and their constructs as well as the time of their assessment are described
in Table 5.1 [19-25].
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Table. 5.1. Description of measured instruments, their constructs and schedule.
Measurement
instrument

Description, validity and reliability

- Measures strength on a scale from 0 (no contraction)
to 5 (normal strength) in 6 bilateral muscle groups,
maximal summed score of 60
Medical
- Reference standard to measure ICUAW (MRC-SS <48)
Research
[1], not validated
Council sum
- Performance-based, volitional test (participants who
score (MRCwere unable to follow at least 3 out of 5 commands,
SS) b
were assessed based on observation during
physiotherapy)
- Established reliability in responsive, critically ill patients
(ICC=0.95) [19]
- 18-item scale that evaluates assistance in activities
of daily living such as self-care, sphincter control,
Functional
locomotion or communication on a scale from 1
Independence
(completely dependent) to 7 (completely independent)
b
Measure (FIM)
- Multidimensional, performance-based, observational
- No established reliability and validity in the critically ill
patient
- Describes the highest level of mobility in critically ill
adults from 0 (lying in bed with no active movement)
ICU Mobility
to 10 (walking independently without aids)
Scale (IMS) b
- Performance-based, observational
- Good interrater reliability (weighted Kappa 0.83) [20]
and established construct and predictive validity [21]
- Assessed with a peak flow meter (Vitalograph Model
4300, Vitalograph Ltd., Ennis, Ireland) during volitional
coughing in extubated or tracheotomised participants
Peak Cough
who were able to follow at least 3 out of 5 commands
b
Flow (PCF)
- Performance-based, volitional
- No established reliability and validity in the critically ill
patient
- Rates dysphagia severity from 2 (no dysphagia) to 16
Bogenhausener
(severe dysphagia) by evaluating saliva swallowing and
Dysphagia
oral intake
sum-score
- Performance-based, observational
(BODS) b
- No established reliability and validity in the critically ill
patient
- Describes the degree of organ dysfunction from 0
Sequential
(normal) to 4 (most abnormal) for six vital organs
Organ Failure
- Observational (biological and physiological variables)
Assessment
- Content validity established by a consensus meeting
Score (SOFA) c
[22], excellent interrater reliability (ICC=0.89) [23]
- Assessment of consciousness since 1974
- Performance-based, observational
Glasgow Coma
- Reliability has been summarised as good and its
Scale (GCS) c
worldwide use validated its relevance in neurologically
impaired patients [24]
- Used to titrate sedation ranging from unarousable (-5)
Richmond
to calm and alert (0) to combative (+4)
Agitation
- Performance-based, observational
Sedation Scale
- confirmed construct validity and high interrater
(RASS) c
reliability (ICC>0.9) [25]

Construct (ICF
Visits a
component)

muscle
functions
(b730-b749)

V1, V2,
V3, V4

Diverse body
functions,
activities and
participation

V1, V3,
V4

mobility (d4)

V1, V2,
V3, V4

additional
respiratory
functions
(b450)

V1, V3,
V4

swallowing
(b5105)

V1, V3,
V4

body
structures

V1, V2,
V3

mental
functions (b1),
movement
functions
(b750-b789)

V1, V2,
V3

mental
functions (b1)

V1, V2,
V3

V1 = Baseline, assessed between day 4 and 7; V2 = ICU stay, assessed from day 5 every Tuesday
and Friday until ICU discharge or a maximum of 10 assessments; V3 = ICU discharge, assessed at ICU
discharge; V4 = Hospital discharge, assessed at hospital discharge
b
performed or collected routinely by trained physiotherapists
c
extracted from routinely collected data via Patient Data Management System; the SOFA is routinely
assessed daily at approximately 6am, GCS and RASS were extracted at the time before physiotherapy
a
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Reliability
Reliability means “the degree to which a measurement is free from measurement error”
[9]. Interrater reliability thereby refers to different persons rating the instrument on the
same occasion [26]. Given that ICU patients’ status may change rapidly, the CPAx-GE was
rated after a standard physiotherapy session by trained physiotherapists (n=11). This
session was performed and rated by the treating physiotherapist while one to two raters
scored the CPAx-GE by observation. Interrater(s) were chosen by availability and were
blinded to each other’s scores. Initially, interrater reliability assessments were randomly
allocated to a subgroup of patients (n=20) at one of the four visits (V1-4). However, to
increase the sample size, the local ethics committee approved an amendment after 16
patients so that each participant would be rated at ICU discharge (V3) by at least two
raters. This timepoint was considered to be the most important for future randomised
controlled trials in critical care rehabilitation because it might reveal immediate effects
on physical function and activity. We expected high ICCs of >0.8 based on the original
CPAx [10].
Statistical analysis
Demographic characteristics and distribution of scores were analysed with descriptive
statistics. We considered floor and ceiling effects to be acceptable if ≤15% [18]. The CPAx

5

is an ordinal scale [10], therefore, data are presented as a median with an interquartile
range (IQR) or as numbers with percentages and analysed with nonparametric statistics.
Analyses were performed with SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics Version Premium GradPack 24)
and R (Version 3.6.1).
Validity-hypotheses were tested with Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (total
score-based, except for item-based hypotheses). Sample size calculation with a power
of β=0.8, α=0.05 and a correlation of r>0.5 between the MRC-SS and the CPAx warranted
a sample of 29 patients [27]. To compensate for drop-outs, the targeted sample size
was increased to n=60.
ICCs with 95% confidence intervals (CI) were analysed by absolute agreement with a
one-way random, single measurement model [ICC(1,1)] because not every subject was
rated by each rater as suggested by [28] for each visit (V1-4, total score-based) and
across all visits (total score and item-based) using a linear mixed model [29]. BlandAltman plots [30] comparing the treating versus the observing physiotherapist were
constructed for each visit. Limit of agreement across all visits was adjusted for repeated
measurements with the modified “true value varies” method [31]. Internal consistency
was calculated with Cronbach‘s alpha for single visits to compare results with the original
CPAx version (α>0.7). Finally, Standard Error of Measurement (SEM) by agreement
and Smallest Detectable Change (SDC=±1.96 x √2 x SEM) were investigated for single
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and total visits (V1-4) [32]. Based on the original study [10], we primarily considered a
random subgroup (n=20) to assess interrater reliability over all timepoints as adequate.
However, the minimal recommended sample size for reliability studies is n=50 [18],
which led to an amendment after 16 patients as discussed above.

Results
Translation and cross-cultural adaptation
The CPAx-GE was created following the step-wise protocol in Figure 5.1. The expert
committee reviewed all items of the five translated versions (T1, T2, T12, BT1, BT2) and
discussed several minor cultural and linguistic differences (supplemental file 2: https://
doi.org/10.1080/09638288.2021.1909152). All members agreed on the preliminary
German CPAx version to be tested in clinical practice. In this pilot trial, the preliminary
CPAx-GE was found to be feasible and practicable with an excellent content validity
(supplemental file 2: https://doi.org/10.1080/09638288.2021.1909152). One minor
uncertainty about the scientific unit of oxygen was revealed and subsequently changed
by the expert committee to litres/minute. Afterwards the final German CPAx (Appendix
5.1) was created and the cultural adaptations approved by the original developer.

5

Validity and reliability
From November 21, 2017 to May 25, 2019, 528 eligible patients were screened for
study inclusion of whom 60 had no exclusion criteria and were included in the study
(Figure 5.2). Two informed consents were withdrawn after study inclusion, we therefore
report the results of 58 critically ill patients. Their demographics and characteristics are
presented in Table 5.2. Floor (10%) and ceiling effects (6%) were highly acceptable for
the CPAx across all three visits, especially when compared to other measures of mobility
and activity (supplemental file 4: https://doi.org/10.1080/09638288.2021.1909152).
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5

Figure 5.2. Study flow. V1 = Visit at baseline; V2 = Visit at ICU stay, V3 = Visit at ICU discharge; V4 =
Visit at hospital discharge.
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Table 5.2. Demographics and characteristics of study participants (n=58).
Variables

Participants

Age (years)

68 [56, 73]

Gender (male)

41 (70.7%)

BMI (kg/m2)

26 [22.8, 29.1]

Weight (kg)

75.5 [70, 94]

APACHE II score (0-71) a

32 [28, 36]

SOFA score (0-24) a

12 [10, 14]

ICU diagnosis on ICU admission
Cardiac surgery

15 (25.9%)

Other surgery

7 (12.1%)

Respiratory insufficiency

15 (25.9%)

Hemodynamic insufficiency

13 (22.4%)

Trauma

5 (8.6%)

Neurology / neurosurgery

-

Gastroenterology

1 (1.7%)

Other

2 (3.4%)

ICU days until study inclusion

3.84 [3.41, 4.70]

Length of stay in ICU (days) b

7.97 [6.69, 12.85]

Duration of mechanical ventilation (days) b

6.81 [5.30, 11.51]

Tracheostomy b

15 (25.9%)

ICU readmission b

7 (12%)

Length of stay in hospital (days) b

21.08 [11.72, 27.18]

ICU mortality b

8 (13.8%)

ICU and hospital mortality b

9 (15.5%)

5

ICU discharge destination
Hospital wards

34 (58.6%)

External ICU

13 (22.4%)

External hospital

3 (5.2%)

Died

8 (13.8%)

Hospital discharge destination
Rehabilitation

24 (41.4%)

External hospital

20 (34.5%)

Home

5 (8.5%)

Died

9 (15.5%)

ICU admission; b at original hospital (excluding external hospitals)
Legend. Data are presented as median [25%, 75%] or frequencies n (%).
Abbreviations. BMI = Body Mass Index, APACHE = Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation, SOFA
= Sequential Organ Failure Assessment, ICU = Intensive Care Unit.
a

Construct and cross-sectional validity of the CPAx-GE were excellent with 86% (19 out
of 22) of overall hypotheses and ≥80% of hypotheses at each time-point (V1, V3, V4)
accepted (Table 5.3). The acceptance rate of the cross-cultural hypotheses - based on
the original CPAx - was 83% (10 out of 12) (Table 5.3).
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Table 5.3. Hypothesis-testing for construct, cross-sectional and cross-cultural validity of the CPAx-GE.
Nr

Prior hypothesis

n

Spearman’s rank correlation
confirmed
coefficient (r)

ICU baseline (V1), n=58
1

CPAx with MRC-SS (r = 0.5 to 0.8) a

58

0.639

yes

2

CPAx with FIM (r = 0.4 to 0.7)

58

0.554

yes

3

CPAx with IMS (r = 0.6 – 0.9)

58

0.711

yes

4

CPAx with BODS (r = 0 to -0.3)

58

-0.294

yes

5

CPAx with SOFA (r = -0.4 to -0.7) a

58

-0.341

no

6

CPAx with GCS (r = 0.5 to 0.8) a

58

0.603

yes

7

CPAx with RASS (r = 0.3 to 0.6) a

58

0.485

yes

Total of accepted hypotheses for V1: 6 out of 7 (86%)
ICU discharge (V3), n=50
8

CPAx with MRC-SS (r = 0.6 to 0.9) a

50

0.809

yes

9

CPAx item 10 with MRC-SS (r > 0.7)

50

0.775

yes

10

CPAx with FIM (r > 0.7) a

50

0.811

yes

11

CPAx with IMS (r > 0.7)

50

0.883

yes

12

CPAx item 2 with PCF (r = 0.4 to 0.7) a

35

0.524

yes

13

CPAx with BODS (r = -0.3 to -0.6)

50

-0.540

yes

14

CPAx with SOFA (r = -0.4 to -0.7) a

50

-0.482

yes

15

CPAx with GCS (r = 0.5 to 0.8) a

50

0.781

yes

16

CPAx with RASS (r = 0.2 to 0.4)

50

0.082

no

Total of accepted hypotheses for V3: 8 out of 9 (89%)
Hospital discharge (V4), n=32

5

17

CPAx with MRC-SS (r = 0.5 to 0.8) a

31

0.674

yes

18

CPAx item 10 with MRC-SS (r > 0.7)

31

0.391

no

19

CPAx with FIM (r > 0.7) a

32

0.820

yes

20

CPAx with IMS (r > 0.7)

32

0.856

yes

21

CPAx item 2 with PCF (r = 0.4 to 0.7) a

27

0.432

yes

22

CPAx with BODS (r = 0 to -0.3)

32

0.027

yes

Total of accepted hypotheses for V4: 5 out of 6 (83%)
Total of accepted hypotheses for complete pathway: 19 out of 22 (86%)
cross-cultural validity: hypothesis based on original CPAx [10]
Abbreviations. MRC-SS = Medical Research Council sum score, FIM = Functional Independence Measure,
IMS = ICU Mobility Scale, BODS = Bogenhausener Dysphagia sum-score (BODS), SOFA = Sequential Organ
Failure Assessment Score, GCS = Glasgow Coma Scale, RASS = Richmond Agitation Sedation Scale, PCF =
Peak Cough Flow.
a

Interrater reliability by observation was excellent with ICCs >0.8 including 95%-CI for
single and combined, adjusted visits (V1-4) (Table 5.4). The constructed Bland-Altman
plots confirmed the high agreement of the CPAx-GE with a mean difference of 0.13 ±0.15
(95% limit of agreement: -2.04 to 1.79) across all visits (Figure 5.3) or lower for single visits
(supplemental file 4: https://doi.org/10.1080/09638288.2021.1909152). On the CPAx-GE
scale the limit of agreement therefore ranges from -2 to 2 (4 points). Cronbach’s alpha
was comparable to the original CPAx with α>0.7 for V1 to V3, but not V4 (α=0.61). Across
all visits the SEM and SDC for the CPAx-GE were 0.68 and 1.89, respectively (Table 5.4).
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Table 5.4. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for interrater reliability of the CPAx-GE.

a

Visit

Item

ICC (95% CI)

SEM

SDC

Cronbach’s
α

V1 (ICU baseline)

Total CPAx score

0.984 (0.85 to 0.999)

0.500

1.386

0.85

V2 (ICU stay)

Total CPAx score

0.998 (0.991 to 1)

0.483

1.339

0.94

V3 (ICU discharge)

Total CPAx score

0.995 (0.992 to 0.997) 0.688

1.907

0.93

V4 (Hospital discharge) Total CPAx score

0.979 (0.809 to 0.999) 0.500

1.386

0.61

Combined (V1-4) a

Total CPAx score

0.996 (0.995 to 0.998) 0.680

1.885

Combined (V1-4) a

Respiratory function

0.919 (0.914 to 0.948) 0.303

0.840

Combined (V1-4) a

Cough

0.993 (0.993 to 0.993) 0.102

0.283

Combined (V1-4) a

Moving within the bed 0.902 (0.866 to 0.951) 0.297

0.823

Combined (V1-4) a

Supine to sitting on
the edge of the bed

0.970 (0.971 to 0.974) 0.237

0.657

Combined (V1-4) a

Dynamic sitting

0.976 (0.974 to 0.978) 0.236

0.654

Combined (V1-4) a

Standing balance

0.974 (0.963 to 0.983) 0.181

0.502

Combined (V1-4) a

Sit to stand

0.967 (0.957 to 0.973) 0.291

0.807

Combined (V1-4) a

Transfers

0.967 (0.959 to 0.968) 0.333

0.923

Combined (V1-4) a

Stepping

0.968 (0.953 to 0.962) 0.291

0.807

Combined (V1-4) a

Grip strength

0.995 (0.995 to 0.996) 0.102

0.283

corrected for multiple assessments

5

Figure 5.3. Modified Bland-Altman plot for all visits (V1-4). The Modified Bland-Altman plot compares the treating versus the observing physiotherapist (n=49) with the modified “true value varies”
method which adjusts for repeated measurements with an unequal number of measurements for
each individual. Blue lines = mean/bias with 95% CI = -0.13 ±0.15 (-0.43 to 0.18). Green lines = 95%
limits of agreement with 95% CI: lower limit of agreement = -2.04 (-2.65 to -1.60), upper limit of
agreement = 1.79 (1.35 to 2.40). Within-subject variance = 0.50 ±0.22, Between-subjects variance
= 0.46 ±0.28.
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Discussion
A final German CPAx version was developed and approved by the original developer
as a conceptually equivalent version to the original CPAx. The CPAx-GE demonstrated
excellent construct, cross-sectional and cross-cultural validity across the ICU and
hospital stay in critically ill adults with prolonged mechanical ventilation (>72h). Similarly,
floor and ceiling effects were very acceptable (<15%) across the entire trajectory.
Interrater reliability was high with ICCs >0.8 at all four visits. The 95% limit of agreement
as identified by Bland-Altman plotting was 4 points, which is lower than the established
minimal clinically important difference of 6 points [33]. Internal consistency (α>0.7) over
the ICU stay was comparable to the original CPAx indicating consistent cross-cultural
measurement. Finally, measurement errors expressed by SEM (1 point) and SDC (2
points) were low enhancing interpretability of the CPAx-GE.
This study meticulously followed the suggested international standards for the translation
and cross-cultural adaptation of a measurement instrument [14, 15]. Discrepancies were
solved by discussion within a multidisciplinary expert committee and verified with the
original author to ensure a conceptually equivalent version. This approach has proved
to be successful for the currently available Swedish and Danish CPAx translations [34,

5

35]. Nevertheless, there are limitations to the German translation. While we were careful
to include people with a German background in the translation process, we cannot
ensure cross-cultural validity to all German-speaking regions because all members of
the expert committee were currently living in Switzerland. Additionally, the preliminary
German CPAx version was tested in a single-centre in Switzerland and thus may not be
generalisable to other regions.
The subsequent clinimetric study rigorously employed the methodological principles
of the COSMIN initiative [9]. Similar to the validation of the original CPAx [10], we
investigated validity using hypothesis-testing to compare the relationships of other
measurement instruments with partly overlapping theoretical constructs. This included
the same measurement instruments as in the original study (e.g., MRC-SS, SOFA, GCS,
PCF), along with specifically included new measurements of mobility (e.g., IMS) to expand
our knowledge on the underlying theoretical constructs. In contrast to the original
study [10], we did not assess these measurements at a random timepoint during the
ICU stay, but we specifically formulated theory-driven hypotheses across prespecified
timepoints. This is a major strength of this study because cross-sectional validity cannot
be assumed stable in a heterogenic population that may change rapidly over time with
regard to the characteristics being measured. Our results confirm this assumption.
For example, the relationship between the CPAx and the measurement for functional
independence (FIM) increased over time, whereas the relationship between strength
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and the CPAx item 10 decreased over time (Table 5.3).
Construct validity was further investigated by comparing the CPAx-GE with the IMS, a
newly developed scale for the highest level of mobility [20]. The construct “mobility” is
both part of the CPAx and the IMS, which was confirmed by a high correlation between
these two instruments (V3: r=0.883, p<0.001). However, our study showed that in
comparison to the CPAx-GE the IMS had high floor (V1: 50%) and ceiling effects (V4:
34%). Other studies also reported high floor effects (96%) at ICU admission [21]. This
potentially limits the sensitivity of the IMS to detect early changes and could reduce its
use to the ICU discharge, despite its recognised, excellent measurement properties.
In summary, with more than 80% of the pre-specified hypotheses accepted at baseline,
critical care and hospital discharge, this study established construct, cross-sectional
and cross-cultural validity of the CPAx-GE. As a consequence, the CPAx-GE can be
recommended for these three clinically relevant timepoints in critically ill patients’
pathways of recovery.
Interrater reliability during the ICU stay for the original CPAx was excellent (ICC=0.988) [10]
and has been confirmed with international raters observing two online case studies (case
1: ICC=0.996, case 2: ICC=0.999) by Corner et al. [36]. We found equally high ICCs (0.996)
for the CPAx-GE over all four visits in clinical practice. The highest calculated SEM and
SDC at ICU discharge were 0.688 and 1.89, respectively. These results are comparable to
the Swedish CPAx with an ICCs of 0.97, SEM=1.79 and SDC=4.95 [34]. The slightly higher
SDC is similar to our constructed limits of agreement. A change in the CPAx-GE of more
than 4 points seems therefore unlikely to be attributable to measurement error. Clinical
relevance may be reached in change-scores larger than 6 points [33].
Internal consistency of the CPAx-GE was good during the ICU stay and moderate
at hospital discharge. The CPAx-GE involves respiratory and muscle functions,
movements and mobility [12]. Considering that strength does not imply function, the
interrelatedness of these items may change over time. Indeed, the CPAx-GE at ICU
baseline was mainly determined by respiratory function and movement, while at ICU
discharge basic activities had started to emerge and at hospital discharge standing,
transferring and stepping became more prevalent (supplemental file 4: https://doi.org/
10.1080/09638288.2021.1909152). ICU-AW is a complex, multifactorial complication [4,
37] and many ICU survivors suffer from physical, cognitive and mental impairments [38].
The moderate consistency across the CPAx-GE items might therefore be a reflexion of
this multifaceted syndrome.
This study has limitations. First, all functional measurements were assessed by the
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treating physiotherapist and were not independent of the collection of the CPAx-GE
score. This could not be avoided without increasing physiotherapy service, because
most of these assessments were based on the observation of a routine physiotherapy
session. In contrast, GCS, RASS and SOFA were independently obtained, but two of
the six (33%) hypotheses were rejected. The theoretical background to including
these measurements was partly due to the original study and partly because mental
functions are imperative to perform activities. Additionally, severity of illness is known
as an important factor in the development of ICU-AW [39]. Considering our results, the
relationship of these factors with the CPAx might be less strong than in our theoretical
model (supplemental file 1: https://doi.org/10.1080/09638288.2021.1909152). Second,
despite increasing the sample size for interrater-reliability as much as feasible,
our study just barely reached the recommended size (n=50) for all visits. Therefore,
results about reliability should be interpreted with caution and measurement error
might be slightly higher. Nevertheless, our results are very similar to the original and
Swedish CPAx versions [10, 34, 36]. Additionally, it should be considered that, so far,
interrater-reliability was only established by observation of the same physiotherapy
treatment. Interrater-reliability on two different occasions or test-retest reliability might
not be as high. Future studies are necessary, yet challenging in the ICU setting where
changes may occur rapidly. Third, the limitations of the original CPAx (e.g., the lack of

5

a handgrip strength protocol) also apply to the CPAx-GE. Additionally, the CPAx does
not consider walking distance or exercise tolerance which should be assessed with
other instruments such as the IMS, Functional Status Score for the ICU (FSS-ICU) [40] or
Physical Function ICU Test - scored (PFIT-s) [41]. Fourth, this study was conducted in a
tertiary academic Swiss hospital with an advanced early rehabilitation pathway [42]. This
limits generalisability to other settings with lower early mobilisation rates. Nevertheless,
our results showed that both validity and reliability of the CPAx-GE were stable concepts
within all investigated timepoints in the pathway of the critically ill adult regardless of
its numeric score. Finally, all assessors in this study received a short training. To fully
establish the CPAx-GE as a key tool in ICU rehabilitation, it would be recommendable
to translate the official, freely available English e-learning into German. Future research
areas include the investigation of the minimal important change, predictive validity and
reliability of the CPAx-GE in more German-speaking ICU settings and areas.

Conclusion
The newly translated and cross-culturally adapted CPAx-GE was found to be
conceptionally equivalent to the original. The CPAx-GE further demonstrated excellent
measurement properties in critically ill adults with prolonged mechanical ventilation
(≥72h) across the ICU and hospital stay. The newly established cross-sectional validity
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of the CPAx allows its use over three clinically relevant timepoints in critically ill patients’
pathways of recovery. Therefore, the CPAx-GE appears to be a key measurement
instrument for German-speaking, qualified physiotherapists to assess physical function
and activity during early rehabilitation in the ICU and hospital.
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Appendix
Appendix 5.1. Translated German CPAx version (CPAx-GE) based on [11] (with permission).
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Abstract
Purpose
To investigate the predictive validity of the Chelsea Critical Care Physical Assessment
tool (CPAx) at intensive care unit (ICU) discharge in critically ill adults for their 90-day
outcomes.
Materials and methods
This prospective clinimetric study investigated four theory-driven, a-priori hypotheses
in critically ill adults recruited within 72 to 144 hours of mechanical ventilation. The
primary hypothesis was a moderate accuracy (AUROC=0.750) in predicting residence at
home within 90 days. Secondary hypotheses included discrimination between hospital
discharge destinations, correlation with subsequent health-related quality of life and
length of ICU stay.
Results
We observed a good accuracy (AUROC=0.778) of the CPAx at ICU discharge in predicting
a return to home within 90 days. The CPAx score significantly increased between
the discharge groups ‘undesirable’ ≤ ‘rehabilitation’ ≤ ‘home’ (p<0.001), but was not
associated with 90-day health-related quality of life (physical: r=0.261, mental: r=0.193).
Measured at baseline, CPAx scores correlated as expected with length of ICU stay
(r=-0.443).

6

Conclusions
The CPAx at ICU discharge had a good predictive validity in projecting residence at
home within 90 days and general discharge destinations. The CPAx might therefore
have clinical value in prediction, though it does not seem useful to predict subsequent
health-related quality of life.
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Introduction
Survivors of critical illness often experience functional disability and reduced healthrelated quality of life after hospitalisation [1-3]. Only about 33% will return to work
within three months of discharge, which raises concerns about financial security or
social isolation potentially worsening health-related quality of life [4]. Early rehabilitation
starting in the intensive care unit (ICU) improves functional outcomes and reduces the
duration of mechanical ventilation and ICU length of stay [5, 6]. However, it may not
be solely sufficient to counter long-term functional disability [6] or to increase healthrelated quality of life [7]. Returning home is an important outcome for patients and their
families [8]. Early identification of patients at risk for subsequent functional impairment
may help to provide targeted multidisciplinary interventions.
The Chelsea Critical Care Physical Assessment tool (CPAx) is a performance-based
measurement instrument to assess respiratory function, functional mobility and grip
strength in critically ill adults [9]. The evaluation of the CPAx is based on observation
and its ten items are rated on a 6-point Guttman scale from 0 (=dependent/unable) to
5 (=independent). The CPAx has established clinimetric properties such as an excellent
interrater-reliability [9], construct and cross-sectional validity across the ICU and hospital
stay [10], responsiveness [11] along with low floor and ceiling effects in a general ICU
population [12]. The clinical value of the CPAx therefore lies in the evaluation of critically
ill adults’ physical function and activity across the ICU and hospital. However, the CPAx
may also have a relevant role in predicting patients in need of further multidisciplinary
rehabilitation as indicated by one previous study exploring hospital discharge
destinations [12]. More research is therefore needed to study the usefulness of the
CPAx for prediction in survivors of critical illness.
In order to expand the clinimetric properties of the CPAx and to test whether the CPAx
has clinical value in population-prediction, this study aimed to investigate the predictive
validity of the CPAx in critically ill adults assessed at ICU discharge. We hypothesised
that the CPAx at ICU discharge would have a moderate accuracy in predicting a good
outcome, which has been defined as residing at home 90 days after ICU discharge.

Material and methods
Design and Setting
This prospective, single-centre, clinimetric study was the second part of a larger
clinimetric project conducted in the mixed ICU of an academic hospital in Switzerland
(Department of Intensive Care Medicine, Inselspital, Bern University Hospital,
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Switzerland). The first part aimed to investigate the measurement properties (validity
and reliability) of the German CPAx and has been published previously [10]. The local
Ethics Committee approved the project on August 14, 2017 (ID 2017-01396), which was
subsequently performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, Swiss federal
law and Good Clinical Practice guidelines. We based our methodology on the consensusbased standards for the selection of health measurement instruments (COSMIN) [13]
and report trial-results according to the STROBE statement [14].
Participants
Eligible participants were critically ill adults (aged >18 years) who were mechanically
ventilated for ≥72h and in sufficient command of German. We excluded patients who
were wheelchair users, lived in a care facility, had already participated in ≥2 studies
(confounding) or who had a planned discharge within the next 24h, a neurological ICU
admission diagnosis (CPAx not yet validated), ongoing palliative treatment, a pre-existing
mental disability, transfer from an external ICU (with >3 days length of stay at external
ICU), or an ICU re-admission (within the same hospital stay). Potential participants were
screened by a research nurse and a senior physiotherapist. Written informed consent
was obtained from eligible patients’ relatives prior to commencement of data collection,
and then from participants once they regained the capacity to provide informed consent.
Procedures and measurements
The complete study procedures have been published earlier [10]. In brief, the CPAx
score was obtained after a standard physiotherapy session by certified physiotherapists

6

at baseline (between 72-144h of ventilation), at ICU discharge and at hospital discharge.
All therapists completed the short, official online training (<2h) before using the CPAx
during routine care. This study was conducted in Switzerland, accordingly, the crossculturally validated, highly reliable (ICC >0.9) German CPAx version was used [10]. A
research nurse collected demographic and hospital data such as duration of mechanical
ventilation and hospital discharge destination. For the purpose of establishing predictive
validity of the CPAx, all participants were followed-up for 90 days after ICU discharge by
the research team. We prospectively defined a good outcome as “residence at home
90 days after ICU discharge”. Non-survivors were identified from hospital databases.
Survivors were contacted by phone and asked for their current residence, working
status and whether they would agree to complete a questionnaire about their healthrelated quality of life. Short Form 36 (SF-36) questionnaires were then sent by post
with a stamped, addressed return-envelope. The SF-36 is a multidimensional, patientreported measurement instrument for health-related quality of life that provides two
component summaries for physical and mental health that incorporate normative data
(based on the US population 1990: population mean = 50±10) and have established
validity and reliability in critically ill patients [15].
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Hypotheses
Predictive validity determines the ability of a measurement instrument to predict a
selected criterion in the future [16]. We constructed the following a-priori hypotheses,
based on our theoretical conceptual model [10] which takes into account previous
research as well as influencing factors of constructs that are not measured by the CPAx
(for example social support or pain):
Primary outcome
1.

The CPAx score at ICU discharge would have a moderate accuracy with an Area
Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (AUROC) of 0.75 in predicting a
good outcome defined as residence at home 90 days after ICU discharge.

Secondary outcomes (order of clinical importance)
2.

The CPAx score at ICU discharge can differentiate between three hospital discharge
destinations (home, rehabilitation or an undesirable discharge such as a transfer
to an external hospital or death). Accordingly, we hypothesised that the CPAx
at ICU discharge would increase in the following ranked order: ‘undesirable’ ≤
‘rehabilitation’ ≤ ‘home’.

3.

The CPAx score at ICU discharge would have a positive, low correlation with the
SF-36 mental component summary 90 days after ICU discharge (r = 0.2 to 0.4) and
a positive, moderate correlation with the SF-36 physical component summary 90
days after ICU discharge (r = 0.4 to 0.7)

4.

The CPAx score at ICU baseline (measured between 72 to 144 hours of mechanical
ventilation) would have a negative, low to moderate correlation with days of
mechanical ventilation and the length of ICU stay (r = -0.3 to -0.6)

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to investigate patient demographics and score
distribution. The CPAx is an ordinal scale, accordingly, data is presented as medians with
interquartile range (IQR) and categorical data as numbers with percentages. Analyses
were performed with SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics Version 25).
We performed a prospective sample size calculation for the primary outcome of returning
home within 90 days of leaving the ICU with MedCalc (version 19.3.1). According to the
study by Corner et al. [12] we anticipated a ratio of 2:1 for a good outcome ‘home within
90 days’ whereby Corner’s study indicated ‘home after hospital discharge’. With a power
of 0.8, an α of 0.05 and an expected AUROC of 0.75 as per our a-priori hypothesis (null
hypothesis: AUROC = 0.5) a total sample size of 42 (n=28 for a good and n=14 for a
negative outcome) was necessary [17, 18]. To compensate for drop-outs, we aimed to
recruit 60 participants. The primary hypothesis was analysed using a receiver operating
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characteristic (ROC) and the respective area under the ROC curve (AUROC). The optimal
cut-off point with the corresponding sensitivity and specificity was chosen based on
ROC-curve coordinates and clinical relevance. To investigate hypothesis number two,
the three prespecified discharge groups ‘undesirable’, ‘rehabilitation’, ‘home’ were tested
for an increased ranked order with the nonparametric Jonckheere-Trend-Test [19, 20].
The assumption of homogeneous variances between the three groups was investigated
with the Levene Test. Statistical significance was defined as p<0.05 using Bonferroni
correction for pairwise comparisons. Hypotheses three and four were investigated with
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient.

Results
Sixty patients were recruited for this study from November 21, 2017 to May 25, 2019 of
whom 50 had CPAx scores assigned at ICU discharge. The study flow including the 90-day
follow-up is reported in Figure 6.1. Descriptive data about participants’ demographics,
baseline characteristics and outcomes are presented in Table 6.1.

6

Figure 6.1. Study flow.
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Table 6.1. Descriptive participant data.
Variables
Age (years)
Gender (male)
BMI (kg/m2)
Weight (kg)
APACHE II score (0-71) a
SOFA score (0-24) a
ICU diagnosis on ICU admission
Cardiac surgery
Other surgery
Respiratory insufficiency
Hemodynamic insufficiency
Trauma
Neurology / neurosurgery
Gastroenterology
Other
ICU days until study inclusion (days)
Length of stay in ICU (days) b
Duration of mechanical ventilation (days) b
Length of stay in hospital (days) b
ICU mortality b
ICU and hospital mortality b
90-day mortality
CPAx at baseline (0-50)
CPAx at ICU discharge (0-50)
CPAx at hospital discharge (0-50)
ICU discharge destination
Hospital wards
External ICU
External hospital
Died
Hospital discharge destination
Rehabilitation
External hospital
Home
Died
Outcomes 90 days after ICU discharge
Home
ICU
External hospital
Rehabilitation facility
Died
Return to work 90 days after ICU discharge
SF-36 physical health sum-score c
SF-36 mental health sum-score c

Number (n)
58
58
58
58
58
58
58

58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
50
32
58

Median [25%, 75%] or n (%)
68 [56, 73]
41 (70.7%)
26 [22.8, 29.1]
75.5 [70, 94]
32 [28, 36]
12 [10, 14]
15 (25.9%)
7 (12.1%)
15 (25.9%)
13 (22.4%)
5 (8.6%)
1 (1.7%)
2 (3.4%)
3.84 [3.41, 4.70]
7.97 [6.69, 12.85]
6.81 [5.30, 11.51]
21.08 [11.72, 27.18]
8 (13.8%)
9 (15.5%)
19 (32.8%)
5 [3, 7]
18.5 [14, 26]
43.5 [37.5, 46.5]
34 (58.6%)
13 (22.4%)
3 (5.2%)
8 (13.8%)

58

24 (41.4%)
20 (34.5%)
5 (8.5%)
9 (15.5%)

58

30 (51.7%)
1 (1.7%)
2 (3.4%)
6 (10.3%)
19 (32.8%)
14 (38.9%)
38.7 [33.0, 44.9]
52.2 [46.9, 58.4]

36 d
28
28

6

ICU admission
at original hospital (excluding external hospitals)
c
T-values where the population mean is 50 and the SD is 10; based on US-population 1990
d
unknown status: n=3 of 39 survivors
Abbreviations. BMI = Body Mass Index, APACHE = Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation, SOFA
= Sequential Organ Failure Assessment, ICU = Intensive Care Unit, SF-36 = Short Form 36 questionnaire.
a

b
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Primary outcome: hypothesis 1
The AUROC of the CPAx at ICU discharge predicting a good outcome was 0.778 (95%-CI
0.644 – 0.912, p-value=0.001, standard error 0.068, n=50: positive n=30, negative n=20)
(Figure 6.2). Accordingly, a CPAx score of ≥18 predicts a good outcome (residence at
home within 90 days) with a sensitivity of 80% and a specificity of 70% (supplemental file
1, table S1 https://doi.org/10.1080/09638288.2021.2022785). For this cut-off score, the
positive predictive value is 80% and the negative predictive value 70% (supplemental
file 1, table S2 https://doi.org/10.1080/09638288.2021.2022785). The hypothesis is
accepted.

6

Figure 6.2. ROC-Curve for a good outcome “residence at home within 90 days of ICU discharge”.
Legend. sensitivity: true positive rate, 1-specificity: false positive rate.

Secondary outcomes
Hypothesis 2: The three discharge groups met the assumption of homogenous variance
(Levene Test p=0.198 based on medians, p=0.115 based on means). The CPAx score
at ICU discharge increased in a ranked order between the three hospital discharge
destinations (p<0.001, n=50: undesirable n=21, rehabilitation n=24, home n= 5) (Figure
6.3). The hypothesis of an increasing ranked order of CPAx scores (‘undesirable’ ≤
‘rehabilitation’ ≤ ‘home’) could therefore be accepted. Additionally, the CPAx scores at
ICU discharge significantly differed after Bonferroni-adjustments for repeated testing
for the following discharge destinations: ‘undesirable’ versus ‘rehabilitation’ (p=0.001),
‘undesirable’ versus ‘home’ (p=0.001) and ‘rehabilitation’ versus ‘home’ (p=0.023).
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Figure 6.3. CPAx score at ICU discharge across the three discharge groups.

Hypothesis 3: The correlations of the CPAx score at ICU discharge with the SF-36
mental component summary and the physical component summary 90 days after ICU
discharge were very low and outside the expected ranges (Table 6.2). Consequently, the
hypothesis was rejected.

6

Table 6.2. Hypothesis-testing with correlation.
n

Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient (r)

confirmed

SF-36 mental sum-score (r = 0.2 to 0.4)

28

0.193

no

SF-36 physical sum-score (r = 0.4 to 0.7)

28

0.261

no

days of mechanical ventilation (r = -0.3 to -0.6)

58

-0.499**

yes

ICU length of stay (r = -0.3 to -0.6)

58

-0.443**

yes

Prior hypothesis
CPAx at ICU discharge with

CPAx at ICU baseline with

** p<0.001

Hypothesis 4: The CPAx score at ICU baseline correlated within the expected values with
the subsequent days of mechanical ventilation and ICU length of stay (Table 6.2). The
hypothesis was accepted.
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Discussion
This prospective, clinimetric study found that the CPAx at ICU discharge has a good
predictive validity in predicting residence at home within 90 days of discharge as well
as hospital discharge destination (home, rehabilitation, undesirable discharge e.g.,
transfer to an external hospital or death). However, the CPAx did not seem suitable to
predict health-related quality of life within 90 days of ICU discharge. A CPAx assessment
between 72-144 hours of mechanical ventilation may further be used to predict the
length of ICU stay and the duration of mechanical ventilation. The CPAx can therefore be
partially recommended for prediction, for example, to identify candidates for a targeted,
in-hospital rehabilitation, to advise patients on their probable trajectory of recovery or
to recognise candidates for multidisciplinary follow-up after ICU discharge. Similarly, the
CPAx at ICU baseline could be used to identify risk for prolonged mechanical ventilation,
which is a risk factor for subsequent functional disability [21].
The evaluation of the predictive validity of the CPAx has not been the primary aim of
other studies. However, our results are somewhat supported by Milton et al. [22] who
investigated predictors for poor physical function within 3 months of ICU discharge.
Although they did not aim to investigate the predictive validity of the CPAx with prespecified hypotheses as recommended by the COSMIN guidelines, they found that the
CPAx remained the only significant predictor among the risk factors explored including
age, previous comorbidities, severity of illness or ICU length of stay. Their calculated
AUROC (0.68 [95%-CI 0.61 to 0.76]) was somewhat lower, but comparable to ours (0.78

6

[0.64 to 0.91]). However, caution is warranted because only half of the ten CPAx items
were assessed in the study by Milton et al. [22] and there may have been bias due
to measurement error (interrater reliability for four items: kappa ≤0.60). The CPAx at
ICU discharge has been previously identified as being able to discriminate between
seven hospital discharge destinations (p<0.001) [12]. Given that this was a single-centre
study in the UK, it is important to generalise this finding to other settings. We included
less destinations because our hospital is a tertiary centre with many referrals from
the region and thus only few people are directly discharged home; yielding too little
data. Instead we investigated a previously defined ranked order with the JonckheereTrend-Test, which has more power than a traditional Kruskal-Wallis-Test [19]. Together
these results confirm that the higher the CPAx score at ICU discharge, the higher the
likelihood of a hospital discharge to home. More importantly, this might help clinicians
to identify candidates in need of targeted rehabilitation after ICU discharge, for example,
on acute wards. The clinical value of using the CPAx for prediction may further include
patient-information on a probable trajectory of recovery or to recognise candidates for
multidisciplinary follow-up after discharge. The CPAx could therefore be helpful to adapt
expectations.
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The CPAx at ICU discharge did not seem useful to predict health-related quality of life
after 3 months. Estrup et al. [23] similarly did not find an association between activity
levels in the first week of ICU discharge and physical functioning after 3 months. Reasons
may include the small sample size and a high drop-out rate due to patient death in both
our study and theirs. However, it seems most likely that other factors such as pre-ICU
comorbidities [24] or social support [25] are more relevant to 3-month health-related
quality of life than physical functioning at ICU discharge. Further prospective cohort
studies are needed to investigate individuals’ determinants of quality of life.
The predictive validity of the CPAx is comparable to the Functional Status Score for
the ICU (FSS-ICU), which is another excellent measure of physical function in the ICU.
Similar to the CPAx, the FSS-ICU is useful to predict hospital discharge destination and/
or length of subsequent hospital stay [26]. Thereby a cut-off score of FSS-ICU ≥19/35
at ICU discharge predicted a hospital discharge to home with a sensitivity of 83% and a
specificity of 74% [27]. However, to our knowledge, there is no study that has investigated
the predictive validity of the FSS-ICU at up to 3-months after ICU discharge. Still, the
preference of using one measurement over the other may rather be due to different
physiotherapy practices in respiratory care between the American and European
continents [12]. Accordingly, we would recommend the CPAx to physiotherapists with a
role in weaning from mechanical ventilation because in contrast to the FSS-ICU the CPAx
takes respiratory function into account.
This study has limitations. The study aimed to investigate the predictive validity of the
CPAx with a-priori hypotheses in the target population. While we established that the
validity of the CPAx for population-based prediction, a larger sample size with narrower
confidence intervals is needed for individual prediction. The chosen cut-off may
therefore be overestimated for individual prediction and should be confirmed in future
studies [28]. However, the patient-centred outcomes in our study have clinical value.
They do not aim to influence decision making processes, but rather to help patients
shape their expectations about their potential trajectory of recovery. Our definition of a
‘good outcome’ did not consider independency or the amount of support at home. While
physical health-related quality of life was substantially below population norms, half of
survivors were able to go back to work within 90 days. Results from this single-centre
study may not be generalisable to other health-care systems or non-tertiary regional
hospitals with more diverse discharge destinations (e.g. care-home). The predictive
validity of the CPAx only applies to the investigated factors (residence at home within
90 days, hospital discharge destination, subsequent ICU length of stay) and was only
sufficiently powered for the primary outcome (residence at home within 90 days). More
research would be necessary to investigate whether the CPAx would be useful to predict
other outcomes, for example, functional capacity or independency at three months.
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The major strength of this study is the assessment of the CPAx in the target population
during routine care which was independent of the patient-reported outcomes such as
the SF-36 and the 90-day outcome.

Conclusions
The CPAx at ICU discharge has clinical value to predict a return to home within 90 days
of discharge in critically ill, mechanically ventilated adults, thereby a cut-off score of
≥18/50 indicates a return to home with a sensitivity of 80% and a specificity of 70%. The
CPAx may also be used to anticipate hospital discharge destination and thus the need
for further rehabilitation. However, contrary to our hypothesis the CPAx did not prove
useful to predict 3-month health-related quality of life.
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Abstract
Introduction
Intensive care unit acquired weakness (ICUAW) may contribute to functional disability
in ICU survivors, yet performance-based data for general ICU patients are lacking. This
study explored functional outcomes of (1) and risk factors for (2) weakness at ICU
discharge.
Methods
Data from a randomised controlled trial that investigated two early exercise regimes
in previously independent, ventilated adults (n=115) without any significant outcomedifferences were used for the present analysis. ICUAW was clinically diagnosed in
cooperative participants (n=83) at ICU discharge with the Medical Research Council
sum-score (MRC-SS) using a cut-off <48 for moderate or <36 for severe weakness.
Primary outcomes were the 6-Minute Walk Test and Functional Independence Measure
at hospital discharge. Secondary outcomes included health-related quality of life after
six months. Risk factors during the ICU stay were explored for their effect on MRC-SS
with linear regression.
Results
Functional outcomes and length of hospital stay significantly differed in patients with
severe, moderate to no weakness (6-Minute Walk test: p=0.013; 110m [IQR 75-240],
196m [90-324.25], 222.5m [129-378.75], Functional Independence Measure: p=0.001;
91[IQR 68-101], 113[102.5-118.5], 112[97-123], length of stay after ICU discharge:
p=0.008; 20.9d [IQR 15.83-30.73], 16.86d [13.07-27.10], 11.16d [7.35-19.74]). However,
after six months participants had similar values for quality of life regardless of their
strength at ICU discharge (Short-Form 36 sum-scores physical health: p=0.874, mental
health: p=0.908). In-bed immobilisation was the most significant factor associated with

7

weakness at ICU discharge in the regression models (MRC-SS: -24.57(95%CI [-37.03 to
-12.11]); p<0.001).
Conclusions
In this general, critically ill cohort, weakness at ICU discharge was associated with shortterm functional disability and prolonged hospital length of stay, but not with quality of
life, which was equivalent to the values for patients without ICUAW within six months.
Immobilisation may be a modifiable risk factor to prevent ICUAW. Prospective trials are
needed to validate these results.
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Introduction
Recent years have seen increased survival rates for severely ill patients admitted to
intensive care units (ICU) [1, 2]. However, long-term functional disability as well as
cognitive and mental health impairment are common in ARDS or sepsis survivors [3-6],
leading to poor quality of life and a substantial five-year mortality [7].
Muscle weakness may be a key contributor to the persisting disability of these survivors
[8, 9]. However, there is a paucity of data to support a negative impact of ICU-acquired
weakness (ICUAW) on physical functioning [10]. Moreover, ICUAW may also be present
in less severely ill patients [11]. The few studies that investigated functional outcomes
in ICUAW survivors were limited to specific subgroups (e.g. ARDS) [12, 13], lacked
performance-based measurements [14-16] or were conducted after the post-acute
phase thereby including only the weakest patients [17]. More research on the physical
consequences of ICUAW is therefore highly needed to advance early treatment and to
prevent long-term disability after critical illness.
Additionally, early identification of persons at risk for ICUAW is necessary for targeted
therapeutic or preventive interventions. Postulated risk factors for ICUAW are multiorgan
failure [18], increased systemic inflammation [19], female sex [20], duration of mechanical
ventilation [21] or bed rest [12]. However, the strength of these risk factors’ association
with ICUAW remains uncertain and requires further investigation [10].
This exploratory study therefore aimed first to investigate functional outcomes at hospital
discharge and health-related quality of life after six months in critically ill patients with
severe, moderate or no ICUAW at ICU discharge, and second to explore the role of early
risk factors for reduced muscle strength at ICU discharge in mechanically ventilated,
critically ill adults.

7

Methods
Design and setting
Data for this secondary analysis were collected as part of a randomised controlled
trial that compared very early endurance training and mobilisation to usual care in
mechanically ventilated, critically ill adults [22]. The trial was prospectively registered
(DRKS00004347) and conducted in the mixed ICU of a large, tertiary academic centre in
Switzerland (Department of Intensive Care Medicine, Inselspital, Bern University Hospital)
between October 8, 2012 and April 5, 2016. No significant differences were found for
the primary or secondary outcomes, whereby participants of the experimental group
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appeared to have better mental health at six months after hospital discharge. A high
ICUAW incidence in the whole cohort led to the research questions of this secondary
analysis, which was subsequently approved by the local ethics committee (Ethics
Committee of Canton Bern) in February 2019 (ID 2019-00156). During the randomised
controlled trial, written informed consent was obtained from the next of kin within 72
hours after randomisation and a written informed consent from each patient as early as
possible. The need for further consent was waived by the ethics committee.
Study population and management
Eligible participants were older than 18 years, had been independent before the episode
of critical illness and were expected to remain on mechanical ventilation for at least 72
hours. Participants with pre-existing muscle weakness, preceding hospital stay of more
than 10 days duration, contraindications to cycling, enrolment in another trial, palliative
care, diagnoses that precluded walking at hospital discharge, or insufficient command
of German or French were excluded.
All patients were managed by targeted, light sedation and protocol-guided weaning [23].
Standard ICU care also included a nutrition protocol and regular assessments of energy
expenditure using indirect calorimetry [24]. Physiotherapy started within 48 hours of
ICU admission with two different exercise regimes that included usual early mobilisation
versus early, progressive endurance and resistance training in addition to usual early
mobilisation. All participants received standard therapy after ICU discharge such as
cycling, walking, strengthening, breathing and functional exercises. Further details on
study interventions and procedures have been published elsewhere [25].
Data collection and measurements
Baseline demographics and clinical characteristics were collected at study enrolment by
the study nurse responsible. Functional measurements were administered by trained

7

physiotherapists blinded to initial group allocation. Muscle strength was assessed with the
Medical Research Council sum-score (MRC-SS) at ICU discharge. The MRC-SS evaluates
strength in three bilateral muscles of the upper and lower extremities from 0 (no
contraction) to 5 (normal strength) with a maximal summed score of 60 [26]. A cut-off of less
than 48 points was used to clinically diagnose ICUAW [27]. To further differentiate between
moderate and severe weakness, participants who scored less than 36 were considered
severely weak [28]. Valid and reliable strength assessments are dependent upon sufficient
cooperation by the participant [29]. Accordingly, the MRC-SS was only performed in
participants who were able to follow at least 3 out of 5 standardised commands [20]. In the
case of an ICU re-admission within the same hospital stay, the last available MRC-SS was
used for analysis to account for subsequent weakness. ICU re-admissions were subject to
the same study procedures and data collection as described previously.
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The primary functional outcomes for this analysis were chosen as per the original trial:
functional independence evaluated with the Functional Independence Measure (FIM)
[30] and functional capacity assessed with the 6-Minute Walk Test (6MWT) [31] at hospital
discharge. Additional secondary outcomes of interest were FIM at ICU discharge, Timed
‘Up & Go’ [32] at hospital discharge, hospital length of stay and discharge destination,
tracheostomy incidence, ICU readmissions, hospital and 6-month mortality as well
as participants’ health-related quality of life determined with the Short Form 36 (SF36) [33] six months after hospital discharge. We further explored whether functional
performance at hospital discharge might be useful to predict 6-month quality of life.
See supporting information for a detailed timetable (S1 Table: https://doi.org/10.1371/
journal.pone.0229725).
Statistical analysis
The two randomised groups did not differ with regard to the primary or secondary
outcomes, consequently, we considered the cohort as one single cohort. Patient
demographics and characteristics were summarised with descriptive statistics.
Continuous data could not be assumed normally distributed and are therefore
presented as medians with interquartile ranges (IQR: first (25%) quartile to third (75%)
quartile). Categorical data are given as numbers with percentages.
We hypothesised that participants with no ICUAW would achieve better functional
performance at hospital discharge and a higher quality of life after six months when
compared to participants with moderate to severe ICUAW. The null hypothesis of
equal distributions in functional outcomes for patients diagnosed with no (MRC-SS
>48), moderate (MRC-SS 36-47) or severe ICUAW (MRC-SS <36) was tested against the
alternative hypothesis of an ordered relationship with the Cuzick test [34]. For example,
when applying the Cuzick test to ‘6MWT’, the null hypothesis of equal distributions was
tested against the following alternative hypothesis: severe weakness < no weakness
and severe weakness ≤ moderate weakness ≤ no weakness, and when applying the
Cuzick test to ‘hospital length of stay’, the alternative hypothesis was severe weakness
> no weakness and severe weakness ≥ moderate weakness ≥ no weakness. In baseline
variables the ordered relationship among groups did not make sense, therefore, the
baseline measurements for the three MRC-SS groups were compared with the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test. Categorical data were analysed with Pearson’s ChiSquared test. Baseline characteristics of participants with complete versus missing
MRC-SS values were investigated for baseline differences because of the prerequisite
of cooperation for a valid MRC-SS assessment. Correlations were investigated with nonparametric Spearman correlation coefficients. Considering the aims of this analysis,
multiple imputations were not performed as expected extrapolation would have been
applied to patients who died or were unable to follow commands and thus unable to
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be functionally active. However, to account for the limited sample size, we conducted
a sensitivity analysis to compare the data of participants without ICUAW to the pooled
data of participants with severe and moderate ICUAW with the non-parametric MannWhitney-U tests for between-group comparisons.
The ICU risk factors for muscle weakness at ICU discharge to be explored were identified
from previous evidence [35] and chosen based on the available data by favouring
uncorrelated risk factors. We assumed that our analysis would reveal some influence of
the chosen risk factors for reduced muscle strength at ICU discharge regardless of initial
randomisation. To avoid overfitting, we restricted the factors to six (with a rule of thumb
of a minimum 10 observations per factor [36]): Sequential Organ Failure Assessment
(SOFA) at study inclusion [18, 19], gender [20], length of ICU stay [37], previous limitation
in activities of daily living (ADL) [38], mobility level in the ICU (in-bed, edge-of-bed, out-ofbed) [12], and initial randomisation group (control or experimental) in order to exclude
a confounding effect. We investigated the effect of all risk factors on MRC-SS as crude
(with simple linear regression) and adjusted for the totality of considered factors (with
multivariable linear regression). Two sensitivity analyses were conducted with all listed
risk variables excluding either randomisation group (potential confounder) or previous
ADL limitation (due to missing data).
Data analysis was performed with R version 3.5.3 (2019-03-11) and SPSS (IBM SPSS
Statistics Version Premium GradPack 24). The level of significance was set at p<0.05
(two-tailed). Due to the exploratory nature of this analysis, we decided a priori that the
significance threshold would not be adjusted for multiple testing.

Results
7

Of the 115 participants who were enrolled in the randomised controlled trial, 83 (72%)
completed an MRC-SS at ICU discharge (Figure 7.1). Main reasons for missing MRCSS values were ICU-death (14%) and patients’ inability to follow commands (11%),
while 5 patients (4%) were missed for follow-up at ICU discharge. Among the assessed
patients, ICUAW was common with 17 (20%) severe, 32 (39%) moderate, and 34 (41%)
no weakness, respectively. The patients in the three MRC-SS groups did not differ
significantly in their baseline demographics and characteristics, except for a higher
prevalence of liver disease in the severely weak group (Table 1). In contrast, participants
with missing MRC-SS values differed in respect to APACHE II scores (completed 21
[IQR 17-26]; missing 27 [21.5-30]), SOFA (completed 8 [6-10]; missing 10 [8 to14.25]),
and frequency of liver disease (completed 7 (9%); missing 8 (26%)) (S1 File: https://doi.
org/10.1371/journal.pone.0229725).
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Figure 7.1. Study flow.

Functional outcomes, hospital variables and quality of life
The differences between severe, moderate and no weakness for the primary and
secondary outcomes are presented in Table 7.2. Weakness at ICU discharge was
significantly associated with functional disability at hospital discharge and subsequent
length of hospital stay, but not with health-related quality of life after six months. The
distribution between the three MRC-SS groups for the two primary outcomes is illustrated
in Figure 7.2, rejecting the null-hypothesis of equal distributions. Thus, for both 6MWT and
FIM participants with ‘severe weakness’ performed less well compared to ‘no weakness’,
performance in ‘severe weakness’ was similar or worse to ‘moderate weakness’, which was
also similar to or worse than ‘no weakness’. The achieved percentages of age-predicted
values for the 6MWT were also significantly different (p=0.006: Cuzick test) with 36% (IQR
19-65), 55% (IQR 25-94) and 74% (IQR 39-89) of predicted normative values [39] for severe,
moderate and no weakness, respectively. Figure 7.3 further illustrates the distribution
between the three MRC-SS groups for the Timed ‘Up & Go’ test and hospital length of
stay after ICU discharge, while Figure 7.4 illustrates the distribution for the SF-36 physical
and mental health sum-scores. Sensitivity analysis comparing all participants with ICUAW
versus non-ICUAW similarly confirmed a significant association of ICUAW with functional
disability and prolonged hospital stay, and lack of association with 6-month health-related
quality of life (S4 Table). Functional performance at hospital discharge was not associated
with quality of life (S5 Table). Hospital discharge destinations did not significantly differ
between the three MRC-SS groups (p=0.321): Severely weak patients (n=17) were
predominantly discharged to a rehabilitation facility (65%), moderately weak patients
(n=32) to rehabilitation (47%) or an external hospital (25%) and non-weak participants
(n=34) to rehabilitation (53%) or home (29%). Similarly, there was no difference in the
MRC-SS groups for ICU readmissions (p=0.264), tracheostomy incidence (p=0.630) or
hospital and 6-month mortality (p=0.362).
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83
83
83
83
83
83
83
83
83

Randomized to non-standard
intervention

Age (years)

Gender (male)

BMI (kg/m2)

Weight (kg)

APACHE II score (0-71) a

SOFA score (0-24) b

ICU days until study inclusion

ICU length of stay at original
hospital (days)

16 (19%)
4 (5%)

Hemodynamic insufficiency

Neurology / neurosurgery

20 (24%)
2 (2%)

Respiratory insufficiency

Trauma
80
80
80
80
80

NYHA symptoms (stage 2 to 4)

Dyspnoea symptoms

Hematologic malignancy

Immuno-suppression

11 (14%)

3 (4%)

20 (25%)

36 (45%)

8 (10%)

11 (13%)

Other surgery

1 (1%)

18 (22%)

Restricted in activities of daily living
(ADL)

17

17

17

17

16

16

16

16

16

17

5.93 [4.43 - 10.26] 17

1.71 [0.85 - 2.57]

8 [6 - 10]

21 [17 - 26]

80 [66 - 90]

11 (13%)

Comorbidities on ICU admission

17

26.2 [23.6 - 31.35] 17

52 (63%)

Heart surgery

Other

17

17

17

67.5 [55.55 - 75.4] 17

40 (48%)

45 [38.5 - 54]

49 (59%)

All with complete n
MRC-SS

Gastroenterology

83

83

ICU diagnosis on ICU admission

83

MRC-SS at ICU discharge (0-60)

n

ICUAW incidence (MRC-SS<48)

Variables

3 (19%)

0 (0%)

2 (12%)

6 (38%)

3 (19%)

1 (6%)

2 (12%)

3 (18%)

0 (0%)

1 (6%)

3 (18%)

5 (29%)

2 (12%)

6.23 [4.73 - 14.35]

1.76 [1.24 - 2.63]

9 [7 - 10]

23 [18 - 26]

85 [62 - 95]

27.8 [22.2 - 34]

9 (53%)

68.1 [65.3 - 74.9]

11 (65%)

26 [20 - 31]

17 (100%)

Severe weakness
(MRC-SS <36)

Table 7.1. Baseline demographics for participants with complete MRC-SS assessment.
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32

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

n

3 (9%)

0 (0%)

7 (22%)

18 (56%)

4 (12%)

0 (0%)

9 (28%)

4 (12%)

0 (0%)

1 (3%)

6 (19%)

6 (19%)

6 (19%)

6.56 [4.28 - 11.88]

1.84 [1.05 - 2.61]

8 [7 - 10.25]

21.5 [18 - 26.25]

79.2 [66.5 - 85]

27 [23.98 - 29.85]

17 (53%)

67.85 [55.9 - 74.75]

12 (38%)

42 [40 - 45]

32 (100%)

Moderate weakness
(MRC-SS 36-48)

32

32

32

32

32

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

n

5 (16%)

3 (9%)

11 (34%)

12 (38%)

1 (3%)

1 (3%)

9 (26%)

4 (12%)

1 (3%)

2 (6%)

7 (21%)

7 (21%)

3 (9%)

5.63 [3.50 - 7.89]

1.51 [0.8 - 2.08]

6.5 [5 - 10]

20 [16.25 - 23.75]

80 [68.25 - 90]

25.65 [23.9 - 31.5]

26 (76%)

60.75 [45.08 - 76.3]

17 (50%)

55.5 [50 - 58]

0 (0%)

No weakness
(MRC-SS >48)

0.622

0.097

0.223

0.256

0.196

0.680

0.210

0.518

0.065

0.483

0.783

0.984

0.095

0.284

0.186

p-value

80
80

Liver disease

Chronic dialysis

4 (25%)

16
16

7 (9%)
0 (0%)

0 (0%)

Severe weakness
(MRC-SS <36)

All with complete n
MRC-SS
32

32

n

0 (0%)

2 (6%)

Moderate weakness
(MRC-SS 36-48)
32

32

n

0 (0%)

1 (3%)

No weakness
(MRC-SS >48)

0.033

p-value

a

at ICU admission; b at study inclusion
Legend. Data are presented as median [IQR 25% - 75%] or frequencies (%). Analysis for continuous variables was performed with the Kruskal–Wallis test for the
null hypothesis of equal distributions in the three groups, and for categorical and binary variables with Pearson’s Chi-Squared test with the null hypothesis of
independence between the tested condition and MRC-SS groups.
Abbreviations. NYHA =New York Heart Association, BMI = Body Mass Index, APACHE = Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation, SOFA = Sequential Organ
Failure Assessment.
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Variables

Table 7.1. Continued.
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n

73 110 [92 - 119]
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57 19 [11.4 - 25]
83 16.87 [11.16 - 26.92]

Timed ‘Up & Go ‘test (s) at hospital
discharge

Hospital length of stay after ICU
discharge (days)

52 25 [0 - 50]
54 74 [51.25 - 100]
52 61 [45.75 - 73.25]
53 55 [40 - 70]
53 75 [50 - 100]
52 66.67 [33.33 - 100]
52 76 [68 - 85]
49 42.6 [34.76 - 48.23]
49 50.09 [44.4 - 56.19]

Role physical (0-100)

Bodily pain (0-100)

General health (0-100)

Vitality (0-100)

Social functioning (0-100)

Role emotional (0-100)

Mental health (0-100)

Physical health (sum-score)

Mental health (sum-score)

Severe weakness

12 51.3 [44.56 - 58.08]

12 43.19 [33.11 - 48.5]

14 82 [69 - 87]

12 100 [33.33 - 100]

14 87.5 [53.12 - 100]

14 60 [51.25 - 73.75]

14 58.5 [47 - 70.75]

14 77 [53.75 - 100]

13 50 [25 - 75]

14 72.5 [55 - 80]

17 20.9 [15.83 - 30.73]

14 23.25 [20.25 - 34]

17 24 [21 - 34]

17 91 [68 - 101]

17 110 [75 - 240]

n

13

13

14

15

14

14

13

15

14

15

32

21

32

27

28

n

48 [37.67 - 51.08]

42.92 [27.67 - 47.39]

70 [61 - 79]

33.33 [0 - 83.34]

75 [53.12 - 96.88]

50 [30 - 55]

50 [40 - 57]

70 [41 - 92]

25 [0 - 43.75]

70 [37.5 - 85]

16.86 [13.07 - 27.10]

18.7 [12.6 - 27]

31 [26.5 - 46]

113 [102.5 - 118.5]

196 [90 - 324.25]

Moderate weakness

24

24

24

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

34

22

34

29

28

n

0.659

0.795

0.982

0.640

0.164

0.595

0.583

0.449

0.008

0.013

<0.001

0.001

0.013

p-value

51.86 [46.18 - 56.19] 0.908

42.18 [36.49 - 48.75] 0.874

82 [71 - 88]

100 [33.33 - 100]

75 [62.5 - 100]

55 [50 - 70]

67 [52 - 77]

80 [62 - 100]

25 [0 - 50]

75 [45 - 90]

11.16 [7.35 - 19.74]

14 [8 - 23.25]

41.5 [35 - 57.5]

112 [97 - 123]

222.5 [129 - 378.75]

No weakness

Legend. Data are presented as median [IQR 25% - 75%] or frequencies (%). Only effectively measured data were analysed. Categorical and binary variables testing
was performed with Pearson’s Chi-Squared test (the null hypothesis is independence between the tested condition and the MRC-SS groups). Continuous variables
testing was performed with the non-parametric Cuzick test (the null hypothesis is equal distributions in the three groups against the alternative non-inferiority or
non-superiority). SF-36 (version 2): worst score: 0, best score: 100, sum-score: T-values where the population mean is 50 and the SD is 10; based on US-population
1990. German norm-based (1994) standardized sum-scores (T-values) for SF-36 were similar to the US-population (data shown in sensitivity analysis in S4 Table:
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0229725).
Abbreviations. 6MWT = 6-Minute Walk Test, FIM = Functional Independence Measure, SF-36 = Short Form 36 questionnaire.

54 75 [46.25 - 85]

Physical functioning (0-100)

SF-36: quality of life after 6 months

83 36 [26.5 - 47.5]

FIM at ICU discharge (18-126)

Secondary ICU and hospital outcomes

73 185 [95 - 320]

FIM (18-126)

All with complete
MRC-SS

6MWT (m)

Primary outcomes at hospital discharge

Variable

Table 7.2. Primary and secondary outcome-comparisons per MRC-SS group.
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Figure 7.2. Illustration of the two primary outcomes per MRC-SS group. Illustration of the 6MWT (a)
and the FIM (b) at hospital discharge with non-parametric Cuzick test clearly rejecting the null hypothesis in favour of alternative: values for severe weakness < no weakness and for severe weakness
≤ moderate weakness vales ≤ no weakness.

7

Figure 7.3. Illustration of the Timed ‘Up & Go’ test and hospital length of stay per MRC-SS group.
Illustration of the Timed ‘Up & Go’ test (a) and hospital length of stay after ICU discharge (b) with
non-parametric Cuzick test clearly rejecting the null hypothesis in favour of alternative: values for
severe weakness > no weakness and severe weakness ≥ moderate weakness ≥ no weakness.
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Figure 7.4. Illustration of the SF-36 physical and mental health sum-scores per MRC-SS group.
Illustration of the SF-36 physical health sum-score (a) and mental health sum-score (b) with nonparametric Cuzick test accepting the null hypothesis of equal distributions.

Risk factors
Table 7.3 presents the ICU risk factors that were significantly associated with ICUAW
at ICU discharge. In-bed immobilisation and female gender remained significantly
associated with low MRC-SS scores in sensitivity analyses (S6 Table: https://doi.
org/10.1371/journal.pone.0229725). When the ADL variable was removed from the
model due to the reduced sample size, length of ICU stay became marginally associated
with MRC-SS (-0.28 95%-CI [-0.55 to -0.01], p=0.049).
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Table 7.3. Univariate (crude) and multivariate (adjusted) regression models for chosen ICU risk
factors with MRC-SS as response.
n

Crude effect (95% CI)

p-value

n

0.013

80

Adjusted effect (95% CI) p-value

Gender
female
male

Reference
83

6.94 (1.61 to 12.27)

Reference
5.51 (0.64 to 10.38)

0.030

Group allocation
control group

Reference

experimental group 83

-2.02 (-7.37 to 3.33)

0.461

80

Reference
-0.66 (-5.60 to 4.28)

0.794

83

-0.63 (-1.37 to 0.10)

0.094

80

-0.55 (-1.27 to 0.17)

0.141

83

-0.21 (-0.48 to 0.06)

0.126

80

-0.26 (-0.53 to 0.01)

0.065

0.243

80

Illness severity
SOFA score
Length of ICU stay
Length of ICU stay
at original hospital
(days)

Activities of daily living (ADL)
Not restricted in ADL
Restricted in ADL

Reference
80

-5.38 (-14.33 to 3.58)

Reference
-6.18 (-13.97 to 1.61)

0.124

Mobilisation level in ICU
Mobilisation level in
ICU: out-of-bed a

Reference

Reference

Mobilisation level in
ICU: in-bed

83

-23.80 (-37.05 to -10.54)

0.001

80

-24.57 (-37.03 to -12.11)

<0.001

Mobilisation level in
ICU: edge-of-bed

83

-6.89 (-12.22 to -1.55)

0.013

80

-7.20 (-12.78 to -1.62)

0.014

Overall p values for the factor “mobilisation level in the ICU” with Omnibus test: p=0.001 for crude and
p<0.001 for adjusted effect
Legend. Significance of the chosen variables in two regression models with MRC-SS as response. Crude
regression is just response (MRC-SS) and corresponding explanatory variable. Adjusted regression
includes all listed explanatory variables. The robust estimations give the same results with non-significant
bias’ tests (with the null: presence of the bias due to lack of robustness or outlying observations). None
of the terms revealed non-linearity when fitting a regression model allowing non-linear dependence (via
penalized splines) on explanatory variables. For full regression-output see supporting information (S2
File: https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0229725).
Abbreviations. SOFA = Sequential Organ Failure Assessment, ADL = activities of daily living.
a
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Discussion
In this secondary analysis, participants without ICUAW at ICU discharge had better
functional outcomes at hospital discharge with shorter length of hospital stays when
compared to participants with moderate and, especially, severe ICUAW. However,
contrary to our hypothesis, quality of life after six months was similar in participants
with severe, moderate or no ICUAW and not associated with functional performance in
the hospital. While mental health sum-scores reached normative values, physical health
sum-scores continued to be reduced in all three MRC-SS groups. The risk factor most
associated with weakness at ICU discharge was in-bed immobilisation. Female gender
or reduced mobility levels were further risk factors of ICUAW. These results provide
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useful information about the functional ability and subsequent health-related quality of
life in a general, mechanically ventilated ICU population after a critical illness period, but
need to be validated in prospective studies.
There are few available studies with which to compare our findings on the functional
outcomes of ICUAW patients at hospital discharge. Hermans et al. [14] reported no
difference in the 6MWT in matched weak and non-weak patients. However, high dropout
rates limited this conclusion and results were not confirmed in sensitivity analyses.
Although not performed at hospital discharge, Fan et al. [12] investigated the 6MWT
over 24 months in ARDS patients. After three months, they found no difference between
ICUAW versus non-ICUAW patients, yet for all later time-points, the distance walked
was significantly shorter in participants with ICUAW. Sidiras et al. [40] also described
significant differences of the FIM at hospital discharge in ICUAW versus non-ICUAW
patients. Yet, while values for non-ICUAW patients were comparable to our results,
ICUAW patients were substantially less independent in their study (65 [IQR 53-87] in
[40] versus 105.5 [88.5-117.5]). This might explain their results for 3- and 6-month
follow-up, which were also significantly lower in participants with ICUAW, whereas our
patients showed similar health-related quality of life. Overall, our findings reinforce the
rather weak evidence that ICUAW is associated with functional disability which may lead
to less independence at hospital discharge. In turn, loss of independence might be the
cause of prolonged length of hospital stays and increased health-care costs for patients
with ICUAW [14], emphasising the need to make recovery a priority in acute care [41].
When comparing our results for health-related quality of life with the existing literature,
we found some discrepancies. For example, weak and non-weak ARDS survivors differed
significantly in their SF-36 physical function sum-scores at six months in a US cohort study
[12]. Similarly, a Dutch study [15] reported significant differences in the SF-36 domain
‘physical functioning’ between ICUAW (45 [IQR 30-70]) and non-ICUAW (75 [50-90]) in

7

participants from a general ICU population. In our study, regardless of initial weakness,
participants presented with similar median values in the ‘physical functioning’ domain
(ICUAW 70 [IQR 50-80] versus non-ICUAW 75 [45-90], p=0.375) as the participants
without ICUAW in the Dutch study [15]. Finally, in a Greek trial, participants with ICUAW
scored significantly lower in the SF-36 domains of ‘general health’, ‘pain’, ‘physical
functioning’ and ‘role physical’ than non-ICUAW [40]. The apparent recovery of the very
weak patients in our study was therefore surprising and may imply a different pathway
of recovery between countries. However, we could not distinguish a difference in
discharge destinations between the three MRC-SS groups. Alternatively, our population
might have been more responsive to recovery. Herridge et al. [42] describe four disability
subtypes based on the FIM seven days after ICU discharge as well as by age and length
of ICU stay. These four subtypes determined a 1-year trajectory of recovery. We cannot
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directly compare the FIM due to the different time-points of the measurement (36 at
ICU discharge in our cohort versus 54 one week after ICU discharge in [42]). However,
when comparing baseline characteristics, we suspect that the shorter length of ICU stay
in our cohort (5.9 versus 19.0 days in [42]), despite being slightly older (68 years versus
58 in [42]), might have been beneficial for recovery. Our results might also have been
confounded by non-responders who might have been too ill to return the questionnaire
or influenced by false negative results especially in the ‘role physical’ domain where
severely weak patients (50 [IQR 25-75]) had surprisingly higher values than non-weak
patients (25 [0-50]). Lastly, our sample might have been too small and selective to reveal
a relevant association of ICUAW with quality of life.
Although the investigated risk factors were not inclusive of all previously known
contributors to ICUAW [35], they support the findings of Fan et al. [12] who found that
with every day of bed rest muscle strength is reduced by 3-11% in critically ill ARDS
patients. In-bed immobilisation is a largely modifiable risk factor [43] and might be
targeted with therapeutic interventions in critically ill patients at risk. However, current
evidence on the benefit of early mobilisation is conflicting and needs further study
[44]. Our randomised controlled trial likewise failed to reveal a superior intervention
to increase strength at ICU discharge when comparing two different exercise regimes
[22]. However, early mobilisation was part of both trial arms and thus not under direct
investigation. Overall, more research is needed on how to overcome this exposure
outcome overlap and what kind of intervention should be prescribed. The influence of
female gender on muscle strength has also previously been described [20] and might be
a result of reduced muscle mass in women [35]. As a consequence, women might need
different treatment from men. This could include early screening to identify weakness
and might mean a prolonged or more intensive period of rehabilitation.
The strength of this study lies in the performance-based measurements - performed
by trained physiotherapists - in a general ICU population with a high ICUAW incidence
and adds relevant information about the functional short-term outcomes in generally,
critically ill patients. Furthermore, the 6-month timeframe has a high clinical relevance
because health-related quality of life appears to plateau after this period [45]. There
are also several limitations. First, this secondary analysis was limited by the availability
of the existing data and we did not adjust the significance threshold for multiple
comparisons. Accordingly, additional risk factors may have remained undiscovered or
the identified factors may have been a random association. Second, a rather high dropout rate at six months (41%) substantially limits the possible conclusions about these
patients’ subsequent quality of life. Third, generalisability is limited due to a selective
and single-centre sample. Fourth, while it seemed that patients with ICUAW recovered,
this observational study can draw no conclusions about possible interventions. Given
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that post-ICU rehabilitation presently lacks evidence to improve quality of life [46], the
pathways of recovery need further investigation. A prospective mixed-methods cohort
study might reveal possible interventions to target for future studies. Fifth, we may have
underestimated the incidence of ICUAW because participants that could not be tested
due to their inability to follow commands may have scored as weak or functionally
impaired. The recommended cut-offs for a clinical ICUAW diagnosis as applied here
are further limited by the absence of proper validation and the lack of a gold standard.
For these reasons, to fully understand the consequences of ICUAW, more research on
the diagnosis of ICUAW is needed. Finally, the retrospective and exploratory nature of
our analysis requires further investigation. To the best of our knowledge, there are no
publicly available datasets to validate our results on ICUAW risk factors or the functional
outcome of patients after an ICUAW diagnosis. Our results should therefore be validated
in a prospective, longitudinal observational study with long-term follow-up.

Conclusions
Participants without ICUAW had superior functional performance at hospital discharge
and shorter length of hospital stays when compared to participants with ICUAW. The
increased strength was associated with early out-of-bed mobilisations during the ICU.
However, after six months, participants with ICUAW reached similar health-related
quality of life to participants without ICUAW at ICU discharge. This implies that recovery
for critically ill, mechanically ventilated patients with ICUAW might be at least partly
achieved. Nevertheless, these findings need to be validated in a prospective cohort
study.
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CHAPTER 8
G e n e r al d i scu ssi o n

The studies in this thesis contribute to the growing base of evidence in critical care
rehabilitation. Currently, there are 43 randomised controlled trials (RCT) – including
ours – investigating an early exercise intervention in critically ill patients as identified by a
recent meta-analysis [1]. This large review concludes that early rehabilitation is safe and
might shorten the duration of mechanical ventilation and length of stay in the intensive
care unit (ICU). However, the effect of early rehabilitation on long-term physical function
remains inconsistent and responders generally seem to be less seriously ill [1]. Another
meta-analysis failed to find a functional benefit of early in-bed cycling over standard
physiotherapy in the ICU [2]. While the authors state that early in-bed cycling is safe,
they critique the absence of validated measures for this patient population. This matches
our previous conclusions, that led to the translation and cross-cultural adaptation of the
Chelsea Critical Care Physical Assessment tool (CPAx). With the German CPAx, a valid and
reliable measurement instrument became available to German speaking physiotherapists.
This will likely impact future research in this area. Additionally, we found that the CPAx
might be useful to predict 90-day residence following ICU discharge allowing clinicians to
identify the need for further rehabilitation. This thesis also investigated the optimal type,
intensity, duration and start of physiotherapy regarding cardiorespiratory parameters.
This research gap has recently been highlighted in a guideline of the Society of Critical
Care Medicine about management of pain, agitation/sedation, delirium, immobilisation
and sleep disruption [3]. Our analysis seems therefore relevant to improve future
tailoring of early rehabilitation. Finally, this thesis explored outcomes of and risk factors
for neuromuscular complications in a mixed, critically ill adult population. Our findings
highlight the urgency to find effective treatments during the ICU and acute hospital stay.
This chapter aligns the main findings of this thesis to the existing literature, discusses
the methodological challenges and considers the implications for clinical practice and
future research. The chapter also reflects on my personal learning curve. My research
journey started with an RCT – a challenge for every researcher, but much more so for
an early career researcher as myself. Oftentimes, I learned as I was going along, thanks
to the help of an experienced team and research unit. Nevertheless, mistakes occurred,
choices were suboptimal and sometimes I was close to despair. While errors are
often inevitable, they offer a unique opportunity to grow and learn. They revealed my

8

vulnerability but thought me how to stand up again. The lessons learned from the RCT
about trial methodology, project management or staff supervision are mirrored in my
next project – the CPAx. One could argue that the lessons could also have been learned
from a smaller pilot trial. However, I am not sure that I would have learned the tenacity
and perseverance to conduct a study across several years. My journey had many highs
and lows, but at the bottom line there was always my passion for the chosen topic
and the privilege to conduct the research that mattered to me as a clinician. Despite
everything, I therefore think that this steep start has made me a better researcher today.
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Discussion of main findings
At first, this thesis compared the functional effects of early endurance and resistance
training combined with early mobilisation to standard care in critically ill, mechanically
ventilated adults (chapters 2 and 3). The interventions were safely delivered, but
there was no benefit of one treatment over the other in the primary and secondary
outcomes. A trend towards improved mental health in the intervention group warrants
further investigation because of the multifaceted post-intensive care syndrome (PICS).
This is in accordance with new evidence from qualitative studies. Van Willigen et al.
explored patient and family experience of early ICU rehabilitation [4]. While patients
and their relatives emphasised the associated exhaustion, they also stressed that early
rehabilitation should start as soon as possible because it helps to provide psychological
support and wellbeing [4, 5]. Early rehabilitation seems to support patients to recalibrate
their former selves to their changed and mismatched present self [6]. Physiotherapists
could therefore have an important role to reconcile patients’ perception of their
bodies in order to start the complex pathway towards reconciliation and recovery. The
outcomes of our trial were patient-centred, but mainly focused on physical function and
might not have considered these aspects sufficiently. Additionally, our outcomes were
delayed (at hospital discharge) in relation to the intervention delivered (during ICU) and
might not have been sustained. Alternatively, the outcome measurements might not
have been sensitive enough to measure change in this population that was barely able
to walk (floor effects). This realisation ultimately led to the CPAx project. Although, at the
time of the trial design, there were no specific measurement instruments for critically ill
patients available.
Our trial further raised questions about the feasibility of early training during a catabolic
episode. We were unable to deliver resistance exercises nor did we find a reduced
incidence of ICU-acquired weakness (ICUAW). Strength training and active exercise were
equally challenging in the RCT by Wright et al. that failed to provide the targeted dose
mainly due to sedation and patient fatigue [7]. Exhaustion may be a sign of reduced
exercise tolerance [4, 8], though physiological adaptations might still be possible.
Hickman and colleagues found that catabolic processes were better regulated with early
exercise including cycling in patients with septic shock [9]. This finding was associated
with preserved cross-sectional areas in muscle biopsies of the M. vastus lateralis, but they
did not have sufficient data to analyse muscle strength. Similarly, early muscle activation
using neuromuscular electrostimulation or whole-body vibration [10], or functional
electrical muscle stimulation during in-bed cycling [11] preserved muscle mass, but did
not translate into improved strength or function [10, 11]. In contrast, Nickels et al. did
not discover significant group differences in rectus femoris cross-sectional areas after
early in-bed cycling, nor was there a benefit on functional outcomes [12]. Early cycling
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that is restricted to the ICU might therefore not be sufficient to excite an adequate
muscle response that translates into improved physical function. More research into
pathophysiological processes will be necessary to determine how early exercise affects
the neuromuscular system in critically ill patients. Alternatively, the duration of these
interventions might have been too short because they were all restricted to the ICU
stay. Another possible explanation is the nature of ICUAW. This becomes apparent when
looking at an observational study exploring quadriceps strength using magnetic nerve
stimulation (twitch force generation) and electromyogram recordings during different
types of exercise in 19 long-term patients of a weaning facility [13]. Over the 2-week
period, muscle strength did not improve, but more striking was the high inconsistency
of muscle activation. Electromyogram responses were highest in the first exercise of a
training session and rapidly decreased in subsequent exercises. Additionally, muscle
activation highly varied across patients for different types of exercises [13]. These results
are unlikely to be generalisable to all ICU patients as even passive cycling has been
shown to activate motor units [14]. Still, muscle membrane depolarisation is common
in patients with ICUAW [15] limiting force generation because of insufficient recruitment
of muscle fibres [16]. More frequent and shorter training sessions seem therefore
recommendable to elicit an adequate muscle activation but also to allow sufficient rest
to counter patient fatigue and exhaustion.
The above recommendations are in line with the next chapter of this thesis, which
explored the cardiorespiratory response of critically ill patients to physiotherapy
whereby shorter sessions were more likely to stimulate a cardiorespiratory response
(chapter 4). However, in general, physiotherapy did not significantly affect physiological
parameters which might indicate potential undertraining. At the same time, we found
clinically relevant changes in oxygen consumption (VO2), minute ventilation (MV) and
mean arterial pressure (MAP) in 1 out of 4 physiotherapy sessions which might be a
normal reaction but could also indicate overtraining. The balance between under- and
overtraining is difficult to achieve in instable patients with a rapidly changing condition.
It seems therefore logical that early physiotherapy cannot be a ‘one size fits all’
approach but needs to be individually adjusted and adapted. The most likely modifiable
variables to stimulate a cardiorespiratory response during physiotherapy were session
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type, treatment modality, session duration and mobilisation level. These findings are in
accordance with previous literature [17-21], but have never been investigated together in
one large sample. Additionally, we found that age, gender, body mass index, medication
and the sequential organ failure assessment (SOFA) on the day of physiotherapy were
most likely to impact cardiorespiratory parameters. Physiotherapists should consider
these in their clinical reasoning to plan treatment intensity. Interestingly, the start of
physiotherapy did not seem to influence the cardiorespiratory response. Our findings
therefore support an individual evaluation for the start of rehabilitation instead of fixed
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targets such as within 72 hours of ICU admission like advocated in some guidelines
[22]. However, it is important to note that a sufficient cardiorespiratory response does
not automatically translate into a sufficient neuromuscular response. In patients with
a chronic respiratory disease, it is common to perform cardiopulmonary exercise
testing (CPET) to identify limiting factors as well as the target exercise intensity [23].
However, exercise testing in critically ill patients is challenging and the ability to exercise
is very low [8]. The profound exercise limitation is still apparent 6 weeks after hospital
discharge whereby CPET indicates substantial deconditioning [24, 25]. It is therefore
questionable whether CPET during the ICU stay will have any benefits to tailor exercise.
Instead, common signs of overtraining such as fatigue, exhaustion or dyspnoea should
be assessed and taken into account when prescribing exercise. Additionally, the right
type of exercise may differ from patient to patient [13]. To this end, physiotherapists
should consider motor-learning principles and task-oriented training that stimulates
cortical reorganisation and has been proven to be efficient after a stroke [26-29].
Chapters 5 and 6 report the results of the clinimetric CPAx project. The German CPAx
has been found equivalent to the English original with excellent interrater reliability
and cross-cultural and construct validity. We also newly established cross-sectional
validity of single CPAx scores at three, clinically relevant timepoints: ICU baseline, ICU
discharge and hospital discharge. This makes the CPAx an ideal assessment instrument
for longitudinal studies across the ICU and hospital stay in the target population and
indicates that the CPAx could be useful to evaluate physical function and activity across
the whole trajectory of recovery. The CPAx was intended to evaluate and quantify
physical recovery [30]. Our study therefore increases the clinical value of the CPAx.
However, responsiveness, i.e., measuring change over time [31], has not yet been
investigated necessitating future studies to examine responsiveness from ICU baseline
to ICU and hospital discharge. We further found that the CPAx is suitable to identify
candidates for further rehabilitation, by predicting 90-day residence and hospital
discharge destinations from the CPAx score at ICU discharge. This establishes the
CPAx as a key measurement instrument to assess physical function and activity in
critically ill patients in the Swiss German speaking area. Alternatives to the CPAx are the
Functional Status Score for the Intensive Care Unit (FSS-ICU) and the Physical Function
ICU Test – scored (PFIT-s) (chapter 1), though they are not yet available in German.
Still, both assessments have established construct validity [32-36], excellent interraterreliability [35, 37, 38], responsiveness [32-34, 36] and predictive validity [32, 34, 36].
The CPAx only has established responsiveness in a critically ill burn population, but
in contrast to the other assessments all research was originally designed and did not
contain secondary analyses from other datasets. Additionally, both the FSS-ICU and the
CPAx have previously tested a pre-ICU score that can be obtained through patients’
proxy [36, 39]. Given the excellent measurement properties of all three assessments,
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physiotherapists are recommended to choose the appropriate assessment based on
its measured constructs. To measure exercise tolerance function, the PFIT-s should
be used [40]. If mobility including walking distance is the primary interest, the FSS-ICU
is recommended [40]. The CPAx should be chosen to assess the constructs muscle
functions, movement functions, functions of the respiratory system and mobility [40].
The final objective of this thesis was to examine short-term outcomes of and ICUpredictors for ICUAW in Switzerland using the data of the RCT population. In this study
(chapter 7) we found that functional capacity (6-minute walk test, ‘Timed Up & Go’)
and independence (Functional Independence Measure) were significantly reduced
at hospital discharge when compared between participants with severe to moderate
to no ICUAW. However, this difference did not translate to 6-month differences in
health-related quality of life (Short Form 36). Functional capacity and independence
do not measure the same constructs as health-related quality of life, we therefore
cannot infer recovery after 6 months. Additionally, the reported physical quality of life
of participants with and without ICUAW was well below normative values of a healthy
population. In consequence, ICUAW does not seem to be the main driver of subsequent
health-related quality of life, despite being highly associated with short-term functional
disability in our study. Studies from more severely ill populations, for example, with
sepsis or acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) indicate a high, ongoing mortality,
severe functional disability and reduced quality of life across several years [41-44]. But
these complications are also not clearly linked to ICUAW. Moreover, we did not find
an association for physical function and activity at ICU discharge with the CPAx score
to 90-day health-related quality of life (chapter 6). Causal pathways therefore need
further investigation. Long-term outcomes might also be dependent on the investigated
ICU population (e.g., ARDS versus mixed cohort). Accordingly, the long-term outcome
of ICUAW on physical function and activity should be investigated with prospective
longitudinal studies that use performance-based measurements after hospital discharge
in different ICU populations. Nevertheless, this is challenging because of the high risk of
drop-outs due to mortality and severe disability. This study further confirmed previous
research [44], that immobilisation in the ICU is highly associated with subsequent
weakness. Although, this does not imply causality and underlying pathophysiological
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mechanisms are more complex, immobilisation is a modifiable risk-factor and should
be the target of future RCTs.

Methodological considerations
This thesis started with an RCT (chapters 2 and 3), which is considered the highest
level of evidence [45]. The quality of an RCT is commonly assessed with the Cochrane
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Risk of Bias Tool [46, 47]. Thereby the main concerns in our trial were attrition and
performance bias [46]. Due to the nature of the intervention, we were unable to blind
physiotherapists and participants. Approximately 1 in 3 patients does not remember
the ICU [48] potentially reducing this bias. However, non-blinded physiotherapists may
have led to cross-over effects of treatment, especially because the trial was conducted
over several years. Attrition was high for both primary and secondary outcomes,
especially at 6 months. 21% of participants died before the primary outcomes could
be assessed at hospital discharge and an additional 7% were lost-to-follow-up for other
reasons. Drop-outs were therefore much higher than considered in the sample size
calculation (15%) and the calculated sample size (n=100) was not reached. To account
for this, it was decided a-priori that patients who died were rated the lowest possible
outcome in the 6-minute walking test (6MWT) and Functional Independence Measure
(FIM) in the per-protocol analysis. Worst-score imputation for functional outcomes in
patients who have died is common in ICU rehabilitation trials [12, 49, 50]. However, this
is problematic because a patient who cannot walk clearly differs from a patient who
died. Alternatively, analyses could be restricted to survivors only [7, 51]. But again, this
is problematic because first, data is unlikely to be missing at random [52], and second,
the approach violates intention-to-treat principles [53, 54] while third, it might cloud
potential effects of an intervention that decreases mortality [54, 55]. Colantuoni et al.
suggest to use composite endpoints by ranking functional outcomes with mortality to
account for this [54], but guidelines on how to analyse trials that include patients with
a high risk of death are lacking [55]. Despite these issues, robust results in sensitivity
analyses – using both per-protocol and intention-to-treat analysis give confidence
in our results, though attrition likely reduced the statistical power [56]. The number
needed to treat ICUAW is 34. Sample size re-calculation based on our data indicates
that 1128 participants would be needed to show a potential benefit of the intervention.
This large number requires multicentre studies and questions the relative power of the
intervention. In summary, these challenges underline the importance of the choice of
an adequate primary outcome, that is not only clinically relevant, but also reduces data
loss and generates sufficient statistical power.
Apart from the necessity of a rigorous design and methodology, when interpreting
our RCT there are other important methodological aspects to consider. The first
is intervention fidelity, the second usual care treatment and the third the studied
population. Intervention fidelity ensures that the intervention is delivered as intended
by the study protocol and enhances internal validity of a study [57, 58]. Our study was
primarily a pragmatic RCT with real-world resources aiming for easy implementation
in clinical practice. Especially the trial setting and organisation (resources, expertise),
outcomes and follow-up were very pragmatic when judged with the PRECIS-2 tool
[59]. Patient-centeredness was therefore a major strength of this study. In addition,
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pragmatic trials allow for flexibility in intervention delivery and adherence, which is
similar to clinical practice allowing easy implementation [59, 60]. Intervention delivery in
our trial was rather pragmatic and physiotherapists were free to base treatment on their
clinical reasoning. Nevertheless, given the complexities of therapy interventions, it is
recommended to clearly describe interventions, for example, using the TIDieR checklist
[61] to increase replicability. It is further recommended to monitor fidelity during the
trial [58] to better understand why a trial did not give the expected results. For example,
a trial could not perform as expected because the intervention was not effective,
but also because the intervention was not delivered as intended [62]. Investigators
of a pragmatic trial should aim to balance fidelity and flexibility in delivery, by clearly
defining the conceptual differences between groups. Interventions within our study
were recorded daily, but therapists were free to modify the intervention. For example,
while the aim was to cycle for 20 minutes, physiotherapists could stop the cycling earlier
without the need to justify their reasoning. This would explain the mean cycling duration
of 15 minutes, that was clearly below the intended target. While this might reflect realworld practice, lack of intervention fidelity might be a reason for the negative results
of our trial. We were unsuccessful to deliver the intended interventions (>20min of
cycling, daily strength training), consequently the two groups were less distinct hiding
potential benefits of the intervention. The issue is further influenced by the fact that we
considered it unethical to withhold physiotherapy to the usual care group. Accordingly,
the control group was not restricted from participating in any other therapy intervention
with the exception of in-bed cycling. While this enhances generalisability of a trial’s
results, it complicates its interpretation due to variability and treatment overlap [63].
Unblinded therapists might have inadvertently shifted therapy towards the intervention
protocol. For example, patients in both groups were treated with resistance training,
though this occurred on a smaller level. Again, this overlap reduces internal validity
of the trial and diminishes potential effects of the experimental intervention when
compared to the control intervention. With the wisdom of hindsight, it would have
been smarter to first conduct a smaller pilot trial to assess feasibility and distinction
of the intervention between groups. This would also have allowed us to identify some
issues with recruitment. Critical care trials’ main barriers for trial recruitment arise
from practical, medical or ethical reasons [64]. In our study, practical reasons leading
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to non-recruitment were other ongoing trials or unavailable family members for study
consent. The main medical reasons were the difficulty in judging the exclusion criteria
of an expected length of ICU stay (>72h) or the ability to walk at hospital discharge (to
assess the primary outcome). For instance, neurological outcome following a successful
resuscitation after a cardiac arrest is extremely difficult to predict within the first days
[65] and therefore these patients were often not included. Finally, there were ethical
considerations, for example, the exclusion of patients who were not initially expected to
survive [64]. These factors reduce generalisability. Our usual care (e.g., the control group
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intervention) also seemed more active and mobile than reported in usual ICU therapy
practice elsewhere [63] limiting generalisability to other centres. Finally, one needs to
consider the population studied. We pragmatically selected patients at higher risk for
ICUAW. Our sample therefore mirrored clinical practice (with the exception of previous
muscle weakness), but was also slightly older and sicker than in positive intervention
trials [49, 66, 67]. Patients with lower severity of illness scoring and a slightly prolonged
length of stay are more likely to benefit from an early rehabilitation intervention [1].
This is not surprising, because these patients are more likely to be awake and to pass
a safety screening. However, they also have less risk for subsequent neuromuscular
complications. This risk is probably highest in patients with previous comorbidities [68].
Unfortunately, to date most clinical trials have excluded this patient population. Future
trials therefore need to specifically target patients at risk in order to assess the effects
of early rehabilitation or to at least identify responders to early rehabilitation.
Chapters 4 and 7 were both secondary analyses from the RCT population. The
strengths of these analyses lie in the rigorous methodology and statistics that take
into account potential confounders based on their clinical relevance. Another strength
is the pragmatic approach that mirrors clinical practice enhancing interpretation and
implementation. Yet both studies have some similar limitations. First, our sample
might have been different from a prospectively sampled cohort with the sole purpose
of observation. Instead, we used strict in- and exclusion criteria to recruit a more
standardised population responsive to the outcomes of the RCT intervention. Second,
the two studies were limited by the available data. Thereby the cardiorespiratory
response analysis (chapter 4) lacked patient perceived exertion (too little data from
the RCT) and the ICUAW analysis (chapter 7) was missing a validated measure for preexisting comorbidities. The evidence that pre-existing comorbidities impacts post-ICU
outcomes [68] was not yet available at the time of the trial design. Instead, we had to
rely on routine care assessment of activities of daily living restrictions. However, this was
not optimal as it is a subjective, non-validated measure judged by the treating doctor. A
valid comorbidity or frailty measurement might have been more suitable. Still, sensitivity
analyses remained similar when the variable ‘restricted activities in daily living’ was
removed from the model confirming our results. Third, there is a larger number of dropouts especially for the 6-month outcomes. Fourth, the available data set was generated
to answer the research question from the RCT. The secondary analyses are therefore
explorative and primarily hypothesis-generating [69]. Results need to be confirmed in
future, prospective studies.
The results from the clinimetric project are presented in chapters 5 and 6. The study’s
research questions were a direct consequence of the RCT’s results whereby the chosen
outcome measurements might not have been sensitive enough to measure change in
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physical function and activity in critically ill adults. The project also profited from the
many lessons learned on trial management and staff supervision. For example, to avoid
missing data or study protocol breaches, three senior physiotherapists checked case
report forms and study procedures weekly. The primary outcome for the secondary
objective ’90-day residence’ was specifically chosen to avoid missing data from patient
death. We further elected to contact patients by telephone to consistently assess this
outcome and to announce the health-related quality of life questionnaire. This approach
resulted in a complete dataset for ’90-day residence’. Anecdotally, it was also aiding
both physiotherapists and patients because the call often led to open talks on their
ICU stay and how they are doing nowadays. Many patients were also glad to hear that
subsequent health issues often occur and that this condition is called PICS. Still, we
had a lot of missing data on health-related quality of life (52%) mostly due to patient
death (mortality of 33%). While we also had drop-outs for the CPAx assessment at ICU
discharge (14% mortality) and hospital discharge (31% due to transfer to an external
hospital), this time, we accounted for this in the sample size calculation and therefore had
sufficient power to test our hypotheses for construct, cross-sectional, and cross-cultural
validity. Recruitment procedures were also updated based on our experience from the
RCT. We dropped the ‘expected duration of mechanical ventilation’ and only included
participants that were ventilated ≥72 hours, which led to less exclusions for medical
reasons [64]. Unfortunately, we still had to exclude neurological patients, because
the original CPAx has not yet been validated in a critically ill, neurological population.
However, we decided to base this decision solely on the admission diagnosis to further
clarify recruitment procedures. Still, only 11% of eligible patients were included in
the study. Overall, the patient population was much sicker (median SOFA score: 12)
than the one of the RCT (median SOFA score: 8) which might be because we dropped
the ‘expected duration’. Accordingly, we seemed to be more effective to recruit the
target population who require a prolonged ICU stay and are at risk for neuromuscular
complications. In Switzerland, this subset of patients lies between 12-18% [70]. When
conducting research on a measurement instrument, it is of highest importance to
test it in the target population [71]. Consequently, this is a major strength of the two
clinimetric studies. Another strength is that assessments were obtained during routine
care. The pragmatic design allows for easy implementation in clinical practice. The study
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was further conducted according to the recommended COnsensus-based Standards
for the selection of health Measurement INstruments (COSMIN) guidelines using theorydriven hypotheses derived from a newly developed conceptual model. We are the first
to confirm validity with a-priori hypothesis-testing and that the CPAx can be used across
multiple time-points in the pathway of the critically ill. There is currently no tool to assess
risk of bias for validity in performance-based measurement instruments, but reliability
can be assessed with the COSMIN risk of bias tool [72] or the Guidelines for Reporting
Reliability and Agreement Studies (GRRAS) [73]. Overall, our methods seemed adequate
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with a low risk of bias. Thereby the main limitation was that CPAx scorings may not
have been fully independent because raters observed the same physiotherapy session.
Rating two separate sessions was not considered feasible, because critically ill patients
fatigue quickly. Results for reliability may therefore be overestimated. Additionally, our
sample might have been a bit too small (n=49) as it was just below the recommended
size (n=50) for reliability studies [74]. Concerning the predictive validity of the CPAx, the
chosen cut-off (≥18 points) for the CPAx at ICU discharge to determine a good outcome
may be equally indistinct because of the rather small sample and should be confirmed
in future studies [75]. Despite these limitations, the rigorous methodology and the
positive results emphasise the clinical relevance of the CPAx. With increasing research
on measurement instruments for critically ill adults’ physical function and activity, a
systematic review about their measurement properties seems advisable.

Implications for clinical practice
This thesis set out to answer questions from everyday practice. All studies were
physiotherapy-initiated with real-world resources of ICU and physiotherapy departments.
This enhances their implementation in clinical practice. The take home message from
the RCT is that early in-bed cycling in addition to early mobilisation is safe in critically ill
adults. However, there is as yet no proven additional benefit on functional outcomes of
in-bed cycling in critically ill adults. The intervention should therefore not be prioritised
over mobilisation for which more evidence is available [1]. However, it might still be a
good option for bed-bound patients with a contraindication for early mobilisation or as
an adjunct for long-stayers in addition to early mobilisation. The main reason for early
in-bed cycling is the widely acceptable intervention among clinicians, patients and family
members [5]. Both patients and their families stated that in-bed cycling improved their
well-being [5], which is congruent to other qualitative research of early rehabilitation
[4]. The current evidence on early in-bed cycling is inconclusive [2] as most studies,
including ours, lacked sufficient power and may have investigated the wrong outcomes.
Accordingly, early in-bed cycling should not yet be dismissed and larger, multicentre
studies such as the CYCLE trial (NCT03471247) are eagerly awaited. In contrast, early
resistance training has been difficult to implement and we cannot draw any conclusions
about its effectiveness. If found feasible in clinical practice, physiotherapists are advised
to use it as an ancillary intervention to early mobilisation.
Training is usually quantified with the parameters of frequency, intensity, type and time
(FITT criteria) [76, 77]. Based on the studies of this thesis and current best evidence
as summarised previously, physiotherapists should consider the following training
recommendations for critically ill adults.
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1.

Training type: Mobility interventions should be prioritised over in-bed exercise
or cycling to stimulate an adequate cardiorespiratory response which might be
associated with improved functional outcomes. Training should be conducted
actively whenever possible. To this end, sedation should be reduced during
physiotherapy whenever feasible.

2.

Training frequency: Physiotherapists should aim to provide shorter and more
frequent sessions across the day. This specifically applies to more strenuous
forms of therapy such as mobility interventions. If this is unfeasible in clinical
practice, physiotherapists should allow for frequent breaks within their session
based on patients’ exertion and cardiorespiratory monitoring. Additionally,
physiotherapists should work closely with the multiprofessional ICU team to
plan activities including sufficient time for recovery.

3.

Training intensity: Intensity should be individually tailored and routinely
monitored. The costs of oxygen can be inferred from the variable ‘minute
ventilation’. Additionally, physiotherapists should monitor exertion and
adjust exercises or ventilator settings accordingly. Caution is counselled for
elderly, obese and sicker patients as well as for patients receiving sedatives or
vasopressors.

4.

Training time (start of training): No recommendation on the daily duration of
physiotherapy can be given though this is likely individual and dependent upon
above parameters. Early physiotherapy interventions starting within <48 hours
are likely to be safe when monitoring individually set cardiorespiratory limits
and using a step-wise training progression. Physiotherapists should therefore
regularly screen candidates at risk for a prolonged ICU stay to start training as
soon as possible.

In addition to the recommendations above, physiotherapists should regularly assess
critically ill patients’ physical function and activity to evaluate progress or deterioration
in the measured constructs. We found that the CPAx is a practical tool with excellent
validity and reliability for the target population from ICU baseline to ICU and hospital stay
discharge. The CPAx can also be recommended to identify patients in need of further
rehabilitation. Thereby a CPAx score of ≥18 points at ICU discharge predicts a good outcome
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of returning home within 90 days with a sensitivity of 80% and a specificity of 70%. This
could be used by physiotherapists to advice patients on their probable trajectories or to
recommend further rehabilitation after a hospital stay. However, physiotherapists should
refrain from an absolute prognosis as there is still some uncertainty in this cut-off. Finally,
the CPAx may have value for physiotherapists’ clinical reasoning because it visualises
patients’ strengths and weaknesses across the 10 evaluated items. Physiotherapists could
therefore use to CPAx to formulate weekly rehabilitation goals. Ideally, these goals would
then feed forward into interprofessional management.
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Recommendations for future research
The recent COVID-19 pandemic with thousands of ICU survivors worldwide likely suffering
from ICUAW and PICS [78, 79] has revealed the high urgency to find effective treatment
interventions. This thesis opens the path for new research in the area of critical care
rehabilitation. We found that immobilisation during the ICU stay is highly associated
with muscle weakness at ICU discharge and that early in-bed cycling was not sufficient to
prevent or treat this weakness. Future trials should therefore focus on the intervention
type of early mobilisation which seemed more likely to elicit cardiorespiratory responses.
While there have already been many trials investigating this intervention, many questions
about its implementation remain. Upcoming trials should carefully consider the target
population; critically ill, mechanically ventilated adults with a prolonged ICU stay who are
most at risk for neuromuscular complications. This should include patients with previous
comorbidities, though the statistical analysis should account for this potentially weaker
subgroup. Stratified, permuted block randomisation would create equal representation
of this subgroup in both trial arms, increase power and augment subgroup analysis
[80], but researchers should be careful of overstratification [80]. Covariate adaptive
randomisation (randomisation by minimisation) could be a good alternative for smaller
trials as critically ill patients are a highly heterogenous population [81], but this method
might result in more predictable group allocation for researchers [82]. Illness severity,
age, female sex and comorbidities or frailty currently are the most important potential
confounders that should be considered in the statistical analysis. Another consideration
for future RCTs in critical care rehabilitation is the clear conceptual separation between
the control and intervention group, while ensuring that this separation remains ethical
and pragmatic for implementation in clinical practice. Treatment interventions therefore
need to be clearly described and should be tested in a pilot study. Study personnel
should be trained on intervention fidelity and the collected data regularly monitored.
Ideally, unblinded therapists are kept naïve about the specific goals of the trial in order to
minimise cross-over effects. Finally, the primary outcome should be carefully considered
and align with the intended aims of the intervention [83]. Preferably, this outcome is
clinically relevant and allows complete data collection despite potential patient death;
at a minimum the a-priori statistical analysis plan should consider this risk. This thesis
provided the means to assess physical function and activity at ICU discharge with a
valid and reliable assessment in German-speaking ICUs. Physical function and activity
align with the objectives of early rehabilitation, thus the CPAx could be considered as
a primary outcome measure in future clinical trials. The minimal clinically important
difference (MCID) of the CPAx has been estimated as 6 points in a critically ill burn
population [39]. In our study, the mean CPAx score at ICU discharge was 21 points with
a standard deviation of 10 points. Power calculation based on this data, an MCID of 6
points, a two-sided α of 0.05 and a power (1 - β) of 80% would require 44 participants
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per group without adjusting for drop-outs [84]. Alternatively, change-scores in the CPAx
from ICU baseline to ICU and hospital discharge could be assessed if responsiveness
can be established. Potential research questions for future ICU trials include:
-

Are shorter, more frequent mobilisations more effective than shorter, once-daily
mobilisation in critically ill adults? Rationale: shorter, more frequent mobilisation
elicit a higher cardiorespiratory response and might reduce muscle fatigability due
to frequent breaks.

-

Is task-oriented training according to motor-learning principles more effective than
unspecific early rehabilitation in critically ill adults? Rationale: task-oriented training
has been proven efficient in patients following a stroke. Cortical representation
might also be reduced in critically ill patients with prolonged immobility and thus
this population might benefit from more specific training implementation.

-

Is goal-oriented rehabilitation based on weekly CPAx scores more effective than
usual care rehabilitation in critically ill adults? Rationale: the CPAx might be useful
to set rehabilitation goals. Additionally, a goal-oriented approach might be more
effective than unspecific rehabilitation while ensuring high flexibility in delivery of
the intervention.

Secondary outcomes should probably still include muscle strength assessments, but also
focus on patient-centred outcomes. A core outcome set for critical care rehabilitation is
currently under development [85]. Mixed methods that explore patients’ wellbeing and
acceptability of the intervention would further be welcome.
Concerning the CPAx, the most urgent research question is the evaluation of responsiveness
and the MCID for a general critically ill population. Responsiveness is defined as the “ability
to detect change over time” [31] and is therefore a highly relevant area for clinical practice
[71]. Responsiveness is assessed as a change-score between two timepoints. Based on
the cross-sectional validity of the CPAx it would therefore make sense to establish validity
from ICU baseline to ICU discharge as well as from ICU discharge to hospital discharge.
The COSMIN initiative recommends to test responsiveness with hypothesis-testing based
on theoretical constructs of the included measurement instruments, while statistical
methods such as effect size testing are not recommended [71]. The main reason for
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this recommendation is that statistical methods do not assess the validity of change in
the measured constructs. A-priori hypotheses should therefore consider the anticipated
change in the measured constructs in regard to other measurement instruments. The
expected magnitude of change may also be acceptable [71]. The MCID can be obtained
with anchor-based or distribution-based methods [86]. The first is preferred because
the MCID will be anchored to clinical meaningfulness instead of being a result of data
distribution. However, simultaneous use of both methods is common [87]. Finally, it would
be recommendable to test the validity of the CPAx in a neurological critically ill population.
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Conclusion
This thesis investigated the effects of early training and recovery and studied methods
to evaluate physical function and activity in mechanically ventilated, critically ill adults.
Early training was found to be safe but did not improve functional outcomes at hospital
discharge compared to usual care. Variations in cardiorespiratory parameters during
training were common and mainly associated with training type, mobilisation level,
patient participation and training duration. Physiotherapists are advised to individually
tailor and adjust training accordingly, while more research is necessary to assess their
efficacy. To assess patients’ physical function and activity, the German CPAx version was
created, rigorously tested and considered equivalent to the original version. This thesis
established that the CPAx is valid across three time-points in the pathway of recovery
and might be used to recognise candidates in need of further rehabilitation. Muscle
weakness at ICU discharge was associated with subsequent, short-term functional
disability. This research informs clinical practice and forthcoming research about
neuromuscular complications; hopefully improving future management and outcomes
for this critically ill population.
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Li st o f p u b l i cati o n s

ENGLISH SUMMARY

Chapter 1
The introduction describes the background, research gaps and objectives of this thesis.
Accordingly, critically ill adults with a prolonged length of stay in the intensive care unit are
at risk of impaired physical, cognitive, mental and social health that potentially reduces their
health-related quality of life. A key driver of this subsequent disability is muscle weakness
that has been termed ‘intensive care unit acquired weakness’ (ICUAW). ICUAW arises after
a period of critical illness and typically results in a diffuse, flaccid and symmetric weakness
of both the upper and lower extremities. ICUAW is associated with worse short and longterm outcomes such as weaning failure, longer hospital stays, higher mortality and healthcare costs. The incidence of ICUAW in critically ill adults is estimated at approximately
40%. The causes are not well understood, but weakness likely occurs due to a misbalance
in muscle protein synthesis and degradation. To date there is no treatment for ICUAW. At
the onset of this PhD-trajectory, there were three randomised controlled trials indicating
that early mobilisation provided by physiotherapists might enhance functional recovery.
However, results were inconclusive and two studies had a high risk for systematic errors.
None of the three studies investigated a combination of early endurance or resistance
training with early mobilisation. The first objective of this thesis (chapter 2 and 3) was
therefore to compare the functional effects of an early endurance and resistance training
combined with early mobilisation to standard care in critically ill, mechanically ventilated
adults. The second objective (chapter 4) was to investigate the safety of the training
interventions and to explore the cardiorespiratory response during and after training.
This research revealed a surprisingly high incidence (58%) of ICUAW in our critically ill
population. Hence, Chapter 7 explored the functional outcomes of ICUAW at hospital
discharge as well as early risk factors for ICUAW at critical care discharge.
Additionally, we identified a lack of available measurement instruments for Germanspeaking physiotherapists to assess critically ill adults’ physical function and activity in
order to evaluate progress/deterioration, to guide physiotherapy interventions or to
inform patients about potential trajectories of recovery. A measurement instrument
should demonstrate good measurement properties in the target population. This means
that an instrument should primarily be valid (measure what it intends to measure) and
reliable (give consistent measurements). The newly developed ‘Chelsea Critical Care
Physical Assessment tool’ (CPAx) fulfilled this requirement. Additionally, it was freely

&

available and very practical as it can be assessed within a routine physiotherapy session.
However, the CPAx was developed in the United Kingdom and was only available in
English. This thesis therefore aimed to translate and cross-culturally adapt the original
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CPAx into German and then to rigorously test its construct, cross-cultural, crosssectional validity and reliability (chapter 5). We further aimed to investigate whether the
CPAx had predictive validity (chapter 6).
Chapter 2
This chapter describes the detailed methodology of the randomised controlled trial.
A prospectively published study protocol increases accountability to publish results,
enhances their interpretation and reduces selective reporting. In summary, the trial
included, previously independent, critically ill adults at risk for a prolonged length of stay.
The two randomly allocated interventions were standard physiotherapy – delivered per
the European norm (control group) versus early mobilisation combined with endurance
and resistance training (intervention group). In detail, the intervention group entailed a
stepwise progression based on patients’ active or passive participation as well as their
physiological stability using individually set limits. To this end, sedation was reduced if
possible. The first step was passive, active to resistive range of motion exercises, the
second step was passive, motor-assisted to active in-bed cycling and the third step was
progressive early mobilisation ranging from in-bed mobilisation, to edge-of-bed, to chair,
to stand and to walk. The primary outcomes were functional capacity, assessed with the
6-Minute Walk Test and the ability to perform activities of daily living, assessed with the
Functional Independence Measure, at hospital discharge. Secondary outcomes were
muscle strength, joint mobility and functional independence at critical care discharge,
exercise capacity measured with the Timed ‘Up & Go’ Test at hospital discharge, length of
stay in the intensive care unit and the hospital, and 6-month health-related quality of life.
Outcome assessors were blinded to group allocation. Safety was monitored with standard
monitoring and indirect calorimetry for 30 minutes before, during and 15 minutes after
physiotherapy. Adverse events were prospectively defined as occurring during this time
period and persisting despite therapy interruption. Additionally, demographic data,
illness severity, laboratory findings and medications were collected. Data was managed
with a web-based application that was conformable to Swiss law. The ethics committee
consented to a deferred consent within 72 hours, because an early start of the intervention
was considered necessary to counter the functional disability from ICUAW. However,
participants had the right to withdraw from the trial at any time and written informed
consent was obtained as soon as the power of judgement was regained. The necessary
sample size was determined based on a group-differences of 54m in the 6-Minute Walk
Test and adjusted for potential drop-outs. The statistical analysis was by intention-to-treat
and per-protocol comparing group differences based on data distribution.
Chapter 3
The results of the parallel, two-arm, assessor-blinded, randomised controlled trial with the
6-month follow-up are presented within this chapter. The study was conducted between
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October 8, 2012 to April 5, 2016. In total, 130 participants were randomly allocated to
the intervention or control group. For the primary outcomes, data from 83 participants
was available (15 declined study participations and were fully excluded for all analyses,
24 died, 8 lost to follow-up). As a-priori decided, worst-score imputation for patients
who died was used in the per-protocol analysis (8 missing) and multiple imputation for
all missing data in the intention-to-treat analysis. Sensitivity analyses were conducted
to investigate the robustness of the results. There were no significant differences in the
two primary outcomes (6-Minute Walk Distance: intervention group: 123m [interquartile
range 25-280] versus control group: 100m [0-300m], p=0.542; Functional Independence
Measure: intervention group 98 [interquartile range 66-119] versus control group 98
[18-115], p=0.308) as well as the secondary outcomes except for mental health (ShortForm 36 mental health: intervention group 84 [interquartile range 68-88] versus control
group 70 [64-76], p=0.023). The treatment duration was significantly higher in the
intervention group compared to the control group (25 minutes [interquartile range 2027] versus 18 minutes [14-21], p<0.001) and patients in the intervention group had
more physiotherapy sessions per study day (85% versus 68%, p<0.001) as well as per
day (15% versus 4%, p<0.001). Patients in the intervention group also had less days
with sedation (28% versus 17%, p<0.001). In both groups, physiotherapy started very
early within 47 hours for the intervention and within 52 hours for the control group
(p=0.468). The intervention group received significantly more endurance training (186
versus 0 sessions, p<0.003) and functional dysphagia therapy (33 versus 15, p<0.003),
but not resistance training. Additionally, the intervention group had more edge-of-bed
mobilisation, though the control group stood more. Physiotherapy interventions were
considered safe. Altogether, there were 25 (3%) discontinuations of physiotherapy
(intervention 3% versus control group 3%, p=0.842) and 4 (0.6%) adverse events (0.2%
versus 0.8%, p=0.357). None of these events had any further consequences. This study
concludes that there is no benefit of early endurance and resistance training combined
with early mobilisation over standard physiotherapy. Reasons may include the difficulty
to deliver the intended exercise, the relatively short time period – within the intensive
care unit – available for intervention delivery, coupled with a high exposure to and an
early start of physiotherapy in the control group.
Chapter 4
To date, there is little to guide physiotherapists in choosing the right intensity, duration
or type of an early rehabilitation intervention. This chapter explored the safety of the
716 delivered physiotherapy sessions and the cardiorespiratory response during
training and recovery from 108 participants. To this end, we visualised physiological

&

values from before to during to after physiotherapy. The physiological values were
heart rate, mean arterial pressure, oxygen saturation, minute ventilation and oxygen
consumption. They were obtained by standard monitoring and indirect calorimetry,
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and were recorded with 2-minute medians in the patient data monitoring system to
remove artefacts. In addition, and based on clinical reasoning, we defined explanatory
variables to investigate their impact on physiological changes from before to during and
before to after physiotherapy. These variables included patient characteristics, training
attributes and critical care treatment and were tested with a statistical mixed-effect
model. On average the changes in physiological values were not clinically relevant, but
confidence intervals were wide indicating fluctuations. These mainly occurred for minute
ventilation (36% of all sessions had >10% change during training; 34% during recovery),
oxygen consumption (26% for both training and recovery) and mean arterial pressure
(22%; 28%). The main drivers for these changes were ‘mobilisation level’, ‘treatment
modality’ and ‘session type’. Concerning the explanatory factors, we found that shorter
‘session duration’ and ‘active treatment modality’ generally increased physiological
parameters during physiotherapy, while ‘session type’ and ‘mobilisation level’ affected
cardiorespiratory parameters during recovery. Non-modifiable variables that affected
physiological parameters were age, gender, body mass index and daily illness severity
scoring. Our results indicate that early physiotherapy interventions should be closely
monitored. The values from minute ventilation and oxygen consumption moderately
correlated with each other. Accordingly, minute ventilation might be a substitute for
oxygen consumption which has to be obtained by indirect calorimetry. Furthermore, we
found that recovery in elderly, more obese and sicker patients can be prolonged. Caution
should therefore be applied in these population. Early rehabilitation interventions cannot
fit all patients and should be individually tailored. In order to prompt a cardiorespiratory
response to induce a training response, shorter sessions and active patient participation
are recommended. Additionally, clinicians need to plan for sufficient recovery after a
mobilisation session. More research is needed to establish the required dose for an
adequate training response to elicit neuromuscular adaptations in the critically ill.
Chapter 5
This article outlines the development and cross-cultural adaptation of the German CPAx
along with the evaluation of its measurement properties. The translation and crosscultural adaptation from English into German followed international standards. This
included a forward and backward translation that was subsequently discussed within
an expert committee and tested in clinical practice. All committee members approved
the final German CPAx version, which was then approved by its developer. To test
the measurement properties of the newly developed German CPAx, a prospective,
longitudinal, clinimetric study was conducted from November 21, 2017 to May 25, 2019.
The measurement properties of interest were construct, cross-cultural and crosssectional validity, inter-rater reliability and measurement error. Based on a theoretical
model and the performance of the original CPAx, we formulated 22 hypotheses on
the expected relationship of the CPAx with other measurement instruments that have
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overlapping or divergent constructs. This aimed to test the validity of single CPAx scores
that were investigated at three, clinically relevant time points in the pathway of critically
ill patients: ICU baseline, ICU discharge and hospital discharge. It was a-priori decided
that ≥75% of hypotheses needed to be accepted at each of the three time points to
establish excellent validity. The CPAx was assessed by certified, trained physiotherapists.
Additionally, 49 sessions were rated by at least two therapists to evaluate interrater
reliability of the German CPAx. Results are reported from 58 critically ill, mechanically
ventilated adults at risk for ICUAW who agreed to participate in this study. The German
CPAx demonstrated excellent validity with an overall acceptance rate of 86% across
all hypotheses. Similarly, interrater reliability was very high (intraclass correlation
coefficients, including 95% confidence intervals >0.8). We further calculated 95% limit
of agreement (-2 to 2 points), standard error of measurement (0.7 points) and the
smallest detectable change (2 points) on the CPAx scale to enhance interpretation. The
CPAx scores 10 items from 0 (unable/dependent) to 5 (independent) with a minimal/
maximal summed score of 0/50. A change of >4 points is therefore unlikely to be due
to measurement error. The strengths of this study are the prospective hypotheses
according to international guidelines as well as the cross-sectional evaluation across
three clinically relevant time points within the target population. In contrast, the
necessary sample size for reliability studies (n=50) was not fully reached and there
might be potential observer bias because physiotherapists scored both the CPAx and
most measurement instrument that were used for comparison.
Chapter 6
The second part of the CPAx project investigated the predictive validity of the CPAx in
critically ill, mechanically ventilated adults. The primary hypothesis was that the CPAx
at ICU discharge would have a moderate accuracy (Area Under the Receiver Operating
Characteristic curve (AUROC) of 0.75) in predicting residency at home 90 days after ICU
discharge. This patient centred outcome was considered important as it might allow
to identify candidates for multidisciplinary rehabilitation early. Critically ill adults were
included within 72 to 144 hours of mechanical ventilation if no exclusion criteria were
present. Survivors were phoned to assess their status of residence and work, and then
sent a health-related quality of life questionnaire. Secondary hypotheses included that
the CPAx at ICU discharge would be able to discriminate between hospital discharge
destination, that there would be a positive, low to moderate correlation with healthrelated quality of life and a negative, low to moderate correlation between the CPAx
at ICU baseline and the duration of mechanical ventilation. In total, 50 out of the 58
recruited survived to ICU discharge and were assessed. The AUROC of the CPAx at
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ICU discharge in predicting 90-day residence was 0.778 (95% confidence interval
0.644 – 0.912). The primary hypothesis was therefore accepted. We calculated that a
cut-off score of ≥18 points on the CPAx scale predicts a residence at home within 90
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days with a sensitivity of 80% and a specificity of 70%. The CPAx at ICU discharge was
further able to differentiate between hospital discharge destination, whereby the scores
significantly differed in the a-priori defined order: ‘transfer/death’ ≤ ‘rehabilitation’ ≤
‘home’. However, the CPAx was not suitable to predict 90-day health-related quality of
life and this hypothesis was rejected. In contrast, the CPAx at ICU baseline correlated
as expected with the subsequent duration of mechanical ventilation and the hypothesis
was accepted. In conclusion, the CPAx seems to have value in population-prediction
and can be recommended to physiotherapists to advice on potential trajectories of
recovery. Still, our identified cut-off score needs to be confirmed in a larger sample to
increase certainty.
Chapter 7
The final study of this PhD-trajectory investigated the high incidence of ICUAW in the
critically ill, mechanically ventilated population of the randomised controlled trial. The
first objective was to investigate functional outcomes of patients with no, moderate or
severe ICUAW at hospital discharge. The second objective was to explore prospectively
defined risk factors during critical care for ICUAW at ICU discharge. Muscle strength was
assessed with manual muscle testing – the reference standard for ICUAW diagnosis.
To this end, three muscle groups from the upper and lower extremities were rated by
a certified physiotherapist on a scale from 0 (no contraction) to 5 (normal strength),
resulting in a maximal summed score of 60 points. According to international references,
a score of <48 points was used to diagnose ICUAW at ICU discharge. Patients within
the range of 36 to 47 points were considered moderately weak, while patients with
less than 36 points were considered severely weak. Due to missing values in muscle
strength measurement, data from 83 out of the 115 trial participants were analysed.
The incidences of severe, moderate and no weakness were 20%, 39% and 41%,
respectively. Weakness was significantly associated with worse functional outcomes
(severe weakness ≤ moderate weakness ≤ no weakness) for the 6-minute walking test
and functional independence at hospital discharge. Moreover, length of hospital stay
after ICU discharge was significantly associated with prolonged duration for ‘severe
weakness ≥ moderate weakness ≥ no weakness’. However, at 6 months, no differences
between weakness and health-related quality of life were seen. For the second objective,
we found that in-bed immobilisation and female gender were independently associated
with weakness, whereby in-bed immobilisation compared to out-of-bed mobilisation led
to a significant reduction of -24.57 points (95% confidence interval -37.03 to -12.11) on
the muscle strength measurement after correction for the other variables in the model.
These results confirm that ICUAW is a major complication following a critical illness,
despite being potentially underestimated in our analysis. More research is needed to
evaluate subsequent health-related quality of life in Swiss survivors due to a high dropout rate.
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Chapter 8
This chapter reflects results of prior studies in light of the existing literature, discusses
methodological limitations, and gives recommendations for clinical practice and future
research. The studies of this thesis complement the ongoing international search for
effective treatments for neuromuscular complications in critically ill patients. Conclusive
evidence is still lacking mainly due to (1) the heterogenous population whereas sicker
patients at higher risk seem to profit less, (2) the profound exhaustion of the critically
ill which complicates early training implementation, and (3) the inability to translate
potentially preserved muscle mass into improved muscle function and activity. The
optimal dose to sufficiently train muscle function and activity remains to be determined. In
regards to training intensity, duration and type of interventions, shorter and more active
rehabilitation sessions might be more beneficial to elicit a cardiorespiratory response.
This is important, because ICUAW continues to have detrimental effects on physical
function and independency at hospital discharge, likely associated with prolonged length
of stays and increased health-care costs. This PhD thesis further established the German
CPAx as a key measurement instrument to assess physical function and activity in critically
ill mechanically ventilated patients from ICU baseline, to ICU and hospital discharge. The
CPAx can further be used to identify candidates in need of further rehabilitation.
Among the main limitations are attrition bias (because of drop-outs), performance bias
(unblinded treatment intervention) and intervention fidelity (control group with active
treatment) in the randomised controlled trial, selection and attrition in the secondary
analyses, whereas the studies from the CPAx project lacked sufficiently large sample
sizes for robust conclusions about reliability and individual prediction. Generalisability
to other settings might therefore be reduced demanding further research.
Early training in critically ill adults was safe and the following training recommendations
can be given:

&
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-

Type: Prioritise out-of-bed interventions over in-bed interventions and conduct

-

Frequency: Aim for shorter, more frequent sessions with sufficient time for

-

Intensity: Monitor physiological parameters and individually tailor therapy

-

Timing: Screen regularly to start as soon as possible with a step-wise

-

Evaluation: Assess physical function and activity with a valid and reliable

-

Information: Inform patients and the multidisciplinary team on longitudinal

|

training actively by reducing sedation
recovery
specifically for elderly and sicker patients
progression
measurement instrument like the CPAx
progress/deterioration and expected needs for further rehabilitation
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DEUTSCHE ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Kapitel 1
Die Einleitung beschreibt den Hintergrund, die Forschungslücken und die Ziele dieser
Arbeit. Demnach sind kritisch kranke Erwachsene mit einer längeren Aufenthaltsdauer
auf der Intensivstation dem Risiko einer Beeinträchtigung der körperlichen, kognitiven,
mentalen und sozialen Gesundheit ausgesetzt, welche ihre gesundheitsbezogene
Lebensqualität reduzieren kann. Ein Hauptfaktor für diese spätere Behinderung
ist Muskelschwäche, die als ‘auf der Intensivstation erworbene Schwäche’ (ICUAW)
bezeichnet wird. Eine ICUAW tritt nach einer kritischen Erkrankung auf und führt
typischerweise zu einer diffusen, schlaffen und symmetrischen Schwäche der oberen
und unteren Extremitäten. Eine ICUAW ist mit schlechteren kurz- und langfristigen
Ergebnissen assoziiert, wie z. B. dem Scheitern der Entwöhnung von der Beatmung,
längeren Krankenhausaufenthalten, höherer Sterblichkeit und Gesundheitskosten
sowie einer schlechteren körperlichen Funktion für bis zu 5 Jahre. Die Inzidenz von
ICUAW bei kritisch kranken Erwachsenen wird auf etwa 40 % geschätzt. Die Ursachen
sind nicht vollständig geklärt, wahrscheinlich tritt die Schwäche aufgrund eines
Ungleichgewichts zwischen Muskelproteinsynthese und -abbau auf. Bislang gibt
es keine Behandlung für ICUAW. Zu Beginn dieses Promotionsprojekts gab es drei
randomisierte kontrollierte Studien, die darauf hinwiesen, dass eine frühe Mobilisierung
durch Physiotherapeut*innen die funktionelle Erholung verbessern könnte. Die
Ergebnisse waren jedoch nicht schlüssig und zwei Studien wiesen ein hohes Risiko für
systematische Fehler auf. Keine der drei Studien untersuchte eine Kombination aus
frühem Ausdauer- oder Krafttraining mit Frühmobilisierung. Das erste Ziel dieser Arbeit
(Kapitel 2 und 3) war daher die funktionellen Effekte eines frühen Ausdauer- und
Krafttrainings in Kombination mit einer frühen Mobilisierung mit der Standardversorgung
bei kritisch kranken, mechanisch beatmeten Erwachsenen zu vergleichen. Das zweite
Ziel (Kapitel 4) war die Sicherheit der Trainingsinterventionen zu untersuchen und
die kardiorespiratorische Reaktion während und nach dem Training zu erforschen.
Diese Untersuchungen ergaben eine überraschend hohe Inzidenz (58%) von ICUAW
in unserer kritisch kranken Population. Kapitel 7 untersuchte daher die funktionellen
Ergebnisse von ICUAW bei Krankenhausentlassung sowie frühe Risikofaktoren für
ICUAW bei Entlassung aus der Intensivstation.
Darüber hinaus gab es einen Mangel an verfügbaren Messinstrumenten für
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deutschsprachige Physiotherapeut*innen, um die körperliche Funktion und Aktivität
kritisch kranker Erwachsener zu beurteilen damit Fortschritte/Verschlechterung
bewertet, physiotherapeutische Interventionen geleitet oder Patient*innen über
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mögliche Heilungsverläufe informiert werden können. Ein Messinstrument sollte gute
Messeigenschaften in der Zielpopulation aufweisen. Das bedeutet, dass ein Instrument
in erster Linie valide (misst das, was es zu messen beabsichtigt) und zuverlässig
(gibt konsistente Messungen) sein sollte. Das neu entwickelte ‘Chelsea critical care
physiotherapy assessment tool’ (CPAx) erfüllte diese Anforderung. Zusätzlich war
es frei verfügbar, sehr praktisch und responsiv auf Veränderungen. Da das CPAx
jedoch im Vereinigten Königreich entwickelt wurde, war es nur in englischer Sprache
verfügbar. Daher war das Ziel dieser Arbeit, des CPAx aus dem Original ins Deutsche zu
übersetzen und kulturübergreifend zu adaptieren um anschließend seine Konstrukt-,
kulturübergreifende und querschnittliche Validität und Reliabilität rigoros zu testen
(Kapitel 5). Des Weiteren sollte untersucht werden, ob der CPAx eine prädiktive Validität
besitzt (Kapitel 6).
Kapitel 2
Dieses Kapitel beschreibt die detaillierte Methodik der randomisierten kontrollierten
Studie. Ein prospektiv veröffentlichtes Studienprotokoll erhöht die Verantwortlichkeit
für die Veröffentlichung der Ergebnisse, verbessert deren Interpretation und reduziert
selektive Berichterstattung. Zusammengefasst schloss die Studie zuvor selbständige,
kritisch kranke Erwachsene mit Risiko für einen verlängerten Intensivstationsaufenthalt
ein. Die beiden zufällig zugeteilten Interventionen waren Standardphysiotherapie durchgeführt nach der europäischen Norm (Kontrollgruppe) versus Frühmobilisierung
kombiniert mit Ausdauer- und Krafttraining (Interventionsgruppe). Im Einzelnen sah die
Interventionsgruppe eine stufenweise Progression vor, welche sich an der aktiven oder
passiven Beteiligung der Patient*innen sowie an ihrer physiologischen Stabilität anhand
individuell festgelegter Grenzen orientierte. Zu diesem Zweck wurde die Sedierung,
wenn möglich, reduziert. Der erste Schritt bestand aus passiven, aktiven bis hin zu
resistiven Bewegungsübungen, der zweite Schritt aus passivem, motorunterstütztem
bis hin zu aktivem Fahrradfahren im Bett und der dritte Schritt aus progressiver
Frühmobilisierung, die von der Mobilisierung im Bett, über die Bettkante, zum Stuhl,
zum Stehen und zum Gehen reichte. Die primären Endpunkte waren die funktionelle
Kapazität, bewertet mit dem 6-Minuten-Gehtest, und die Fähigkeit, Aktivitäten
des täglichen Lebens durchzuführen, bewertet mit dem Functional Independence
Measure, bei Krankenhausentlassung. Sekundäre Endpunkte waren Muskelkraft,
Gelenkbeweglichkeit und funktionelle Unabhängigkeit bei der Entlassung aus der
Intensivstation, die körperliche Leistungsfähigkeit, gemessen mit dem Timed ‹Up &
Go› Test bei der Entlassung aus dem Krankenhaus, die Dauer des Aufenthalts auf der
Intensivstation und im Krankenhaus sowie die gesundheitsbezogene Lebensqualität
nach 6 Monaten. Die Ergebnisprüfer*innen waren gegenüber der Gruppenzuordnung
verblindet. Die Sicherheit wurde mit Standardmonitoring und indirekter Kalorimetrie
für 30 Minuten vor, während und 15 Minuten nach der Physiotherapie überwacht.
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Unerwünschte Ereignisse wurden prospektiv als während dieser Zeitspanne
aufgetreten und als trotz Therapieunterbrechung anhaltend definiert. Zusätzlich
wurden demographische Daten, der Schweregrad der Erkrankung, Laborbefunde
und die Medikation erfasst. Die Daten wurden mit einer webbasierten Anwendung
verwaltet, welche dem Schweizer Recht entsprach. Die Ethikkommission stimmte einer
aufgeschobenen Zustimmung innerhalb von 72 Stunden zu, da ein früher Beginn der
Intervention als notwendig erachtet wurde, um der funktionellen Beeinträchtigung durch
die ICUAW entgegenzuwirken. Die Teilnehmer*innen hatten jedoch das Recht, jederzeit
aus der Studie auszusteigen, und die schriftliche Einwilligung wurde eingeholt, sobald
die Urteilsfähigkeit wiederhergestellt war. Die notwendige Stichprobengröße wurde auf
Basis einer Gruppendifferenz von 54m im 6-Minuten-Gehtest ermittelt und um mögliche
Drop-outs korrigiert. Die statistische Analyse erfolgte mittels Intention-to-Treat und PerProtocol-Vergleich der Gruppenunterschiede auf Basis der Datenverteilung.
Kapitel 3
Die Ergebnisse der parallelen, zweiarmigen, prüfer-verblindeten, randomisierten
kontrollierten Studie mit der 6-monatigen Nachbeobachtung werden innerhalb
dieses Kapitels vorgestellt. Die Studie wurde zwischen dem 8. Oktober 2012 und
dem 5. April 2016 durchgeführt. Insgesamt wurden 130 Teilnehmer*innen nach
dem Zufallsprinzip der Interventions- oder Kontrollgruppe zugeteilt. Für die primären
Endpunkte standen Daten von 83 Teilnehmer*innen zur Verfügung (15 lehnten die
Studienteilnahme ab und wurden für alle Analysen vollständig ausgeschlossen, 24
starben, 8 verpassten den Messzeitpunkt). Als a-priori-Entscheidung wurde in der PerProtocol-Analyse eine Schlechtester-Wert-Imputation für verstorbene Patient*innen
verwendet (8 fehlende Werte) und in der Intention-to-Treat-Analyse eine multiple
Imputation für alle fehlenden Daten ausgeführt. Mittels Sensitivitätsanalysen wurde
die Robustheit der Ergebnisse untersucht. Es gab keine signifikanten Unterschiede
für die beiden primären Endpunkte (6-Minute Gehtest: Interventionsgruppe: 123m
[Interquartilsbereich 25-280] versus Kontrollgruppe: 100m [0-300m], p=0,542;
Functional Independence Measure: Interventionsgruppe 98 [Interquartilsbereich 66119] versus Kontrollgruppe 98 [18-115], p=0,308) sowie für die sekundären Endpunkte
mit Ausnahme der psychischen Gesundheit (Short-Form 36 psychischen Gesundheit:
Interventionsgruppe 84 [Interquartilsbereich 68-88] versus Kontrollgruppe 70 [6476], p=0,023). Die Behandlungsdauer war in der Interventionsgruppe signifikant höher
als in der Kontrollgruppe (25 Minuten [Interquartilsbereich 20-27] versus 18 Minuten
[14-21], p<0,001) und die Patient*innen in der Interventionsgruppe hatten mehr
Physiotherapiesitzungen pro Studientag (85% versus 68%, p<0,001) sowie pro Tag (15%
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versus 4%, p<0,001). Die Patient*innen in der Interventionsgruppe hatten ebenfalls
weniger Tage mit Sedierung (28% versus 17%, p<0,001). In beiden Gruppen begann die
Physiotherapie sehr früh, nämlich innerhalb von 47 Stunden in der Interventionsgruppe
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und innerhalb von 52 Stunden in der Kontrollgruppe (p=0,468). Die Interventionsgruppe
erhielt signifikant mehr Ausdauertraining (186 versus 0 Sitzungen, p<0,003) und
funktionelle Dysphagie-Therapie (33 versus 15, p<0,003), jedoch nicht mehr Krafttraining.
Außerdem wurde in der Interventionsgruppe mehr Mobilisationen an den Bettrand
durchgeführt, hingegen stand die Kontrollgruppe mehr. Die physiotherapeutischen
Interventionen wurden als sicher eingestuft. Insgesamt gab es 25 (3%) Abbrüche der
Physiotherapie (Interventionsgruppe 3% versus Kontrollgruppe 3%, p=0,842) und 4
(0,6%) unerwünschte Ereignisse (0,2% versus 0,8%, p=0,357). Keines dieser Ereignisse
hatte weiterführende Konsequenzen. Diese Studie kommt zum Schluss, dass ein frühes
Ausdauer- und Krafttraining in Kombination mit einer frühen Mobilisierung keinen
Vorteil gegenüber Standardphysiotherapie bietet. Gründe könnten die Schwierigkeit
sein, das beabsichtigte Training durchzuführen, die relativ kurze Zeitspanne - innerhalb
der Intensivstation - die für die Durchführung der Intervention zur Verfügung stand,
gepaart mit einer hohen Exposition und einem frühen Beginn der Physiotherapie in
der Kontrollgruppe im Vergleich zu anderen klinischen Studien auf der Intensivstation.
Kapitel 4
Bislang gibt es nur wenige Anhaltspunkte für Physiotherapeut*innen, um die richtige
Intensität, Dauer oder Art einer frühen Rehabilitationsintervention zu wählen. Dieses
Kapitel untersuchte daher die Sicherheit der 716 durchgeführten Physiotherapiesitzungen
und die kardiorespiratorische Reaktion während des Trainings und der Erholung von
108 Teilnehmer*innen. Zu diesem Zweck haben wir physiologische Werte von vor,
während und nach der Physiotherapie visualisiert. Die physiologischen Werte waren
Herzfrequenz, mittlerer arterieller Druck, Sauerstoffsättigung, Minutenventilation und
Sauerstoffverbrauch. Sie wurden durch Standardmonitoring und indirekte Kalorimetrie
ermittelt

und

mit

2-Minuten-Medianen

im

Patientendaten-Monitoring-System

aufgezeichnet, um Artefakte zu entfernen. Zusätzlich, und basierend auf klinischen
Überlegungen, definierten wir erklärende Variablen, um deren Einfluss auf physiologische
Veränderungen von vor bis während und vor bis nach der Physiotherapie zu untersuchen.
Diese Variablen umfassten Patientencharakteristika, Trainingsattribute und die
intensivmedizinische Behandlung und wurden mit einem statistischen Mixed-EffektModell getestet. Im Durchschnitt waren die Veränderungen der physiologischen Werte
nicht klinisch relevant, aber die Konfidenzintervalle waren breit, was auf Schwankungen
hinweist. Diese traten hauptsächlich bei der Minutenventilation (36% aller Sitzungen
hatten eine >10% Änderung während des Trainings; 34% während der Erholung), dem
Sauerstoffverbrauch (26% sowohl für das Training als auch die Erholung) und dem
mittleren arteriellen Druck (22%; 28%) auf. Die Haupttreiber für diese Veränderungen
waren «Mobilisierungsgrad», «Behandlungsmodalität» und «Sitzungstyp». Hinsichtlich
der erklärenden Faktoren fanden wir heraus, dass eine kürzere «Sitzungsdauer» und
«aktive Behandlungsmodalität» im Allgemeinen die physiologischen Parameter während
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der Physiotherapie erhöhten, während «Sitzungsart» und «Mobilisierungsniveau»
die kardiorespiratorischen Parameter während der Erholung beeinflussten. Nicht
modifizierbare Variablen, die physiologische Parameter beeinflussten, waren Alter,
Geschlecht, Body-Mass-Index und der tägliche Krankheitsschweregrad. Unsere
Ergebnisse weisen darauf hin, dass frühe physiotherapeutische Interventionen genau
überwacht werden sollten. Die Werte von Minutenventilation und Sauerstoffverbrauch
korrelierten mäßig miteinander. Demnach könnte die Minutenventilation ein Ersatz
für den Sauerstoffverbrauch sein, der durch indirekte Kalorimetrie ermittelt werden
muss. Außerdem haben wir festgestellt, dass die Erholung bei älteren und kränkeren
Patienten länger dauern kann. Daher ist bei diesen Patientengruppen Vorsicht
geboten. Frührehabilitationsmaßnahmen können nicht für alle Patienten geeignet
sein und sollten individuell angepasst werden. Um eine kardiorespiratorische Reaktion
auszulösen, um eine Trainingsreaktion zu induzieren, werden kürzere Sitzungen und
eine aktive Beteiligung der Patient*in empfohlen. Zusätzlich müssen Kliniker*innen eine
ausreichende Erholung nach einer Mobilisierungssitzung einplanen. Weitere Forschung
ist erforderlich, um die erforderliche Dosis für eine adäquate Trainingsreaktion
bei kritisch kranken Patient*innen zu ermitteln, zum Beispiel um neuromuskuläre
Anpassungen hervorzurufen.
Kapitel 5
Dieser Artikel beschreibt die Entwicklung und transkulturelle Adaptierung des
deutschen CPAx sowie die Evaluation seiner Messeigenschaften. Die Übersetzung und
transkulturelle Adaptierung vom Englischen ins Deutsche erfolgten nach internationalen
Standards. Dazu gehörte eine Vorwärts- und Rückwärtsübersetzung, die anschließend
in einem Expertengremium diskutiert und in der klinischen Praxis getestet wurde. Alle
Komiteemitglieder stimmten der endgültigen deutschen CPAx-Version zu, die dann von
der Entwicklerin freigegeben wurde. Um die Messeigenschaften der neu entwickelten
deutschen CPAx zu testen, wurde eine prospektive, longitudinale, klinimetrische
Studie vom 21. November 2017 bis zum 25. Mai 2019 durchgeführt. Die zu prüfenden
Messeigenschaften waren Konstrukt-, kulturübergreifende und querschnittliche Validität,
Inter-Rater-Reliabilität und Messfehler. Basierend auf einem theoretischen Modell und
der Leistungsmerkmale des ursprünglichen CPAx formulierten wir 22 Hypothesen
über den erwarteten Zusammenhang des CPAx mit anderen Messinstrumenten, die
überlappende oder divergente Konstrukte aufweisen. Ziel war es, die Validität einzelner
CPAx-Scores zu testen, die zu drei, klinisch relevanten Zeitpunkten im Verlauf kritisch
kranker Patient*innen untersucht wurden: Intensivstations-Baseline, IntensivstationsEntlassung und Krankenhausentlassung. Es wurde a-priori entschieden, dass ≥75%
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der Hypothesen zu jedem der drei Zeitpunkte akzeptiert werden mussten, um eine
ausgezeichnete Validität zu etablieren. Die CPAx wurde von zertifizierten, geschulten
Physiotherapeut*innen bewertet. Zusätzlich wurden 49 Sitzungen von mindestens
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zwei Therapeut*innen bewertet, um die Interrater-Reliabilität des deutschen CPAx zu
evaluieren. Die Ergebnisse werden von 58 kritisch kranken, mechanisch beatmeten
Erwachsenen mit Risiko für ICUAW berichtet, welche sich bereit erklärten, an dieser
Studie teilzunehmen. Die deutsche CPAx zeigte eine ausgezeichnete Validität mit
einer Gesamtakzeptanzrate von 86% über alle Hypothesen hinweg. Ebenso war die
Interrater-Reliabilität sehr hoch (Intraclass-Korrelationskoeffizienten, einschließlich
95%-Konfidenzintervalle >0,8). Zur besseren Interpretation berechneten wir außerdem
die 95%-Grenze der Übereinstimmung (-2 bis 2 Punkte), den Standardmessfehler (0,7
Punkte) und die kleinste nachweisbare Veränderung (2 Punkte) auf der CPAx-Skala. Der
CPAx bewertet 10 Items von 0 (unfähig/abhängig) bis 5 (unabhängig) mit einem minimalen/
maximalen Summenscore von 0/50. Eine Veränderung von >4 Punkten ist somit eher nicht
auf einen Messfehler zurückzuführen. Die Stärken dieser Studie sind die prospektiven
Hypothesen nach internationalen Richtlinien sowie die Querschnittsauswertung über 3
klinisch relevante Zeitpunkte innerhalb der Zielpopulation. Im Gegensatz dazu wurde die
notwendige Stichprobengröße für Reliabilitätsstudien (n=50) nicht vollständig erreicht und
es könnte eine potenzielle Beobachterverzerrung vorliegen, da Physiotherapeut*innen
sowohl den CPAx als auch die meisten Messinstrumente, die zum Vergleich herangezogen
wurden, bewertet haben.
Kapitel 6
Der zweite Teil des CPAx-Projekts untersuchte die prädiktive Validität des CPAx bei kritisch
kranken, mechanisch beatmeten Erwachsenen. Die primäre Hypothese war, dass der
CPAx bei der Entlassung aus der Intensivstation eine mäßige Genauigkeit (Area Under
the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUROC) von 0,75) zur Vorhersage eines
‘Aufenthalts zu Hause 90 Tage nach der Intensivstationsentlassung’ haben würde. Dieses
patientenzentrierte Ergebnis wurde als wichtig erachtet, da es ermöglichen könnte,
Kandidat*innen für eine multidisziplinäre Rehabilitation frühzeitig zu identifizieren.
Kritisch kranke Erwachsene wurden innerhalb von 72 bis 144 Stunden mit mechanischer
Beatmung eingeschlossen, wenn keine Ausschlusskriterien vorlagen. Überlebende
wurden telefonisch befragt, um ihren Aufenthalts- und Arbeitsstatus zu ermitteln,
und erhielten dann einen Fragebogen zur gesundheitsbezogenen Lebensqualität.
Zu den sekundären Hypothesen zählten, dass der CPAx bei der Entlassung aus der
Intensivstation in der Lage sein würde, zwischen den Krankenhausentlassungsorten
zu differenzieren, dass es eine positive, geringe bis mäßige Korrelation mit der
gesundheitsbezogenen Lebensqualität geben würde und eine negative, geringe bis
mäßige Korrelation zwischen dem CPAx zu Beginn der Intensivstation und der Dauer der
mechanischen Beatmung. Insgesamt überlebten 50 der 58 rekrutierten Patient*innen
bis zur Intensivstationsentlassung und wurden untersucht. Die AUROC des CPAx bei
Intensivstationsentlassung zur Vorhersage des 90-Tage-Aufenthalts betrug 0,778 (95%
Konfidenzintervall 0,644 - 0,912). Die primäre Hypothese wurde daher akzeptiert.
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Wir berechneten, dass ein Cut-off-Score von ≥18 Punkten auf der CPAx-Skala einen
Aufenthalt zu Hause innerhalb von 90 Tagen mit einer Sensitivität von 80% und einer
Spezifität von 70% vorhersagt. Die CPAx bei der Entlassung aus der Intensivstation war
außerdem in der Lage, zwischen den Krankenhausentlassungsorten zu differenzieren,
wobei sich die Scores in der a-priori definierten Reihenfolge signifikant unterschieden:
‹Verlegung/Tod› ≤ ‹Rehabilitation› ≤ ‹nach Hause›. Der CPAx war jedoch nicht geeignet, die
gesundheitsbezogene Lebensqualität nach 90 Tagen vorherzusagen und die Hypothese
wurde verworfen. Im Gegensatz dazu korrelierte der CPAx zu Beginn der Intensivstation
wie erwartet mit der anschließenden Dauer der mechanischen Beatmung und die
Hypothese wurde akzeptiert. Zusammenfassend lässt sich sagen, dass der CPAx einen
Wert für die Vorhersage der Population zu haben scheint und Physiotherapeut*innen
empfohlen werden kann, um über mögliche Genesungspfade zu beraten. Dennoch
muss der von uns identifizierte Cut-off-Score in einer größeren Stichprobe bestätigt
werden, um die Zuverlässigkeit zu erhöhen.
Kapitel 7
Die letzte Studie dieses PhD-Projekts untersuchte die hohe Inzidenz von ICUAW in der
kritisch kranken, mechanisch beatmeten Population der randomisierten kontrollierten
Studie. Das erste Ziel war die funktionellen Ergebnisse von Patient*innen mit keiner,
mäßiger oder schwerer ICUAW bei Krankenhausentlassung zu untersuchen. Das zweite
Ziel war prospektiv definierte Risikofaktoren während der Intensivpflege für ICUAW
bei der Entlassung aus der Intensivstation zu untersuchen. Die Muskelkraft wurde
anhand des Referenzstandards zur ICUAW-Diagnosestellung bewertet. Zu diesem
Zweck wurden drei Muskelgruppen der oberen und unteren Extremitäten von einem
zertifizierten Physiotherapeut*innen auf einer Skala von 0 (keine Kontraktion) bis 5
(normale Kraft) bewertet, was zu einem maximalen Summenwert von 60 Punkten führte.
Nach internationalen Referenzen wurde ein Score von <48 Punkten zur Diagnose einer
ICUAW bei der Entlassung aus der Intensivstation verwendet. Patient*innen im Bereich
von 36 bis 47 Punkten galten als mäßig schwach, während Patient*innen mit weniger
als 36 Punkten als sehr schwach eingestuft wurden. Aufgrund fehlender Werte bei
der Muskelkraftmessung wurden die Daten von 83 der 115 Studienteilnehmer*innen
analysiert. Die Inzidenzen von schwerer, mäßiger und keiner Schwäche lagen bei 20 %, 39
% beziehungsweise 41 %. Muskelschwäche war signifikant mit schlechteren funktionellen
Ergebnissen (schwere Schwäche ≤ moderate Schwäche ≤ keine Schwäche) für den
6-Minuten-Gehtest und die funktionelle Unabhängigkeit bei Krankenhausentlassung
verbunden. Außerdem war die Dauer des Krankenhausaufenthalts nach der Entlassung
aus der Intensivstation signifikant mit einer längeren Dauer für ‘schwere Schwäche
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≥ moderate Schwäche ≥ keine Schwäche’ assoziiert. Nach 6 Monaten zeigten sich
jedoch keine Unterschiede zwischen Muskelschwäche und gesundheitsbezogener
Lebensqualität. Für das zweite Ziel zeigte sich, dass die Immobilisierung im Bett und das
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weibliche Geschlecht unabhängig voneinander mit Schwäche assoziiert waren, wobei die
Immobilisierung im Bett im Vergleich zur Mobilisierung außerhalb des Bettes zu einer
signifikanten Reduktion von -24,57 Punkten (95% Konfidenzintervall -37,03 bis -12,11)
bei der Muskelkraftmessung nach Korrektur für die anderen Variablen im Modell führte.
Diese Ergebnisse bestätigen, dass die ICUAW eine wichtige Komplikation nach einer
kritischen Erkrankung ist, die in unserer Analyse wahrscheinlich unterschätzt wurde.
Aufgrund einer hohen Drop-out-Rate ist weitere Forschung erforderlich, um die spätere
gesundheitsbezogene Lebensqualität bei Schweizer Überlebenden zu bewerten.
Kapitel 8
Dieses Kapitel reflektiert Ergebnisse vorheriger Studien im Hinblick auf die vorhandene
Literatur, diskutiert methodische Einschränkungen und gibt Empfehlungen für
die klinische Praxis und zukünftige Forschung. Die Studien dieser Arbeit ergänzen
die laufende internationale Suche nach effektiven Behandlungsmethoden für
neuromuskuläre Komplikationen bei kritisch kranken Patient*innen. Schlüssige
Beweise fehlen noch immer, hauptsächlich aufgrund (1) der heterogenen Population,
wobei kranke Patient*innen mit höherem Risiko weniger zu profitieren scheinen, (2)
der ausgeprägten Erschöpfung der kritisch Kranken, welche die Umsetzung eines
frühen Trainings erschwert, und (3) der Unfähigkeit, potentiell erhaltene Muskelmasse
in verbesserte Muskelfunktion und Aktivität umzusetzen. Die optimale Dosis, um
Muskelfunktion und -aktivität ausreichend zu trainieren, muss noch ermittelt werden.
In Bezug auf Trainingsintensität, Dauer und Art der Interventionen können kürzere
und aktivere Rehabilitationseinheiten vorteilhafter sein, um eine kardiorespiratorische
Reaktion hervorzurufen. Dies ist wichtig, da die ICUAW nach wie vor negative
Auswirkungen auf die körperliche Funktion und Selbstständigkeit bei der Entlassung
aus dem Krankenhaus hat, was wahrscheinlich mit einer längeren Verweildauer und
erhöhten Kosten im Gesundheitswesen verbunden ist. In dieser Dissertation wurde der
deutsche CPAx als wichtiges Messinstrument zur Beurteilung der körperlichen Funktion
und Aktivität bei kritisch kranken, mechanisch beatmeten Patienten vom Beginn der
Intensivstation bis zur Entlassung aus der Intensivstation und dem Krankenhaus
etabliert. Der CPAx kann darüber hinaus zur Identifizierung von Kandidat*innen
verwendet werden, die eine weitere Rehabilitation benötigen.
Zu den wichtigsten Limitationen gehören Attrition Bias (aufgrund von Studienabbrüchen),
Performance Bias (unverblindete Behandlungsintervention) und Interventionsfidelität
(Kontrollgruppe mit aktiver Behandlung) in der randomisierten kontrollierten Studie,
Selektions- und Attrition Bias in den Sekundäranalysen, während die Studien aus dem
CPAx-Projekt keine ausreichend große Stichprobengröße für robuste Schlussfolgerungen
zur Reliabilität und individuellen Vorhersage hatten. Die Generalisierbarkeit auf andere
Settings könnte daher eingeschränkt sein, was weitere Forschung erforderlich macht.
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Das frühe Training bei kritisch kranken Erwachsenen war sicher und die folgenden
Trainingsempfehlungen können gegeben werden:
-

Art: Bevorzugen Sie Interventionen außerhalb des Bettes gegenüber Interventionen
innerhalb des Bettes und führen Sie das Training aktiv durch, indem Sie die
Sedierung reduzieren

-

Häufigkeit: Streben Sie kürzere, häufigere Sitzungen mit ausreichend Zeit zur

-

Intensität: Überwachen Sie physiologische Parameter und passen Sie die Therapie

-

Timing: Screenen Sie regelmäßig, um so früh als möglich mit einer schrittweisen

-

Auswertung: Bewerten Sie körperliche Funktion und Aktivität mit einem validen

-

Information: Informieren Sie Patient*innen und das multidisziplinäre Team über

Erholung an
speziell für ältere und kränkere Patienten individuell an
Trainingsprogression zu beginnen
und zuverlässigen Messinstrument wie dem CPAx
langfristige Fortschritte/Verschlechterung sowie den erwarteten Bedarf an weiterer
Rehabilitation

&
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IMPACT PARAGRAPH

Research needs to be implemented into clinical practice in order to be meaningful.
The research of this PhD thesis arose because of clinical questions that could not be
answered with the current evidence. I was lucky enough to get the necessary support and
funding for these physiotherapy-initiated research questions. The resulting pragmatic
research designs enhance the clinical implementation of the findings of this thesis like
the use of the translated and validated Chelsea Critical Care Physical Assessment tool
(CPAx) in routine care, the interpretation of physiological parameters during training
and recovery to support physiotherapists’ clinical reasoning or the knowledge of
outcomes and risk factors for muscle weakness in our hospital to answer questions on
patients’ potential trajectory of recovery. This thesis also created a solid basis for future,
pragmatic and individually-adapted randomised controlled trials that can be evaluated
with a validated outcome measurement of the target population.
One could argue that a negative trial like our randomised controlled study does not inform
clinical practice. However, this is not completely true. First, our trial confirmed the safety
of early endurance training using an in-bed cycling ergometer within our own hospital
indicating that our current safety standards are adequate. Second, our trial showed us
the disadvantages of using in-bed cycling, namely that it could be prioritised over more
effective interventions such as early mobilisation. We have therefore adjusted our clinical
practice. Nowadays, we primarily use in-bed cycling for patients with a contraindication to
early mobilisation or as an adjunct to early mobilisation in long stayers. Patients report
that they like to use the bike because it provides both a training opportunity and activity.
We have therefore increased the duration to a maximum of 60 minutes and usually
determine cycling duration by patients’ preferences and perceived exertion. Also, given
the proven safety profile of early in-bed cycling, physiotherapists are no longer required
to continuously supervise sessions at the bedside and nurses have been instructed in the
safe handling of the bikes increasing overall cycling opportunities and training time. Finally,
we have adjusted the number of daily physiotherapy sessions. At the time of the trial,
physiotherapy was commonly available for only one session per day. However, the trial
clearly showed us, that twice-daily interventions can be done with the existing resources.
Splitting therapy into two or more sessions better accounts for patient exhaustion and
increases motivation, but it also allows to focus on several treatment objectives. The
secondary analysis on cardiorespiratory parameters confirmed this approach as shorter
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sessions were more likely to elicit an adequate cardiorespiratory response.
As a consequence of the studies in this thesis, physiotherapists became used to regularly
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assess function and activity with validated measurement instruments as recommended
by international guidelines. Currently physiotherapists within our intensive care unit are
encouraged to regularly evaluate muscle strength with the Medical Research Council
sum-score and to measure physical function and activity with the newly available
German CPAx version from this PhD-project. The CPAx is the first comprehensive
German measurement instrument that has established validity and reliability to assess
physical function and activity in critically ill adults from ICU baseline to ICU and hospital
discharge. The CPAx is therefore likely to affect clinical practice and future research
in German-speaking areas. However, it is also important to distribute this information
to relevant stakeholders. After its official publication, we advertised the German CPAx
through the German Network of Early Mobilisation and within the special physiotherapy
edition of the DIVI journal (e.g., Deutsche Interdisziplinäre Vereinigung für Intensiv- und
Notfallmedizin) [1]. Interest from other hospitals has been high, but enquires about
training opportunities for the CPAx indicate the need for an official German training
opportunity. This underlines the importance of an adequate translation since many
German-speaking physiotherapists seem to have barriers in accessing the original
material. Given that all assessors during the CPAx project received training, a German
training opportunity is indicated to translate results into clinical practice. Following
consultation and approvement from the original CPAx developer, Evelyn J. Corner,
PhD, we have started to develop a German e-learning tool. This e-learning tool will
be based on the original CPAx e-learning module [2] with cross-cultural adaptations,
new video material from our clinical practice as well as a quiz to assess interrater
reliability in order to maximise learning. While it will be implemented within our
university hospital’s systems, it will be made freely accessible to others in the spirit of
open science. The project is assisted by a Master of Science student and funded with
the research price 2018 for the best paper [3] from the Swiss national physiotherapy
association. This example clearly shows that a study is not finished after its publication
and that researchers need to ensure that their results reach the relevant audiences.
The target groups that profit from the research of this PhD-thesis are the patients and
their families, critical care clinicians from within our university hospital, but also from
elsewhere and specifically German-speaking early rehabilitation specialists. To this end,
the research from this PhD-thesis has been presented at national (Swiss and German)
and international conferences and has been promoted on social media. This seems
important as the impact of social media has increased in recent years and can be highly
effective in distributing research output to important stakeholders [4].
This PhD-trajectory also led to the creation of two post-graduate courses in collaboration
with the Bern University of Applied Science in Bern, Switzerland. The curricula for a
Bachelor of Science degree in Physiotherapy in Switzerland lacks a detailed introduction
to early rehabilitation within critical care. Physiotherapists are therefore often insecure
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and avoid acute care settings. However, the increasing numbers of critical illness
survivors necessitate specialists for adequate early rehabilitation [5]. The recent
COVID-19 pandemic further highlighted the lack of critical care clinicians and the urgent
need for education. The first course “Fachkurs Physiotherapie auf der Intensivstation,
Basic” was conducted in 2015 and has since been completed six times. The second
course “Fachkurs Physiotherapie auf der Intensivstation, Advanced” first started in 2018
and will run again in 2021. Together these two courses can be newly combined into a
Certificate of Advanced Studies with 12 ECTS-Credits [6]. The created curricula were both
influenced by the clinical and research experience from this thesis. All teachers have a
multiprofessional background to enhance teamwork and collaboration. Content includes
medical knowledge, clinical reasoning, practical techniques and current evidence.
Learning assessments consists of an informal quiz, the CPAx e-learning, a written case
report and peer job shadowing. In their final assignment, students will be required to
conduct a quality improvement project within their intensive care unit to implement the
learned content into their daily clinical practice. In the last years, these courses were
mostly fully booked and thus seem to fulfil the urgent need for education in the field
of critical care rehabilitation that is not covered with a standard Bachelor of Science
degree. Moreover, contacts through these courses, but also through (inter-) national
conferences, proved highly beneficial to exchange ideas on best clinical practice. Rapid
communication, advice and information was especially relevant during the outbreak of
the COVID-19 pandemic which was a very stressful time for critical care clinicians. In the
end, this allowed us to write a comprehensive, multicentre Swiss case report series to
inform about the role of physiotherapists in the treatment of the novel coronavirus at
the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic [7]. An altimetric score of 66 puts this article
in the top 5% of all research outputs with a similar publication date [8] highlighting
the importance of national collaboration and the promotion of research results. This
collaboration also existed on an international level using simple social media canals
such as YouTube to provide education and to exchange experience [9]. The knowledge
from this thesis about intensive care unit acquired weakness and the post-intensive
care syndrome further inspired the creation of an interprofessional health-care app for
people suffering from post-acute sequalae from COVID-19. This app ‘INSELhealth – cofit’
aims to inform about symptom management and to guide rehabilitation after a critical
illness. It is freely available in app stores [10] and currently intended as an adjunct to
interprofessional follow-up. Future steps should include evaluation of its useability and
efficacy.
In summary, the research from this PhD-project enhanced knowledge about critical
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care rehabilitation, specifically for German-speaking clinicians by providing a valid and
reliable assessment tool for the target population. Patients within our intensive care unit
profited from the immediate implementation of new evidence into practice, but also from
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international collaboration and innovation during the COVID-19 pandemic. Finally, this
thesis enabled the development of evidence-based critical care physiotherapy courses
in Switzerland and therefore, likely inspired other physiotherapists to implement current
evidence into their clinical practice.
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care. To date, Sabrina supervised two theses for a Bachelor of Science degree and one
thesis for a Master of Science degree that were all successfully defended and in the field
of early rehabilitation in the intensive care unit. Currently, she supervises one Master of
Science student and regularly offers a transfer module for Master of Science students
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that aims to gain insight into clinical research and quality improvement. In 2019, Sabrina
and her team further organised the annual conference of the physiotherapy interest
group from the Swiss Society of Intensive Care Medicine at the Inselspital Bern.
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Sabrina has been a faculty member for the annual congress LIVES of the European
Society of Intensive Care Medicine (ESICM) since 2020. She further is the nominated
physiotherapy member in the ESICM N&AHP committee to represent the profession
within the society for a two-year term starting in October 2022. She is also a member
of the national physiotherapy association ‘physioswiss’ and part of the core group of
the German Network for Early Mobilisation. Finally, she is in the faculty for the Early
Rehabilitation and Weaning Conference, though since her joining all conferences had
to be cancelled due to the coronavirus pandemic. For her research Sabrina won two
grants from physioswiss and the Foundation for Physiotherapy Science for a total of
30’900 Swiss Francs. The published randomised controlled trial received a research
award as ‘best paper’ in 2019 for 5’000 Swiss Francs. Her PhD research further won
two best abstract awards at the annual ESICM conferences LIVES 2020 and LIVES 2021.
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